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A. VISION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The town of Alexander chose to prepare its first Comprehensive Plan in 2004 in response to
significant residential growth in this community rich in lakes and natural beauty. Growth is
occurring not only along sensitive lakeshores but in upland areas with views of the lakes and the
scenic countryside surrounding the town. The number of households and housing units increased
considerably between 1990 and 2000; more housing units are being occupied year round; vacancy
rates have declined in Alexander (while they have increased in other communities) and there are
more seasonal units as well. This trend has continued since 2000 with increases in staff at the
international border, at the Calais regional hospital and at other medical and service institutions in
the region. At the same time improvements in Route 9 now enable town residents to reach Bangor
in less than an hour and a half.
A diverse Comprehensive Plan Committee was formed including community members from all
walks of Alexander’s life. Community members were consulted throughout the process through a
town wide (resident and non-resident) survey and a very well attended community meeting in
November of 2004. In addition, the Comprehensive Plan Committee reported on the progress of the
plan at town meetings in March, 2005 and March, 2006.
The November 29,
2004 community
meeting was
attended by over 30
individuals from all
parts of the town –
see “Where Do You
Live” map.
Members of most
local boards and
associations were
represented as well
as a full cross
section of age
groups and those
who had lived in
the community for
short and very long
periods of time (see
Appendix A). Input
from the
community meeting
is summarized in
Appendix A – Community Meeting summary.
Participants at the visioning meeting broke into four groups and identified the most significant
features of Alexander on several maps – the treasures without which Alexander would not be
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Alexander. Those features that were identified by all four groups and by three out of the four groups
are listed below. Those identified on two out of four maps are included as having “honorable
mention”.
1st Tier (on all
four groups
maps)
2nd Tier (on 3
maps)

Honorable
Mention

Natural Treasures
• Views of heath land
• Views of/from Breakneck
Mountain
• Views of Lakes
• Near Bruce Baker’s – heath,
Greenhill
• The views near Zella Cousins
• Pokey Landing
•
•

Sixteenth Stream
Trails

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Built Environment
Alexander Elementary School
Randy’s Variety
Fire Station and Town Office
Snowmobile Club
Lawrence Lords
Pleasant Lake Campground
Grange Hall
History dome
Cemetery
Grants Greenhouse
Whitney’s Originals
Downeast Outboard

The richness of the comments that accompanied the lists of special places (see Appendix A –
Community Visioning Meeting Notes) speaks of a tremendous amount of community pride,
involvement and care. Many of the specific views that were noted in the November 29, 2004
community meeting are also listed in Chapter G – Recreation, Scenic Resources and Open Space.
While Alexander is a
bedroom community to
surrounding service centers
(73% of the workforce
commutes to Calais,
Baileyville, Machias or
Eastport) local employers are
also very important to what
makes the town special to
residents.
The results of the survey are
summarized in Chapter L –
Town Survey Results and
written comments are
reproduced in their entirety
in Appendix B – Town
Survey and Written
Comments. Finally, Survey
and Community Meeting input informs policy development in each chapter throughout the
document.
A vision statement for the town was generated from the collective input provided by the survey,
particularly written comments, and the community meeting notes:
A-2
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Alexander appears to be where wilderness meets civilization.
Alexander is a town of people. Alexander is a town of natural beauty. Alexander is a town of
resources. Alexander is a town of the past with an eye toward the future.
Alexander is a town of water with large lakes and many streams. The town’s people treasure
these resources and are eager to share them with visitors – and foremost, want to preserve
and protect them for the future.
Alexander is a town of views. A visitor’s pleasure is a driving or hiking tour of the town.
Striking views of neighboring towns, bodies of water, and even Canada abound. The fall
foliage season is a special delight as the towns thousands of trees explode with color.
Alexander is a town of trails and recreation. Over 75 miles of trails are used seasonally for
snowmobiling, all-terrain vehicles, mountain biking, and hiking – providing people with the
opportunity to travel “off the beaten path”.
Alexander preserves traditional hunting and fishing as lifelong sources of enjoyment as well
as conservation and wildlife management.
Alexander is a town tied to its past, ever-mindful of the rich history of the town and region.
The town’s future is an ever-present goal: Tourism, technology, progress – but careful
change with planning and forethought. These are the ideals that guide the way.
A town school, a town office, a volunteer fire department, a country store, a gas pump, small
businesses, Blueberry fields, a Grange Hall, country lanes, gardens, families, friends, a
church, a cemetery, American flags, and a few Canadian ones too – these are the things that
define Alexander.
Not Manhattan, Mayberry, Boston, or Bugtustle – Alexander was yesterday, is today, and
will be tomorrow, our home.
A comprehensive plan should guide the Town through anticipated changes, helping accomplish
things we want while avoiding things we do not want. Change is inevitable; preparation for change
is only by design.
We need to keep what is striking and beautiful in Alexander and still allow people to earn a living
through wildlife, recreation and businesses that are non-threatening to our traditional way of life.
We need to balance our style of living with keeping things as close to the same as possible.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Historical and Archeological Resources
The history of Alexander is based upon the natural resources that drove the local and regional
economy, including logging, and more recently, blueberries. Many current residents can trace their
families back to the town’s early days. Alexander enjoys many of the benefits from our past. It is a
small town with a strong sense of community where people look out for one another. The town
seeks to maintain a link to its heritage and support for development that retain the scale and
appearance of the town as well as preserve its historic character.
Population
The population of Alexander decreased over the first 70 years of the 1900s, but increased
substantially in the last 30 years. The most significant increase occurred in the 1970s and 1980s
with a leveling of growth in the 1990s. A slight to modest population increase is most likely to
occur over the next ten-year period. There is a large and growing seasonal population. Alexander’s
population is aging. Contrary to the trend in the county and the state Alexander has slightly larger
numbers of very young children. The overall age structure is similar and reflects an aging
population but less of a decline in the number of young people and young families than in the
county or the state. At the same time the older segment of the town’s population (number of
residents aged 65 or above) has nearly doubled between 1990 and 2000 The number of households
has increased indicative of more retiree, single person families and, given the increase in children
under 5 years of age, new families. The town will continue to make available demographic
information to residents in particular tracking any the shifts of existing seasonal housing and
residents to year-round status.
Natural Resources
Alexander currently offers protection to its natural resources with locally adopted shoreland zoning
regulations. These ordinance provisions will be updated to be consistent with the requirements of
State and Federal Regulations and reviewed for improvement to specifically protect the lakes in
Alexander. The town will continue to cooperate with the many local and regional organizations
working to protect the natural resources within and surrounding Alexander including the Dennys
and East Machias River Watershed Councils, the Downeast Lakes Land Trust and neighboring
communities. Regional efforts will focus on aquifer protection, watershed protection, and land
conservation.
Economics and Employment
Alexander is a small community primarily dependant on regional sources of employment. Most
residents rely on wage and salary income and retirees compose a comparable part of the population
to the county as a whole The top three sectors of employment for Alexander are ‘Education, health
and social services’; ‘Manufacturing’; and ‘Retail trade’. The residents of Alexander have income
levels that are higher than residents of Washington County as a whole. However, with the aging of
our population, the size the workforce continues to decrease. Living in a rural area limits
employment opportunities and increases the costs of commuting to the service centers where many
of the newly created jobs are located. Our local government should strive to encourage and
maintain appropriate development that will better employ residents. Growth needs to be channeled
to areas of town capable of handling development while incurring minimal cost to the municipality.
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Housing
Affordable housing is often defined as not costing more than 30% of household income. The data
reviewed suggest that the cost of housing in Alexander is affordable for most people in the
community. The home price that could be afforded at the housing market median household income
of $29,351 was $81,942. Thus those with incomes above the median can still afford to purchase
homes of the median sale price. But those with lower incomes, approximately 40% percent of
households in Alexander, are losing access to the housing market and the price of real estate in
Alexander is increasing.
Existing land use ordinances do not impose significant costs on the cost of building homes and the
majority of people live in owner-occupied single-family housing. The desire for vacation homes on
waterfront properties by non-residents has raised the value, and assessment, of many properties in
Alexander. There is a range of new housing in town, with mobile or manufactured homes often
utilized. The percentage of homes owned by those in the workforce is likely to decline further
while the percentage of homes owned by retirees - both those from away and natives - will increase.
Recreation, Scenic Resources and Open Space
Alexander has many recreational opportunities because of the vast natural resources of the Town
and the region, and a few municipal recreational facilities. Some of the Town's most important
recreational resources rely on waterfront access, which we should seek to maintain and improve.
Scenic view protection is particularly important to Alexander residents.
Transportation
Transportation linkages in Alexander consist primarily of US 9. Our town is reliant on its road
network as the primary means of transportation movement. Local roads should provide safe,
reliable access to work, school, stores, and residences. Overall, Alexander’s roadways are in good
condition. Given limited funding and the significant expense, the town has done a noteworthy job of
maintaining its roads. Continued proper and affordable maintenance of the road network in
Alexander will be in the best interest of all residents. Since MDOT has jurisdiction over most main
roads and one bridge within Alexander, the town will continue to communicate and cooperate with
the department. The town requires all new roads to be constructed to specific municipal standards.
Public Facilities
Through proper maintenance and investment, Alexander’s public facilities and services have
remained in good condition overall. Although the town has not previously established a formal
Capital Improvement Plan, reserve accounts have been used for many necessary items and a CIP is
proposed in this Comprehensive Plan.
Fiscal Capacity
As indicated by the figures, Alexander has been doing very well in managing its finances over the
last five years and the mil rate has remained within a consistent range. In the past, the town has
budgeted for capital improvements through the use of grant funds and local revenues. The town has
also designated funds for building maintenance. A new reserve account was approved at town
meeting this year (2006) for legal services, if needed, and a Capital Investment Plan is now
proposed as part of the Comprehensive Plan. The town has kept funds in surplus in the past to cover
A-5
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capital improvements and will now formally create a capital investment reserve account with some
of these funds.
Land Use
Alexander is feeling development pressure associated with conversion of residential second home
subdivisions along lakefronts. Support exists for regulation on development activity but there is
some concern that it not be excessive or burdensome. This plan is intended to protect the town's
character and to direct residential and commercial activities to appropriate areas. It also seeks to
ensure that residents can continue to support themselves with a mixture of activities necessitated by
seasonal and diverse rural livelihoods.
Public Survey
In early 2005 Alexander residents completed a survey to give their views on important aspects of
the town’s future. The participation rate was high for surveys of this type and included a great deal
of written input. The large proportion of self-employed and retired residents in the town is seen in
the make-up of the respondents.
A summary of results of the Public Opinion Survey indicated that citizens like the quiet, rural feel
of the community. Questions about desired types of housing and development reflected this general
opinion. Respondents strongly support single-family housing and restrictions on mobile homes. In
addition, there is relatively strong support for subsidized housing for the elderly but not for
subsidized housing in general. Home based businesses were especially supported as were providing
an opportunity for some retail and professional business uses. Development in outdoor recreation
opportunities was strongly favored and recreational and arts activities were favored. Casino and
gaming facilities were not favored nor were bottled water extraction or adult entertainment
activities. Consistent with this sentiment, respondents favor low scale tourism developments rather
than large operations like resorts. Industrial and waste management activities were not favored with
junk and salvage yards holding a slight advantage though still a negative overall.
Several survey questions sought to understand how much taxpayers are prepared to spend or invest
in their preservation priorities and in community services. The single highest priority to respondents
was scenic view protection. The next two highest priorities were cemetery improvement/expansion
and public access to Meddybemps Lake. Closely following these priorities were more recreational
assets including recreational facilities, hiking/walking trails, multi-use trails and public access to
Pleasant Lake and to add shoulders in future road re-paving projects.
On issues dealing with preservation, planning and land use support for the development of a zoning
ordinance was very strong as was support for a noise ordinance. Respondents generally agreed that
a zoning ordinance should try to attract business, protect scenic values and direct commercial
development to concentrated areas. However most respondents thought a zoning ordinance should
not direct residential development into concentrated areas. Respondents were consistent when
indicating that tax and other incentives should direct development in the same manner as would be
achieved through a zoning ordinance. Support for curb side pick up of trash was positive though
with some against the idea and a fund for the purchase of additional land for public access.
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A great many questions were dedicated to issues surrounding the lakes in Alexander. A similar set
of questions were asked about facilities and desired intensity of development on each of the four
lakes in Alexander – Pocomoonshine, Pleasant, Barrows and Meddybemps. As there already public
access facilities on Pocomoonshine questions centered on how to further develop these facilities.
For the other three lakes the questions were based on IF public access were obtained, THEN how
much should any facilities be developed. On Pocomoonshine Lake support was strongest for boat
launch facilities, a picnic area and garbage facilities, a public dock and a swimming area.
Respondents were generally satisfied with town and regional/community services or had no opinion
about them. Some respondents are dissatisfied with the property tax level but most are satisfied with
it. Opinions on regionalization were generally positive with many expressing no opinion on
governance structures and annexation with neighboring towns, presumably because of lack of
information. Respondents generally favor school administration but are unclear about a regional
school high school. This may result from the perception that the Calais and Woodland High Schools
already provide a regional option for high school.

Map Disclaimer:
The information used to create the maps in this Comprehensive Plan has been derived from multiple sources. The map products as
provided are for reference and planning purposes only and are not to be construed as legal documents or survey instruments.
EMDC/WCCOG provides this information with the understanding that it is not guaranteed to be accurate, correct or complete; that it
is subject to revision; and conclusions drawn from such information are the responsibility of the user. Due to ongoing road renaming
and addressing, the road names shown on any map may not be current. Any user of the maps accept same AS IS, WITH ALL
FAULTS, and assumes all responsibility for the use thereof, and further agrees to hold EMDC/WCCOG harmless from and against
any damage, loss, or liability arising from any use of the maps.
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MAP 1: Location of Alexander in Washington County
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B. HISTORY
This place we call Alexander was first delineated in 1786 as Township 16 on a map/plan created by
Rufus Putnam. This plan, created for the Massachusetts Land Lottery, divided the township into 55
lots. Ownership of the Township, excepting those twelve lots won in the lottery, passed through
several owners until, in 1793, virtually the entire area between the St. Croix River and the
Penobscot River was purchased by William Bingham of Philadelphia. Bingham had financial
problems, and in 1797, sold part interest of this land to Baring Brothers Bank of London, England.
Alexander Baring of that bank later became Bingham’s son-in-law, and this town bears his given
name.
Native Americans and Early Settlement
Undoubtedly, Native Americans traveled through and seasonally resided in this place we now call
Alexander. They would have used the waters of the East Machias, Dennys and St. Croix
watersheds, not only as transportation routes, but also as sources for food. Artifacts have been
surface collected from around the lakes and streams, but no habitation site has been found.
The first known Euro-American settler was Samuel Brown who settled with his family at the north
edge of town before 1810. If he and the census taker had known where the line was between
townships 16 and 17 (Alexander and Princeton), records would prove that our population was 7 in
1810. By 1820 we had 114 people living within our bounds. These twenty families were
descendants of the English who had migrated to America in the first half of the seventeenth century.
Our first settlers’ ancestors had migrated up the coast from Massachusetts and New Hampshire over
a period of 150 years.
During that first decade of our history, at least five families settled here and left. This great mobility
of the American people would continue to be a factor in the make-up of our population. This
mobility explains why cemeteries in Wisconsin have the same family names as ours, and why this
town was once home for families now living clear across the country.
Annaniah Bohanon told a reporter for the Calais Advertiser in 1870 that the first settlers were
William Connick and Solomon Perkins who came in 1810. William Crockett, Elias Spring and
Bohanon followed the next year. Sam Cottle’s wife was the first woman in town, and the first death
was of Mrs. Mary Young who died on April 18, 1814. She was Annaniah’s sister-in-law. Freeman
Putnam Fenlason, born June 4, 1812, was the first white child born here.
Government and Early Development
Alexander was an unorganized township until immediately after statehood. For election purposes,
Alexander was made Plantation #16 by the Legislature in 1820. Several years later the residents
petitioned for Plantation #16 to become an incorporated town. The name Alexander was chosen,
after Alexander Baring. Alexander was Maine’s 258th town and Baring the 259th town, both
incorporated on January 19, 1825. Both were incorporated towns, having all the powers, privileges,
and immunities enjoyed by unchartered towns.
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Our town is governed by our citizens. The annual town meeting gives all the opportunity to speak
and vote on issues that affect our lives. The day to day operations are carried out by elected
officials, including selectmen, assessors, clerk, treasurer, and tax collector. Ever since 1820, the
state has been infringing upon the business of the town’s people. In more recent years, the federal
government has taken privileges from the people. In spite of all this, residents of towns like
Alexander experience democracy in its purest form.
Growth was from 114 residents in 1820 to 544 people in 1850, the greatest population ever. Most
came looking for a better life. Land for farming and timber for harvesting, along with a proprietor
who cared for the settlers, drew people here. Our rocky soil and cool climate, plus the promise of
better land elsewhere caused some to leave.
Settlers came to Alexander from several areas. Forty-six came from Southwestern New Brunswick
(St. Stephen to St. John) and twenty-eight came from Calais. Machias and East Machias sent
seventeen settlers our way. Nine families came from Ireland and sixteen from Massachusetts and
New Hampshire. Naturally, some came to Alexander from our neighboring towns.
Out-migration was prompted by the California gold rush, Civil War, depletion of the marketable
white pine, the development of the mills in Woodland, and by the lure of a better life off the farm.
Alexander’s population dropped steadily after 1850 until in 1970 we had but 169 residents. Recent
development of the second home market and those who can commute to surrounding towns for
employment population as rebounded to where it was over 150 years ago.
Table B-1 ALEXANDER POPULATION
Year Population Year Population
2000
514
1890
337
1990
478
1880
439
1980
385
1870
456
1970
169
1860
445
1960
220
1850
544
1950
282
1840
513
1940
292
1830
336
1930
312
1820
114
1920
371
1810
7
1910
374
1800
---1900
333
1790
---Source US Census and local historians

Education
The first schoolhouses were built in 1822. They were log buildings, one on the Airline in the
western part of town, and the other on Burnt Barn Hill, one half mile west of the Cooper Road on
the way to Breakneck Mountain.
Starting near the middle of the nineteenth century, frame one room schoolhouses were built in the
six districts. District 1 was at the Four Corners, #2 was Hale school and still stands on the Cooper
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Road, #3 was on Robb Hill and a joint venture with Baileyville. District #4 became Cedar School
early in the twentieth century, District #5 was on Breakneck Mountain, and #6 was at Sears Corner
on the Crawford Road. These schoolhouses were within walking distance of the pupils. During this
time, children living near Princeton, Cooper, or Crawford often attended schools in those towns
with Alexander paying tuition.
The teachers were usually women during the summer terms and men in the winter when boys likely
were in attendance. Women teachers often were products of the one room school, whereas men
teachers often had a year or two at an academy (like Calais or Washington), and, in the past century,
some men trained at the Normal School in Machias. Teachers often boarded at nearby homes.
It is interesting to note that three of the six district schools were in neighborhoods now abandoned.
The last one-room schoolhouses to close were Districts #1 and #2 in June 1957 when a consolidated
schoolhouse was opened at the corner of the Arm and Cooper Roads. Children from Cooper also
went to that school during some of its thirty-year history.
In the spring of 1987, children moved into Alexander Elementary School. This five-classroom
building also has a large multipurpose room. On July 13, 1987 a special town meeting was held in
that room to allow the town’s people to discuss their views on use of the old schoolhouse. The
library addition was completed and the scholars moved in on March 5, 1993.
The members of The Church of the Open Bible opened Downeast Christian School in the fall of
1977. It was the first Christian school in Washington County. The school, located beside the church
building on the Airline, continues to educate children from this area with a small professional staff
and volunteers.
Organized Religion
The first preacher was Mr. Foss, a Free Will Baptist, who arrived in 1816. Others followed,
traveling from town to town. One circuit in 1841 comprised of Cooper, Alexander, Crawford,
Princeton, Wesley, and Northfield.
Construction of the Methodist–Episcopal Church was started in 1866 and the building was
dedicated in 1869. This was on the Cooper Road; just north of where the Grange Hall now stands.
This Church was very active until 1905 when a group that included former Alexander residents
started the Peoples Methodist Church in Woodland. After that the local Church operated using the
minister from Woodland and usually on a seasonal basis. It ceased operation in the mid-1960s and
was sold and demolished in 1975. Three factors contributed to the demise of this church; lower
population, the automobile, and less interest in attending church services.
During the mid-1930s, Pentecostal tent meetings were held at Morey Hunnewell's on Route Nine.
As a result of religious interest developed at these meetings, a group decided to build a church.
Volunteer workers on land donated by Allen and Arlene Strout put up the structure. The first service
was on October 25, 1939. Cliff McCarty was the first pastor. The last services were held about
1965.
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Starting in 1949 Sunday school was held in Cedar School on Gooch Hill. Ruth Dwelley served as
teacher and superintendent. Cedar Sunday School was incorporated in 1957 and in 1958 became
Cedar Chapel. The last session of the Sunday school was in 1967 and in August 1968 the group
ceased to work and later the building and land was sold.
About 1950 a group of Conservative Baptist ministers and some local area people created the
Kadish Bible Kamp to benefit the young people of the area churches. A camp was built on Round
Pond in Charlotte and another here on Barrows Lake. Both properties were eventually sold, the
Barrows Lake camp to Carleton Davis
In June 1976 plans were made to establish The Church of the Open Bible with Richard Fowler as
pastor. Services were held at the Grange Hall and prayer meetings at individual homes. The first
service held in the new building on the Airline was in the fall of 1976. Robert Chamberland was the
pastor here for several years until recently.
Primary Industry: Farms and Forests
According to the Calais Advertiser of September 6, 1860 as quoted by Harold Davis in An
International Community on the St. Croix, “… Crawford, Cooper, Baileyville and Alexander were
towns where farming took up four months, logging took up four months, and loafing around … the
remainder of the year. The towns were cursed with enough timber to destroy thrifty farming, yet not
enough to make prosperous lumbering. Young men grew up with an axe and pick pole in hand, and
after trying the sociability of working in large crews, or on the rivers driving logs had no relish for
picking up stones alone on a ten acre lot….”
FARMS: This statement was true of all interior Washington County, and even Hancock County.
The land was and still is rocky. Farming in most of the nineteenth century did not produce much, if
any cash income. However, farming was central to the livelihood of Alexander people from the first
settler until after World War Two. In reality, the early farm family produced food for the table, fiber
for clothing, fuel for cooking and heating, and lumber for structures to house the family and their
animals. These farms were subsistence farms.
The invention about 1880 of the separator brought about a change in farming. Farmers purchased
dairy cows then separated the milk into cream and skim milk. The skim milk was used to feed hogs,
which became food for the family or were turned into cash. The cream went to the International
Creamery collection building on the Cooper Road. Their plant in Calais turned cream into butter
which was shipped to the big cities along the East Coast.
Farmers increased the size of their flocks of sheep. Until this time (1880), only sheep enough for
meat and wool for the family were kept. Now in Calais, Pembroke and other towns, carding
machine owners sent wool buyers around the country-side paying cash for wool.
Improvements in apple genetics allowed farmers to plant orchards, and ship barrels of the apples to
the cities. Before 1880, most apples grown here were used for vinegar, cider, and animal food.
Many orchards were destroyed in May 1935 when a major freeze killed many trees and this source
of income.
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As a result of this farm prosperity, farm families formed Alexander Grange, Patrons of Husbandry
in 1889. The Grange Hall was built in 1908. Another result of this economic activity was the
incorporation of the Alexander Farmers’ Union formed on March 30, 1918. It was to help its 33
members buy supplies and market their products.
When the mills were built in Woodland, and its population grew, a market for farm products was
opened to Alexander farmers. Butter, eggs, cream, root crops, apples, and fresh berries were taken
by wagon or pung to customers, some of whom had moved from Alexander for a cash-paying job in
the mills. Some farmers started peddling in Calais and soon found markets. By the late 1940s Bert
Varnum saw an opportunity to sell large quantities of milk in Calais and Woodland and built a
pasteurization plant at his farm on the Airline. He purchased raw milk from local producers. When
Grant’s Dairy of Bangor purchased Bert’s operation, it signaled the end of food production for local
markets as an industry in Alexander.
Abandoned pastures and hayfields soon grew up with miscellaneous plants including blueberries.
Canning blueberries had started at the time of the Civil War and the arrival of the railroad in 1898 in
Washington County provided a way to get fresh and processed berries to markets. As we enter the
twenty-first century, blueberries are the only commercial farm crop in Alexander. The economic
value of these blueberry producing fields give Alexander its wonderful open areas and scenic views.
FORESTS: The forests that surrounded the farms provided cash income for the residents. For the
first forty years or so, the men would spend the winter here in Alexander cutting pines and moving
the logs to the waterways for driving to the mills in spring. By the Civil War, pine were about gone
from our town and the men had to go up the St. Croix or up the Machias to work in logging crews
on those watersheds. Some also took part in the river drives. By 1880 men turned to logging spruce
along the same watersheds, and to working in the bark woods. We had no tannery, but our men had
work because of tanneries at Princeton, Grand Lake Stream, Jackson Brook, and Beddington.
Several Alexander men went to the West Coast to log, Robert Clark Brown stayed for seventeen
years. Working in the woods did pay cash and the economy was changing from barter to cash. Cash
also could buy a ticket out of here, to the pinewoods of the Middle West where the farms were free
of rocks.
Early sawmills provided for the local market; Stephenson’s Mill, later Dwelley’s, on Sixteenth
Stream and Cheney’s mill on Pocomoonshine were such mills. A man named Burns had a brickyard
near Pleasant Lake for the local market. From 1935 to 1946 Stowell-MacGregor had a spool bar
mill at the end of the Pokey Road. This employed local men in the woods as well as at the mill.
Starting in 1947 Ernest LaBelle had a portable sawmill in several locations in the area. His was a
family operation, so hired fewer local men.
During the first half of the twentieth century farmers cut and sold firewood in Woodland and Calais,
and cut pulpwood for St. Croix Paper Company in Woodland. Some supplemented their income
cutting and shaving hoops and bounty hunting for porcupines. Many families also ate venison yeararound.
Today families supplement their income by working in the blueberry harvest or in the Christmas
greenery business. Crawford Evergreens, owned by Randy and Susan Wallace from 1993 to 2003,
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employed men gathering boughs, and men and women making wreaths, Today the business is
owned by David Whitney of Machias.
Much of the forestland in Alexander still produces fir tips, logs, fuel, and fiber for local and area
needs. Most of the harvest is now mechanical. Some local people are employed in harvesting and
transporting these products, some in industry using them, and some landowners supplement their
income by selling them.
Historic Structures and Land Use Activities
With few exceptions, all the structures built in Alexander during the nineteenth century were
related to the farm; the single family home that might house three generations of the one family,
the barn(s), and other outbuildings necessary for farming. The exceptions were the schoolhouses,
the Church, the dam on Sixteenth Stream, logging camps, and the few small mills.
Lewis Adams built the first summer home on Pocomoonshine Lake in 1908. It wasn’t until after
WWII when camps became suddenly popular and affordable. Many children and grandchildren
of Alexander people who were living in Calais or Woodland built camps on Pleasant Lake.
Summer home construction got started on Barrows Lake, Meddybemps Lake (Berry Road) and
Pocomoonshine Lake (Pine Tree Shore) about 1970. Meddybemps Shores access was put in
during the late 90s and soon after summer and year-around homes were being constructed.
Another major change came in the mid-1970s when owners started converting summer camps
into year-round homes.
Land in Alexander was classified as settled land and wild-land. The settled land was owned and
farmed by local residents. This land included the woodlot, meadow, pasture, hayfields, cropland,
and finally the area around the buildings, i.e. the dooryard and the barnyard. Not all had a
meadow, but all required the other types of land to survive. This land division existed until after
WWII.
Wild-land, large blocks of forested-land generally belonged to out of town individuals and/or
corporations, a situation that continues to this day. This land has always been used to produce
forest products to provide income for the landowners. Much of the lakeshore development has
occurred on what once was wild-land.
Tourism
Lewis Adams came here in 1908 to rusticate and fish. Herb Dudley built a moose hunting camp
here in 1910. Hunting, fishing, and rusticating have been the prime tourism activities for the past
century. Recently snowmobiling and four-wheeling have become enjoyable activities, primarily
because of the trail system developed by Breakneck Mountain Snowmobile Club and its trail
master Charlie White. Carleton Davis started a ski slope on the north side of Breakneck
Mountain which was not successful, however, the camp ground he created on the shore of
Pleasant Lake has drawn tourists, many Canadian, to Alexander since the mid 60s.
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SELECTED TIMELINE
1774 Alexander Baring was born in England.
1786 Township 16 (now Alexander) delineated in Massachusetts Land Lottery map.
1796 Alexander Baring toured Hancock and Washington Counties prior to investing.
1808 Benjamin R. Jones surveyed Township 16 and made a revised map with 128 lots.
1810 Census records indicate Sam Brown’s family only residents of Township 16.
1813 First settlement of Breakneck Mountain was made by four families from Machias.
1816 Stephenson’s sawmill built on 16th Stream at the foot of Pleasant Lake
1820 Stephenson added a gristmill so corn and wheat could be ground into flour.
1822 First schools opened.
1832 Jesse Stephenson appointed first post master in Alexander.
1840 Ninety-six homes existed, a number not to be exceeded until the late 20th century.
1841 John Taylor died, he was our first town clerk
1848 Manly B. Townsend died, was President of the Maine Senate.
1850 Population reached 544, greatest ever.
1852 Three men died in a well on Breakneck.
1857 Airline Stage Company established with a stop at Ben Strouts.
1861 Civil War started and forty-six Alexander men went to war, at least five never returned.
1863 State Aid to wives and dependant children of soldiers was started.
1869 M-E Church dedicated.
1887 Airline Stage ceased operation.
1889 Belcher Tyler died, he represented Alexander in the Maine House.
1893 Powers of school districts transferred to the town school committee.
1902 Cedar School built.
1908 Lewis Adams built the first summer home. (Pocomoonshine Lake)
1908 The Grange Hall is dedicated. It stands on a locally quarried granite foundation.
1918 Alexander Farmers Union started.
1922 First Annual Report printed and distributed to citizens.
1938 Ted and Elza Junimann moved to Breakneck. Were they German spies?
1947 Elbridge McArthur became one of the first to commute to work from Alexander.
1957 Consolidated school at corner Arm and Cooper Roads opened.
1961 Ski slope opened on Breakneck Mountain.
1970 Alexander reached low point in population, 169 residents.
1976 Selectmen authorize History of Alexander by Ruth Dwelley
1980 First issue of Alexander-Crawford Historical Society Newsletter published.
1987 Alexander Elementary School welcomed scholars.
1990 Manly Townsend house burned on town meeting day.
1993 Crawford Evergreen opened in Alexander
1994 Municipal building dedicated for fire department and town office.
1995 Airline completely rebuilt (started in 1989) all through town.
2003 Sand salt shed completed.
2005 Alexander plans for the future.
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HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND PLACES
Early settlers usually built a log home with a dirt floor and a hole in the roof to let out the smoke.
None of these primitive structures exist today. Settlers’ permanent homes were built as soon as
possible thereafter. There were post and beam frame houses. Being on the frontier, these homes
were built by the owners who were farmers and loggers, not carpenters. Of those capes built
before the Civil War, only seven still stand. They are at 898 Airline Road where Gary Howland
lives, 1516 Airline Road where Pliney Frost lived, 1886 Airline Road where Zela Cousins lived,
at 102 Tommy Long Road where Merle and Ruth Knowles live, at 179 Cooper Road where Irene
McKain lives, at 311 Arm Road where Rose Williams lives, and at 3 Dwelleys Lake Road where
Lew Dwelley lives. Many of these homes have had major structural changes.
Starting at the time of the Civil War, homes were built with the gable end toward the road and
with the front door also facing the road. Homes built during this time include 1288 Airline Road
owned by Fred Wallace, 1049 Airline Road where Joe Wallace lives, 87 Spearin Road where
David McVicar lives, 89 Arm Road where Carroll Niles lives, 589 Cooper Road where Barbara
McArthur lives, and 731 Cooper Road, the Lincoln Flood place, also known as the Pottle Place.
Three other buildings were built during the 40 years after the Civil War. 151 South Princeton
Road is a small cape that is home to Keith Prout. 1437 Airline Road was built after the original
home burned in 1898; David Frost lives here now. 260 Spearin Road was a small cape built just
after the War and occupied today by Richard Smith. 580 Cooper Road was built in 1902 as a
schoolhouse for District 4; it now is Norman and Donna Brown’s home.
Several barns are over 100 years old including Nelson Flood’s and Clinton Flood’s. Hale School,
which belongs to Roger Holst, is over 150 years old. The Grange Hall (1908) is the oldest public
accessible building in town.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission maintains an inventory of important sites
including buildings or sites on the National Registry of Historic Places (NRHP). They record no
such listings for the town and indicate that a comprehensive survey of Alexander’s above-ground
historic resources needs to be conducted in order to identify those properties which may be
eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
REHABILITATION GRANTS
The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program rewards private investment to
rehabilitate certified historic structures (building listed individually in the National Register of
Historic Places or a building located in a registered historic district and certified by the Secretary
of the Interior as contributing to the historic significance of the district). The building must
currently be used or will be used for commercial, industrial, agricultural, or rental residential
purposes, but not used exclusively as the owner’s private residence. Under PL 99-514 Internal
Revenue Code Section 47, tax incentives include:
1. A 20% tax credit for the certified rehabilitation of certified historic structures.
2. A 10% tax credit for the rehabilitation of non-historic, non-residential buildings built before
1936.
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For both credits, the rehabilitation must be a substantial one. That is, during a 24-month period
selected by the taxpayer, rehabilitation expenditures must exceed the greater of $5,000 or the
adjusted basis of the building and its structural components. And, the rehabilitation must involve
a depreciable building. The National Park Service must approve, or "certify," all rehabilitation
projects seeking the 20% rehabilitation tax credit. Owners seeking certification of rehabilitation
work must complete the Historic Preservation Certification Application.
A Maine State taxpayer is allowed a credit equal to the amount of the Federal credit claimed by
the taxpayer under section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code for rehabilitation of certified historic
structures located in Maine. The credit is nonrefundable and is limited to $100,000 annually per
taxpayer.
The only historic building to be restored has been the Lincoln Flood home at 731 Cooper Road.
No grant monies were used for that activity.
CEMETERIES
The town cemetery is located north of the Airline on what was known as Sand Hill. Stone
inscriptions indicate it has been in use since 1830. In 1856 the town voted $70.00 to fence the
Sand Hill cemetery, and in 1878 the town purchased the property with a payment of $4.00. In
recent years scholars from Alexander Elementary School have placed flags on veterans’ graves,
an exercise that connects them to the past and to the important role that veterans play in our
country.
There are a number of family burial plots about town representing the following families;
Bohanon, Brown, Davis, Flood, Frost, Perkins, and Stephenson. The only family plot that is well
maintained is the Flood plot on the Cooper Road. Numerous other family plots exist, but have
not been located.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
According to the Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) there are no known
prehistoric archaeological sites located within Alexander. The MPHC notes that lake shores,
rivers and associated marshes, especially dry landforms around marshes, are archaeologically
sensitive and need survey in Alexander.
There are also no known historic archeological sites in Alexander. MHPC indicates that no
professional survey for historic archeological sites has been conducted in Alexander. They indicate
that such fieldwork could focus on sites relating to the first Euro-American settlement in the town
about 1810.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission has done no surveys for prehistoric archaeological
sites in Alexander. No prehistoric archaeological sites are known in Alexander although the
potential exists for these sites along the shores of the lakes and streams.
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MHPC has surveyed along the Airline relative to its reconstruction. To date 41 historic
archaeological sites have been located by members of the Alexander-Crawford Historical
Society using GPS. It is estimated that at least this many more sites are out there. These sites
mostly represent building foundations, wells, burial sites and even a gold mine.

THREATS TO EXISTING SITES
The greatest threat to historic buildings and archaeological sites is the lack of knowledge among
landowners. Many old buildings have been intentionally destroyed without measurements and
photographs. Many cellars and wells are filled and leveled without first creating a GPS record.
A-CHS published “Century Homes of Alexander” in 1998. Of the eighteen homes, one was
taken down by its owner, one completely renovated, and one thoughtfully restored.
Historic Buildings:

Even with an inventory of existing sites and buildings that may be of historic
significance the town is vulnerable to the loss or conversion of sites or
buildings that are important to the town’s history.

Archaeological Sites: The locations of archaeological sites are protected under Shoreland Zoning
and Flood Plain Management Ordinance provisions that have been adopted
by the Town.

LOCAL HISTORIES and SELECTED REFERENCES
Information for this history of Alexander came from back issues of the Alexander-Crawford
Historical Society Newsletter and from A-CHS files. Other sources included Selectmen’s Ledger
1847-1900, Assessors’ book 1875-1899, Annual Reports 1923-2004, and History of Alexander
by Ruth Dwelley.
Public Opinion Survey
Investment in the town cemetery was supported by many respondents to the January, 2005 public
survey, to ensure it is maintained and expanded.
POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to preserve the State’s historic and archaeological resources from development that
could threaten those resources, the town of Alexander has developed the following policies and
implementation strategies:
Goal: Alexander will preserve the State’s historic and archeological resources for future generations to enjoy
and pass on to their children as they have been passed on to the present.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Protect and preserve known
Promote awareness of historic structures and
Planning
On-going
archaeological and historic sites.
artifacts including the consideration of listing Board;
on the National Register of Historic Places.
Historical
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Goal: Alexander will preserve the State’s historic and archeological resources for future generations to enjoy
and pass on to their children as they have been passed on to the present.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Society
Work in cooperation with the State of Maine
Planning
As funding
with any of the identified historical and
Board; Select
allows
archaeological resources within Alexander.
Board:
Historical
Society
Ensure that archeological and
Potential areas and artifacts of historical and
Select Board; As funding
historic sites are not unknowingly
archaeological significance, especially along
Planning
allows
destroyed.
riverbanks and lakeshores, should be
Board
professionally surveyed and documented, and
historical and archaeological sites and
artifacts should be monitored
Formulate guidelines or land use
Require developers to provide evidence that
Planning
Immediate
controls to protect and preserve
proposed developments will not negatively
Board
historic and archaeological
impact any archeological sites.
resources if identified.
Require that development plans include a
Planning
Immediate
plan showing the preservation of known
Board
historically significant areas.

SUMMARY
The history of Alexander is based upon the natural resources that drove the local and regional
economy, including logging, and more recently, blueberries. Many current residents can trace their
families back to the town’s early days. Alexander enjoys many of the benefits from our past. It is a
small town with a strong sense of community where people look out for one another. The town
seeks to maintain a link to its heritage and support for development that retain the scale and
appearance of the town as well as preserve its historic character.
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C. POPULATION
A comprehensive plan needs to provide for a proper relationship between the town’s future
population and its environment. Accordingly, most phases of the plan are either dependent upon,
or strongly influenced by, the size and composition of the town’s future population. This section
examines past, current and projected population for Alexander.

MIGRATION ANALYSIS
According to Census data Alexander’s population increased by 36 persons during the last decade
of the millennium. This increase can be attributed both natural increase and to in-migration.
During the 1990s, Alexander recorded 40 deaths and 55 births and a net in-migration of 21
people. This increase is shown in the formula below.
1990 Census Population = 478
Plus the number of births to Alexander residents between 1990 and 2000 (55) = 533
Minus the number of deaths to Alexander residents between 1990 and 2000 (40) = 493
Minus in-migration (21) to attain the 2000 Census Population = 514

POPULATION STATISTICS
Population and Growth Rates
Like its small rural neighbors the population of Alexander increased from 1990 to 2000. The
larger centers nearby lost population, reflecting a trend seen in Washington County as a whole.
Table C-1 POPULATION OF ALEXANDER AND NEIGHBORING COMMUNITIES
Population 1990 - 2000
Alexander

Baileyville

number

1990

2000

478

514

GPY 90-00

0.75%

% growth

7.53%

number

2031

GPY 90-00

-1.7%

% growth
Baring Plantation

Calais

Cooper

number

1686
-16.99%

275

273

GPY 90-00

-0.07&

% growth

-0.7%

number

3963

3447

GPY 90-00

-

-1.30%

% growth

-

-13.02%

124

145

number
GPY 90-00

C-1

1.69%
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Population 1990 - 2000
1990

2000

% growth
Crawford

number

16.9%
89

108

GPY 90-00

2.13%

% growth
Meddybemps

number

Princeton

12.78%

% growth

12.8%
973

892

GPY 90-00

-0.83%

% growth

-8.3%

number
GPY 90-00
% growth

State

150

GPY 90-00
number

Washington County

21.3%
133

number

35,308

33,941

-

-0.39%

-

-3.87 %

1,227,928

1,274,923

% growth
Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

3.83 %

The following table shows the year-round population and growth rate by decade in Alexander,
Washington County and Maine since 1900.
Table C-2 POPULATION AND GROWTH RATES

Year
2000
1990
1980
1970
1960
1950
1940
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890

Alexander
Number
% Change
514
7.5%
478
24.2%
385
127.8%
169
-23.2%
220
-22.0%
282
-3.4%
292
-6.4%
312
-15.9%
371
-0.8%
374
12.3%
333
-1.2%
337
Source:

Washington County
Number % Change
33,941
-3.87 %
35,308
0.99 %
34,963
17.09 %
29,859
-9.27 %
32,908
-6.48 %
35,187
-6.83 %
37,767
-0.16 %
37,826
-9.31%
41,709
-2.79%
42,905
-5.14%
45,232
1.7%
44,482
U.S. Census Bureau
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Maine
Number
% Change
1,274,923
3.83 %
1,227,928
9.18 %
1,124,660
13.37 %
992,048
2.35 %
969,265
6.07 %
913,774
7.85 %
847,226
6.25 %
797,423
3.83%
768,014
3.45%
742,371
6.90%
694,466
5.0%
661,087
-
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As the following chart clearly shows, Alexander’s population shrank in size through the first 70
years of the last century, nearly doubled in the following 3 decades and growth has leveled off in
the last decade.
Alexander Population 1890-2000
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Population

200
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0
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1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

Population Forecasts
As the table and chart below depict, the State Planning Office predicts that the population of
Alexander will rise to 546 individuals by 2005, to 577 in 2010 and then to increase modestly to
605 individuals by 2015.
Table C-3 POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Alexander
Year Number % Change

Washington County
Number % Change

2015
2010
2005
2000

33,111
32,312
32,217
33,941

605
577
546
514

4.9%
5.7%
6.2%
7.5%

2.47%
0.30%
-5.09%
-3.87%

Maine
Number
% Change
1,300,000
1,330,117
1,371,022
1,274,923

-2.98%
7.7%
3.83%

The 2005, 2010 and 2015 numbers were projected by the State Planning Office and the 2000
information is an actual number from the U.S. Census.
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Estimated 1990 to 2000 Population Trend & Projected 2000 to 2015 Population Trend
Alexander town
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Source: Maine State Planning Office analysis of 1990-2000; US Census Data

As noted above, the town’s population has almost doubled in the past 50 years. The following
analysis compares the analysis above provided by SPO with both a rate of growth calculation
and linear regression analysis. The analyses that best reflect the SPO projection are those that
base their estimates on the last 30-50 years of Alexander’s population fluctuations. During the
1990s, an increase of 0.75% percent per year occurred. If that trend continued, Alexander would
increase to 572 persons in 2015 (or 568, using linear regression). If, however, a higher annual
rate of growth is observed 6.80% percent per year) as occurred over the longer term from 1970 to
2000 then the population of the town would increase to a total of 1039 persons by the year 2015
(or 725, using linear regression). However, if the average annual rate of growth of 1.65% from
the period from 1950 to 2000 were to continue the population in 2015 would grow to 641 (or 587
using linear regression). Changes in land use including new year-round residential development
will determine actual population growth over the next ten years. A slight to modest population
increase is most likely to occur over the next ten-year period.
Table C-4 LINEAR REGRESSION AND GROWTH PER YEAR POPULATION PREDICTIONS

Timeframe on
which prediction is
based
1950-2000
1970-2000
1990-2000

Average Growth
Per Year (NonCompounded)
1.65%
6.80%
0.75%

Alexander Predictions for the year 2015
Using Average Growth
Using Simple Linear
Per Year (NC)
Regression
641
587
1039
725
572
568

Seasonal Population
There are no state or federal statistics on seasonal population for Alexander. As a scenic,
community with several appealing lakes, seasonal development has a significant impact on our
community. Based on a total of 140 seasonal housing units reported in the 2000 Census, and
estimating average household size for non-residents at 2.30 approximately 322 additional
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persons may stay in Alexander seasonally. The town estimates this number is somewhere
between 300 and 400 individuals. It is anticipated that seasonal people who choose to stay year
round will account for future increases in population. More information on household
composition and on the housing stock is presented in the housing section of this plan.
Age Distribution
The following 2000 statistics compare population by age groups for the town of Alexander, the
county and the state.
Table C-5 POPULATION BY AGE GROUPS

Age Group
Under 5 years
5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years
15 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 74 years
75 to 84 years
85 years and over
Median age (years)

Alexander
Numb Percent
35
6.8
31
6.0
39
7.6
35
6.8
20
3.9
68
13.2
91
17.7
83
16.1
30
5.8
18
3.5
41
8.0
19
3.7
4
0.8
37.9
-

Washington
Numb Percent
1727
5.1
2176
6.4
2363
7.0
2403
7.1
1813
5.3
3812
11.2
5114
15.1
5048
14.9
1960
5.8
1669
4.9
3085
9.1
2065
6.1
706
2.1
40.5
-

Maine
Number Percent
70726
5.5
83022
6.5
92252
7.2
89485
7.0
69656
5.5
157617 12.4
212980 16.7
192596 15.1
68490
5.4
54697
4.3
96196
7.5
63890
5.0
23316
1.8
38.6
-

Source: 2000 Census

Contrary to the trend in the county and the state Alexander has slightly larger numbers of very
young children. The overall structure is similar and reflects an aging population but less of a
decline in the number of young people and young families than in the county or the state. This is
reflected in a median age that is lower than both the county and the state. Even so, the median
age of Alexander’s population increased by 5.4 years (16.6%) between 1990 and 2000.
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Table C-6 ALEXANDER POPULATION BY AGE YEAR COMPARISONS

Age Group 1990
Under 5
5-17
18-24
25-54
55-64
65 and older
Median Age

Number Percent
24
5.0%
134
28.0%
32
6.7%
211
44.1%
39
8.2%
38
7.9%
32.5
-

Age Group 2000
Under 5
5-17
18-24
25-54
55-64
65 and older
Median Age

Number Percent
35
6.8%
92
17.9%
33
6.4%
242
47.1%
48
9.3%
64
12.5%
37.9
-

Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

The older segment of the town’s population (number of residents aged 65 or above) has
increased to about 12.5% between 1990 and 2000. During the same time the number of schoolaged residents of 5-17/19 years old decreased from 28.0 to 17.9 percent of the population.
However an increase in the number of children under 5 indicates that young families are
choosing to live in Alexander.
Table C-7 ALEXANDER POPULATION BY GENDER

Year
2000
1990

Female
251
237

%
48.8%
49.6%

Male
263
241

%
51.2%
50.4%

Total
514
478

Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

The ratio of females to males remained fairly constant between 1990 and 2000.
Table C-8 HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Average Household Size and Growth Rate: 1990-2000
1990
Alexander
Household Size
2.97
GPY 90-00
% growth
Baileyville
Household Size
2.64
GPY 90-00
% growth
Baring Plantation
Household Size
2.72
GPY 90-00
% growth
Calais
Household Size
2.44
GPY 90-00
% growth
Cooper
Household Size
2.88
GPY 90-00
% growth
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2000
2.62
-1.18%
-11.78%
2.32
-1.21%
-12.12%
2.42
-1.10%
-11.03%
2.24
-0.82%
-8.20%
2.59
-1.01%
-10.07%
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Average Household Size and Growth Rate: 1990-2000
1990
Crawford
Household Size
2.41
GPY 90-00
% growth
Meddybemps
Household Size
2.46
GPY 90-00
% growth
Princeton
Household Size
2.61
GPY 90-00
% growth
Washington County
Household Size
2.55
GPY 90-00
% growth
State
Household Size
2.56
% growth
Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

2000
2.63
0.91%
9.13%
2.24
-0.89%
-8.94%
2.41
-0.77%
-7.66%
2.34
-0.82%
-8.2%
2.39
-6.6%

Similar to the trends of her neighbors and the county and state, the average household size in
Alexander went down by 11.78%, indicating the presence of more households with fewer
children. Given the increase in median age (5.4 years), it is likely that many of these households
are ‘empty nests’ in which the children have grown up and moved out of Alexander.
The number of households has increased indicating indicative of more retiree, single person
families and, given the increase in children under 5 years of age, new families.
Table C-9 NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS
Number of Households 1990 - 2000
Alexander

Baileyville

Baring Plantation

Calais

Cooper

1990

2000

161

196

GPY 90-00

-

2.17%

% growth

-

21.74%

770

726

Number

Number
GPY 90-00

-0.57%

% growth

-5.71%

Number

101

113

GPY 90-00

1.19%

% growth

11.88%

Number

1,536

1,486

GPY 90-00

-

-0.33%

% growth

-

-3.26%

43

56

Number
GPY 90-00
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Number of Households 1990 - 2000
1990
% growth
Crawford

Meddybemps

Princeton

Washington County

State

2000
92.77%

Number

37

41

GPY 90-00

1.08%

% growth

7.61%

Number

54

67

GPY 90-00

2.41%

% growth

24.07%

Number

373

370

GPY 90-00

-0.08%

% growth

-0.80%

Number

13418

14118

GPY 90-00

-

0.52%

% growth

-

5.22%

465312

518200

Number

% growth
Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

11.37%

An increase in the number of households occurred in most neighboring towns and throughout
Washington County despite declining population indicating the presence of more single person,
single parent, and retiree households countywide.
Table C-10 EDUCATION

School Enrollment (aged 3 and up)
Alexander
Washington County
State

1990

1990
2000
% Pop
140
29.3%
124
8682 24.6% 8,044
304,868 24.8% 321,041

2000
% Pop
24.1%
23.7%
25.2%

Source: 1990 Census, 2000 Census

According to the 2000 Census, the town had 124 children enrolled in school in the year 2000.
This number is different from the school enrollment figures noted below because census figures
on school enrollment can include children in Head Start and pre-school as well as post secondary
programs. School enrollment has declined in the town and county, but has increased statewide.
The town’s public school enrollment has grown and then declined slightly in the last five years.
Figures in Table C-11 account for Alexander residents only. There are an additional number (1018 between 1999 and 2004) of tuition students attending Alexander Elementary School from
neighboring towns. There are no state statistics predicting future enrollment figures for the town.
However, a slight increase of public school enrollment is likely in the near term given the
increase in population under the age of 5.
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Table C-11 PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT OF ALEXANDER RESIDENTS

School Year

Elementary

Secondary

Total Alexander Enrollment

October, 2004
October, 2003
October, 2002
October, 2001
October, 2000
October, 1999

53
65
61
63
60
64

27
25
29
34
31
25

80
90
90
97
91
89

Source: Department of Education, Union 106 Superintendents Office

Very few children are home schooled in Alexander. There is a private school, the Downeast
Christian School, located in the Church of the Open Bible whose enrollment have varied
between 10 and 25 students in the past five years with a current enrollment of 11 students.
Table C-12 2001-02 APPROVED HOME INSTRUCTION PUPILS

Town
Alexander

KIND.
0

GR 1-8
0

GR 9-12 OTHER TOTAL
0
0
0

Source: Maine DOE

Table C-13 TREND IN HOME-SCHOOLING

Trend (# of Pupils)
Alexander

1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02
0
1
0
1
0
Source: Maine DOE

Educational attainment in higher level and the High School Graduate or higher is higher than the
county but less than the state average. Educational attainment at the Bachelor’s degree level is
less than both the county and state averages.
Table C-14 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 2000

High
School
Graduate
or higher
Bachelor's
degree or
higher

Calais

Eastport Alexander Baileyville Robbinston

Washington
State 2000
Co. 2000
Percent
Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

84.6

78

82.5

85.9

78.1

79.9

85.4

11.5

18.5

8.9

13.0

16.1

14.7

22.9

Note: Percent calculated from persons aged 25 and over.
Source: 2000 Census
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POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
Given the importance of understanding, planning for and meeting the needs of current and future
residents, the town has developed the following policies and implementation strategies for the
town:
Goal: Alexander will use complete and current information about its population when making administrative
and policy decisions for the town.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility
Timeframe
Alexander will actively monitor
The town will gather all available
Town Clerk
Immediate
the size, characteristics and
population estimates, census data and
distribution of its population.
other information concerning the number
and characteristics of the town’s
population.
The town will maintain population
Town Clerk
Immediate
information in appropriate files that are
available in the town hall for use by the
town Officers and by residents.
The town will update the population
Town Clerk
Long-term
information files every five years.
The town will seek assistance in the
Town Clerk
On-going
collection and maintenance of this data
from the Washington County Council of
Governments, the designated census
information center for Washington
County.

SUMMARY
The population of Alexander decreased over the first 70 years of the 1900s, but increased
substantially in the last 30 years. The most significant increase occurred in the 1970s and 1980s
with a leveling of growth in the 1990s. A slight to modest population increase is most likely to
occur over the next ten-year period. There is a large and growing seasonal population.
Alexander’s population is aging. Contrary to the trend in the county and the state Alexander has
slightly larger numbers of very young children. The overall age structure is similar and reflects
an aging population but less of a decline in the number of young people and young families than
in the county or the state. At the same time the older segment of the town’s population (number
of residents aged 65 or above) has nearly doubled between 1990 and 2000 The number of
households has increased indicative of more retiree, single person families and, given the
increase in children under 5 years of age, new families. The town will continue to make available
demographic information to residents in particular tracking any the shifts of existing seasonal
housing and residents to year-round status.
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D. NATURAL RESOURCES
Alexander is a small rural town rich in natural resources. Of particular importance to town
residents are the four lakes: Pocomoonshine, Meddybemps, Pleasant and Barrows.
Pocomoonshine Lake and Meddybemps Lake are the largest of the four and both are only partly
within the town’s boundaries. Pocomoonshine Lake extends north into neighboring Princeton
and Meddybemps Lake is shared to the south and east with Baileyville, Baring and the town of
Meddybemps. Canoeing and boating is available from several town access points and provides a
pleasant experience among Maine communities. The lakes are not readily apparent to a traveler
along Route 9 as much of the land is forested.
Information on natural resources is necessary to protect environmentally sensitive areas, and to
identify opportunities and constraints for development. The natural resources of our town
contribute greatly to our quality of life. They provide open space, habitat, and recreational
opportunities such as fishing, boating, snowmobiling, hunting, canoeing, hiking, and crosscountry skiing, as well as other activities.
The goal of this section is to protect the quality and manage the quantity of Alexander’s natural
resources, as well as to safeguard the agricultural and forest resources that support our economy.
LOCATION, TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
The town of Alexander is located in the eastern part of Washington County, Maine. The town is
situated approximately 90 miles east of Bangor and is bordered on the south by the towns of
Cooper and Meddybemps, on the east by the town of Baileyville and the unorganized plantation
of Baring, on the north by the town of Princeton and on the west by the town of Crawford and
Township 21. The land area of the town is approximately 29,196 acres (see Map 6: Land Cover).
See Map 3: Topography, Steep Slopes and Flood Zones at the end of this section for general
contour elevations.
Alexander is located in a region of massive granite intrusion that was glaciated in the Wisconsin
age. The glacier caused till (unsorted, poorly drained soil) to be deposited over the entire region.
This poorly drained till formed bogs and ponds and altered the drainage pattern. The topography
in these areas is generally a blanket deposit that conforms to the underlying bedrock topography.
However, the underlying granite caused the till to be more thickly deposited on the northwest
sides of ridges: on the southeast sides boulders were "plucked" and transported further south.
Thick till deposits are also found in bedrock ''valleys" and depressions. The weight of the ice (in
some places a mile thick) caused the land to be depressed in relation to the level of the sea.
Marine sediments (silts and clays) were deposited in valleys and more sheltered locations. The
release of pressure due to the melting allowed the land to rise slowly. This explains why silt and
clay deposits can be found at elevations of 100 feet or more.
Thin drift, which makes up about 40 percent of the town’s land area, consists of bedrock
outcrops and/or thin surficial deposits. The topography here reflects the configuration of the
bedrock surface, and ranges from smooth undulating hills to knobby terrain and high mountains.
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See Map 4: Topography, Steep Slopes and Flood Zones at the end of this section for general
contour elevations.

LAND SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT
Soils
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service (SCS) has
prepared soil classification maps for each state (STATSGO). Soil maps for STATSGO are often
compiled by generalizing more detailed (SSURGO) soil survey maps. Where more detailed soil
survey maps are not available, as is the case in Washington County, data on geology,
topography, vegetation, and climate are assembled, together with Land Remote Sensing Satellite
(LANDSAT) images. Soils of like areas are studied, and the probable classification and extent of
the soils are determined. Map 4 – STATSGO Soils provides this level of information for
Alexander.
A soils map at 1:20,000 scale is useful in understanding and planning the soil resources of fields,
farms, and communities, but it is not useful for planning small (less than 1 acre) plots. The
pattern of soils is often very complex and, in some places, soils of one type grade imperceptibly
into others. On-site investigations are needed to determine the suitability of a plot for a septic
tank installation for instance. Soils in Alexander are of several types: glacial till thinly deposited
in the uplands; thick glacial till on northwest slopes and in bedrock depressions; marine silts and
clays in the valleys and more sheltered locations, and glacial outwash or ice contact sands and
gravels. None of these types is particularly well suited to septic sewage disposal. Some are well
suited to forestry.
The STATSGO and SSURGO soils map combinations are not the same map units as the paper
copies of the soils maps that are available in the Machias office of the Soil and Water
Conservation Service. In addition the paper maps are not available in digital format and are large
(24” by 24”). They are therefore not reproduced in this plan but they are now housed in the
Alexander town office as well as in Machias.
Soil Potential for Low Density Development (LDD)
Very few areas of Alexander, or indeed of Maine in general, have large tracts of land that are
ideal for residential development. The Natural Resources Conservation Service of the USDA has
produced a handbook of Soil Survey Data for Growth Management in Washington County. This
publication is available at the Alexander Town office along with soils maps at a scale of 1 inch =
2000 feet. The Soil Survey handbook includes many tables that interpret the suitability of
different soils for agricultural production, woodland productivity, erodability and low density
development.
This last interpretation – rating of soil potential for low density urban development – is provided
in the table below to guide the concentration of development in Alexander. Under this system
soil potentials are referenced to an individual soil within the county that has the fewest
limitations to development (depth to water table, bedrock etc.). This reference soil is given a
D-2
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value of 100 points. Costs that are incurred to overcome limitations to development are
developed for all other soils. These costs, as well as costs associated with environmental
constraints and long term maintenance, are converted to index points that are subtracted from the
reference soil. The result is a comparative evaluation of development costs for the soils in the
county. The overall range is large with values between 0 and 100. These numerical ratings are
separated into Soil Potential Rating Classes of very low to very high. Thus in the table a soil
with a Very High rating has very good potential for development.
Table D-1 SOIL SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL BY RATING CLASS
(prime agricultural soils indicated by italic font)
Map
Unit
29X
39G
(29)G
39M
39P
223B
238C
(238D)
239C
253C
262B
271B
271C
272B
272C
273B
(274B)
280B
280C
316B
323B
326B
327B
328A
331B
332B
333A
337C

Soil Name

Septics

Dwellings

Roads

Development

Udorthents-Urban complex
Sebago and Waskish soils

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Wonsqueak and Bucksport Soils, frequently flooded
Bucksport and Wonsqueak soils
Sheepscot fine sandy loam, 0-8%, very bouldery
Marlow Fine Sandy Loam, 8-15%

Very Low
Very Low
Very Low
Medium

Very Low
Very Low
High
Medium

Very Low
Very Low
High
High

Very Low
Very Low
Medium
Medium

Marlow fine sandy loam, 8-15%, very stony
Hermon-Monadnock complex, 8-15%, very bouldery
Tunbridge-Lyman Complex, 3-8%
Dixfield-Colonel Complex, 3-8%, very stony
Dixfield fine sandy loam, 8-15%, very stony
Dixfield-Colonel, 3-8%
Dixfield Fine Sandy loam, 8-15%
Brayton Fine sandy loam, 0-5%, very stony

Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Very Low

Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Very Low

Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Low

Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Very Low

Masardis fine sandy loam, 3-8%
Low
Very High
Very High
Masardis fine sandy loam, 8-15%
Very Low
High
High
Adams-Croghan association, 0-8%
Low
Very High
Very High
Sheepscot-Croghan-Kinsman complex, 0-8%
Very Low
High
High
Lamoine-Nicholville complex, 0-8%
Very Low
Medium
Medium
Nicholville-Groghan complex, 0-5%
Medium
High
Medium
Kinsman-Wonsqueak association, 0-3%
Very Low
Medium
Medium
Lamoine-Scantic-Colonel Complex, 0-8%, very stony
Very Low
Medium
Medium
Lamoine-Buxton-Scantic Complex, 0-15%
Very low
Medium
Medium
Scantic-Biddeford Association, 0-3%
Very Low
Very Low
Very Low
Dixfield-Turnbridge-Colonel Complex, 3-15%, very
Medium
Medium
Medium
stony
338C
Dixfield-Marlow-Turnbridge Complex, 3-15%, very stony Medium
Medium
Medium
338D
Marlow-Tunbridge-Dixfield Complex, 8-30%, very stony
Very Low
Low
Medium
339C
Dixfield-Marlow Association, 3-15%, very stony
Medium
Medium
Medium
339D
Marlow-Dixfield Association, 8-30%
Very Low
Low
Medium
344C
Danforth-Elliottsville complex, 3-15%, very stony
high
High
Medium
353C
Hermon-Monadnock-Skerry complex, 3-15%, very
High
High
Medium
bouldery
353D
Hermon-Monadnock complex, 15-30%, very stony
Very Low
Medium
Medium
363C
Lyman-Tunbridge-Abram Complex, 3-15%, very stony
Low
Low
Medium
363E
Lyman- Abram-Tunbridge Complex, 15-60%, very stony
Very Low
Very Low
Low
364B
Naskeag-Tunbridge-Lyman Complex, 0-8%, very stony
Very Low
Medium
Medium
365B
Skerry-Colonel complex, 0-8%, very stony
High
High
High
366C
Skerry-Becket Association, 3-15%, very stony
Medium
Medium
Medium
371B
Dixfield-Colonel Complex, 0-8%, very stony
Very Low
Medium
Medium
373B
Brayton-Colonel Association 0-8%, very stony
Very Low
Very Low
Low
375B
Brayton-Colonel Association, 0-8%, extremely stony
Very Low
Very Low
Very Low
377C
Skerry-Colonel-Tunbridge Complex, 0-15%, very stony
Medium
Medium
Medium
380C
Masardis-Sheepscot Association, 0-15%
Very Low
High
High
Source: USDA-NRSC Orono, ME–Soil Survey Data for Growth Management in Washington County, ME, 1997
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Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Very Low
Low
Low
Very Low
Medium
Medium
Very Low
Medium
Very Low
High
High
Very Low
Low
Very Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Very Low
Very Low
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Highly Erodible Soils
The removal of surface vegetation from large areas of land can cause erosion, which is a major
contributor of pollution to surface waters. Highly erodible soils have a potential to erode faster
than normal. Soil composition affects its susceptibility to erosion but the combined effects of
slope length and steepness are the greatest contributing factors when identifying highly erodible
soils.
Most development and intensive land use can and should take place on areas with slopes of less
than 15 percent (representing an average drop of 15 feet or less in 100 feet horizontal distance).
On slopes greater than 15 percent, the costs of roads, foundations and septic, sewer and other
utility systems rise rapidly. Map 3: Topography, Steep Slopes and Flood Zones identifies the
location of steep slopes in Alexander.

FARM AND FOREST LAND
The U.S. Department of Agriculture defines prime farmland as the land that is best suited to
producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops. It has the soil quality, growing season, and
moisture supply needed to produce a sustained high yield of crops while using acceptable
farming methods. Prime farmland produces the highest yields and requires minimal amounts of
energy and economic resources, and farming it results in the least damage to the environment.
Prime farmland is also often targeted as prime property for low-density residential development.
Very few of the soils in Alexander are listed as Prime Farmland, the exception being a type of
Dixfield and a type of Nicholville soil (see those soils in Table D-1 in italic print). Several others
are classified as Prime Farmland but only if either drained or irrigated.
Blueberry production
The most significant agricultural activity in Alexander is blueberry production. There are
approximately 365.25 acres in blueberry production none of which are irrigated. While the soils
in Alexander are not ideal for many agricultural uses, they are well suited for blueberry
production and this activity provides some employment in town.
Woodland Productivity
Maine's forests and forest industry still play a vital role in the state's economy, especially in
Northern and Eastern Maine. Forested areas provide an abundant and diverse wildlife population
for the use and enjoyment of all Maine citizens. Furthermore, the forest protects the soil and
water and contributes to a wide variety of recreational and aesthetic experiences. The forest
provides a wide variety of wildlife habitats for both game and non-game species. Loss of
forestland can be attributed to development and to irresponsible harvesting techniques. When
forestland ownership is fragmented, public access becomes more restricted due to increased land
posting. To optimize forestland use, forests should be effectively managed and harvested.
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Soils rated with a woodland productivity of medium or above are qualified as prime forestland
soils. This designation does not preclude the development of these lands but only identifies the
most productive forestland. These soils are rated only for productivity and exclude management
problems such as erosion hazard, equipment limitations or seedling mortality.
Alexander’s important forest and farmland are shown on Map 6: Land Cover.
Timber harvesting is an important economic activity in Alexander and is conducted mostly
through selection harvest but also by shelter wood, and clearcut methods, see Table D-2.
Table D-2 - SUMMARY OF TIMBER HARVEST INFORMATION, ALEXANDER

Year

Selectio
n
Harvest,
Acres
411
564
326
235
131
104
102
62
111
402
125
715
3288

Shelterwoo
d
Harvest,
Acres
30
0
0
0
0
25
0
15
0
0
0
72
142

Clearcu
t
Harvest,
Acres
20
15
6
15
23
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
79

Total
Harvest,
Acres

Change of
Land use,
Acres

Number of
Timber
Harvests

1991
461
0
7
1992
579
0
5
1993
332
0
8
1994
250
19
5
1995
154
19
6
1996
129
0
3
1997
102
0
5
1998
77
3
5
1999
111
0
3
2000
402
0
8
2001
125
0
5
2002
787
0
3
Total
3509
41
63
s
Source: Year End Landowner Reports to Maine Forest Service, 2003 (Note: to protect confidential landowner
information, data is reported only where three or more landowner reports reported harvesting in the town)

Changes in Forestland Ownership and Use
As in other parts of Washington County large industrial forest-land holdings have changed hands
in the past few years. Close to 10,000 acres of industrial forestland in Alexander formerly owned
by Georgia Pacific was transferred to Typhoon LLC and is now restricted by a conservation
easement held by the Downeast Lakes Land Trust. The easement includes language that supports
public access on the property as well as "best management practices” for forest management.
The lands included within the conservation easement are depicted on Map 2: Public Facilities
and Recreation.
WATER RESOURCES
Watersheds
A watershed is the land area in which runoff from precipitation drains into a body of water. The
boundaries of watersheds, also known as drainage divides, are shown for Alexander on Map 5:
Water Resources. The portion of the watershed that has the greatest potential to affect a body of
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water is its direct watershed, or that part which does not first drain through upstream areas.
Anything that can be transported by water will eventually reach and impact the quality of a water
body. Development activities, such as house and road construction and timber harvesting, disturb
the land that drains to a lake by streams and groundwater; thus these activities can pollute the
watershed.
The town of Alexander shares the shoreline of two large lakes with neighboring towns. The
greatest portion of Pocomoonshine Lake is located in neighboring Princeton, and Meddybemps
Lake is shared among four municipal divisions: Alexander, Baileyville, Meddybemps and
Baring. Pleasant Lake and Barrows Lake are wholly within the town of Alexander. There are
several separate watersheds in Alexander depicted on Map 6. The major distinction is between
the Dennys River, draining Meddybemps and Pleasant Lakes and the East Machias River
draining Pocomoonshine and Barrows Lakes. Upper and Lower Mud Lakes in the northwest
corner of the town also drain to the East Machais River and the Wapsaconhagan Stream in the
northeast corner of the town drains to the St. Croix River.
Meddybemps Lake is managed by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife as a
warmwater fishery that is stocked annually with landlocked salmon (Salmo salar sebago).
Pleasant Lake is also managed as warmwater fishery. The level of Meddybmps Lake is
controlled by the federal government for Atlantic Salmon.
A long narrow aquifer with potential yields of 10-50 gallons per minute traverses from north to
south across the eastern side of the town. This aquifer surrounds Wapsaconhagan Stream and
much of it has been mined for sand and gravel. Except for blueberry fields scattered along the
major roads through town, the majority of these watersheds are forested.
Threats to water quality come from point and non-point discharges. Point source pollution is
discharged directly from a specific site such as a municipal sewage treatment plant or an
industrial outfall pipe. There are no point source discharges within the town of Alexander.
Non-point source pollution poses the greatest threat to water quality in Maine communities and
Alexander is no exception. The most significant contributing source comes from erosion and
sedimentation as well as excessive run-off of nutrients, particularly phosphorus. In excessive
quantities phosphorus acts as a fertilizer and causes algae to flourish or “bloom”. Additional
contributing factors include animal wastes, fertilizers, sand and salt storage, faulty septic
systems, roadside erosion, leaking underground storage tanks, and hazardous substances.
Rivers, Streams, and Brooks
As defined by Maine's Natural Resources Protection Act, a river, stream, or brook is a channel
that has defined banks (including a floodway and associated flood plain wetlands) created by the
action of the surface water. Alexander’s rivers, streams and brooks, illustrated on Map 5,
include:
1. Sixteenth Stream (Dennys River watershed)
2. Maine River (East Machias River watershed)
3. Wapsaconhagan Stream (St. Croix River watershed)
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Lanes Brook (Dennys River watershed)
Meadow Brook (Dennys River watershed)
Spearin Brook (East Machias River watershed)
Creamer Brook (East Machias River watershed)
Allen Stream (East Machias River watershed)

To assess what portion of Maine's rivers, streams, and brooks meet the goal of the Clean Water
Act; MDEP uses bacteriological, dissolved oxygen, and aquatic life criteria. All river waters are
classified into one of four categories, Class AA, A, B, and C as defined by legislation. Class AA
is the highest classification with outstanding quality and high levels of protection. Class C, on
the other end of the spectrum, is suitable for recreation and fishing yet has higher levels of
bacteria and lower levels of oxygen. The following table provides the classifications for
Alexander’s waterways with definitions of all classifications in the footnotes:
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Table D-3 ALEXANDER WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS

Waterway
Dennys River
East Machias River, main stem
East Machias River
St. Croix River

Waterway Segment
Tributaries
From the outlet of Pocomoonshine Lake to a
point located 0.25 miles
above the Route 1 bridge.
Tributaries
All tributaries entering upstream from the dam
at Calais, the drainage
areas of which are wholly within the State.

Classification1
Class A
Class AA.
Class A unless otherwise
specified
Class A unless otherwise
classified.

1

1. Class AA waters. Class AA shall be the highest classification and shall be applied to waters which are outstanding natural resources and
which should be preserved because of their ecological, social, scenic or recreational importance.
A. Class AA waters shall be of such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water after disinfection, fishing, recreation in
and on the water and navigation and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. The habitat shall be characterized as free flowing and natural.
[1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
B. The aquatic life, dissolved oxygen and bacteria content of Class AA waters shall be as naturally occurs. [1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
C. There may be no direct discharge of pollutants to Class AA waters, except storm water discharges that are in compliance with state and local
requirements. [1999, c. 243, §8 (amd).]
[1999, c. 243, §8 (amd).]
2. Class A waters. Class A shall be the 2nd highest classification.
A. Class A waters shall be of such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water after disinfection; fishing; recreation in
and on the water; industrial process and cooling water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited under Title 12, section 403;
and navigation; and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. The habitat shall be characterized as natural. [1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
B. The dissolved oxygen content of Class A waters shall be not less than 7 parts per million or 75% of saturation, whichever is higher. The
aquatic life and bacteria content of Class A waters shall be as naturally occurs. [1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
C. Direct discharges to these waters licensed after January 1, 1986, are permitted only if, in addition to satisfying all the requirements of this
article, the discharged effluent will be equal to or better than the existing water quality of the receiving waters. Prior to issuing a discharge
license, the department shall require the applicant to objectively demonstrate to the department's satisfaction that the discharge is necessary and
that there are no other reasonable alternatives available. Discharges into waters of this classification licensed prior to January 1, 1986, are allowed
to continue only until practical alternatives exist. There may be no deposits of any material on the banks of these waters in any manner so that
transfer of pollutants into the waters is likely. [1989, c. 890, Pt. A, §40 (aff); Pt. B, §62 (amd).]
[1989, c. 890, Pt. A, §40 (aff); Pt. B, §62 (amd).]
3. Class B waters. Class B shall be the 3rd highest classification.
A. Class B waters shall be of such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water supply after treatment; fishing;
recreation in and on the water; industrial process and cooling water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited under Title 12,
section 403; and navigation; and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. The habitat shall be characterized as unimpaired. [1985, c. 698, § 15
(new).]
B. The dissolved oxygen content of Class B waters shall be not less than 7 parts per million or 75% of saturation, whichever is higher, except that
for the period from October 1st to May 14th, in order to ensure spawning and egg incubation of indigenous fish species, the 7-day mean dissolved
oxygen concentration shall not be less than 9.5 parts per million and the 1-day minimum dissolved oxygen concentration shall not be less than 8.0
parts per million in identified fish spawning areas. Between May 15th and September 30th, the number of Escherichia coli bacteria of human
origin in these waters may not exceed a geometric mean of 64 per 100 milliliters or an instantaneous level of 427 per 100 milliliters. [1985, c.
698, § 15 (new).]
C. Discharges to Class B waters shall not cause adverse impact to aquatic life in that the receiving waters shall be of sufficient quality to support
all aquatic species indigenous to the receiving water without detrimental changes in the resident biological community. [1985, c. 698, § 15
(new).]
[1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
4. Class C waters. Class C shall be the 4th highest classification.
A. Class C waters shall be of such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water supply after treatment; fishing;
recreation in and on the water; industrial process and cooling water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited under Title 12,
section 403; and navigation; and as a habitat for fish and other aquatic life. [1985, c. 698, § 15 (new).]
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Shorelands and Floodplains
Shorelands are environmentally important areas because of their relationship to water quality,
their value as wildlife habitat and travel, and their function as floodplains. Development and the
removal of vegetation in shoreland areas can increase runoff and sedimentation leading to an
increase in the amount of nutrients and other pollutants that reach surface water. This can lead to
algal blooms and degraded water quality. Steep slopes with highly erodible soils are particularly
susceptible to erosion. The Shoreland Zoning Ordinance, with revisions adopted by Alexander in
2004 is designed to provide protection to shorelands.
Floodplains serve to accommodate high levels and large volumes of water and to dissipate the
force of flow. A floodplain absorbs and stores a large amount of water, later becoming a source
of aquifer recharge. Floodplains also serve as wildlife habitats, open space and outdoor
recreation without interfering with their emergency overflow capacity. Flooding can cause
serious destruction of property and activities that increase paved or impervious surfaces and/or
that change the watercourse on floodplains increase the quantity and rate of runoff that can
intensify flooding impacts downstream.
The 100-year floodplains within Alexander have been identified by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) for administration of the Federal Flood Insurance Program. A
100-year flood is a flood that has 1 chance in 100 of being equaled or exceeded in any 1-year
period. Local flood plain areas fall into two major categories: areas prone to flooding and
velocity zones or areas susceptible to damage from wind-driven water. One hundred year
floodplains, shown on Map 4: Topography, Steep Slopes and Flood Zones, are associated with
the extensive wetlands in the northwestern corner of town, Sixteenth Stream and
Wapsaconhagan Stream. Flooding has not been a significant problem in Alexander. Alexander
adopted a Floodplain Management Ordinance in 2001 that includes construction standards to
minimize flood damage within the 100-year floodplain.
Wetlands
The term "wetlands" is defined under both state and federal laws as "those areas that are
inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soils." Wetlands include
freshwater swamps, bogs, marshes, heaths, swales, and meadows.
Wetlands are important to the public health, safety and welfare because they act as a filter,
absorb excess water, serve as aquifer discharge areas, and provide critical habitats for a wide
range of fish and wildlife. They are fragile natural resources. Even building on the edge of a
wetland can have significant environmental consequences. Some wetlands have important
recreational and educational value providing opportunities for fishing, boating, hunting, and
environmental education.
The Maine DEP has identified wetlands located within Alexander, as illustrated on Map 6:
Water Resources. These wetlands were identified as wetlands by aerial photo interpretation.
Interpretations were confirmed by soil mapping and other wetland inventories. Field verification
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of the location and boundaries of the wetlands should be undertaken prior to development. The
Maine DEP has jurisdiction over freshwater wetlands and floodplain wetlands under the Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA)/Wetland Protection Rules and Site Location of Development
Act. Finally, the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Law provides protection to mapped non-forested
wetlands. Alexander contains many open water wetlands associated with its rivers and streams
and very large wetlands in the northwestern portion of town.
Lakes, Phosphorus and Development
The quality of our lakes as recreational resources, gems of natural beauty and fisheries is a result,
at least in part, of their phosphorus content. Phosphorus controls the level of algae2 production in
lakes. The abundance of algae in the lake water determines the clarity of the water as well as the
amount of well-oxygenated cold water available to cold water fish species (trout and salmon) in
the summer months. Low phosphorus concentrations yield clear lakes with plenty of deep, cold
water oxygen. Higher phosphorus concentrations cause lakes to be cloudy and oxygen may be
severely depleted or eliminated from the deep, cold water in the summer months. Very high
concentrations cause dense blooms of blue-green algae, which turn the water a murky green and
accumulate in smelly, decaying scums along the shoreline.
Phosphorus is a very common element typically associated with soil and organic matter. It gets
into our lakes in a variety of ways. The rainfall that falls directly on the lake has some
phosphorus dissolved in it and groundwater may contribute some phosphorus from septic
systems around the shoreline. Most of the lake’s phosphorus comes from stormwater runoff
draining from the lake’s watershed to the lake in tributary streams and drainage ways. The
amount of phosphorus in the lake depends on what the stormwater runs over on its way to these
streams and drainage ways. If the watershed, the land area draining to the lake, is forested, the
phosphorus concentration in the lake will be low because the forest is an effective phosphorus
sponge, and does not release its phosphorus readily to the stormwater. However, stormwater
draining from developed land, whether residential, commercial or industrial, contains a lot of
phosphorus. Since the portion of stormwater phosphorus that supports algae growth tends to be
associated with small, lightweight soil particles, it is carried very easily and efficiently by
stormwater and can be delivered to the lake from anywhere in the watershed. So, generally
speaking, the more developed a lake’s watershed is, the higher its phosphorus concentration.
For lakes with developed or developing watersheds, there are two requirements for keeping
phosphorus low and water quality high. First, existing sources of phosphorous to the lake,
particularly from soil erosion in the watershed and from inadequate shoreline septic systems on
sandy or shallow soils, need to be minimized. The DEP has developed a manual, the Lake
Watershed Survey Manual, to guide volunteers in identifying and characterizing watershed
phosphorus sources with the assistance of professionals. DEP also has grant programs available
to assist in funding these surveys and in fixing the problems identified by the surveys. Second,
new additions of phosphorus to the lake that will result from residential and commercial growth
in the watershed need to be minimized.

2

Algae are microscopic plants, which grow suspended in the open water of the lake or in concentrated clumps
around the shallow margins of the lakeshore.
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The Maine DEP and the Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP) have collaborated in the
collection of lake data to evaluate present water quality, track algae blooms, and determine water
quality tends. This dataset does not include bacteria, mercury, or nutrients other than
phosphorus. Table D-4 provides summaries of the water quality data for those lakes in Alexander
where monitoring has occurred.
Table D-4 LAKE CHARACTERISTICS AND WATER QUALITY SUMMARIES
Waterbody

Acres

Mean
Depth (ft.)/
Maximum
Depth (ft.)

Watershed

Water Quality (WQ) Monitoring

Pleasant Lake
Barrows Lake

337
253

17/36
14/40

Limited data available.
Limited data available.

Pocomoonshine
Lake

2538

14/40

Dennys River
East Machias
River
East Machias
River

Meddybemps
Lake

6719

14/58

Dennys River

Collected since 1977 (8 years of data); basic chemical
information and Secchi Disk Transparencies (SDT).
Water Quality (WQ) considered average and potential
for nuisance algal blooms is low.
Collected since 1977 (7 years of data); basic chemical
information and Secchi Disk Transparencies (SDT).
Water Quality (WQ) considered slightly below average
(very good) and potential for nuisance algal blooms is
low.

Source: PEARL Database, Senator George J. Mitchell Center for Environmental and Watershed Research,
Maine DEP, and Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program, 2005.

Lake water quality is generally average or above average on Barrows, Pocomoonshine and
Meddybemps Lakes and potential for algal blooms is low under current conditions. However,
water quality on Pleasant Lake is of concern. Residents notice that the shoreline of Pleasant
Lake, formerly clear and rocky, has increasing amounts of sediment and algal growth. In
addition there is no baseline data on Pleasant Lake from which to compare as development
pressures increase. There is algal bloom potential, particularly on Pleasant Lake, if phosphorous
is not adequately controlled.
Evaluating New Development Proposals in Lake Watersheds The DEP has developed a
method, described in detail in the manual “Phosphorus Control in Lake Watersheds: A Technical
Guide for Evaluating New Development”3, to evaluate whether or not a proposed development
will add a disproportionate amount of new phosphorus to a lake. It provides a standard which
limits the amount of phosphorus that a proposed new development can add to the lake and a
3

Phosphorus Control in Lake Watersheds: A Technical Guide for Evaluating New Development - Part A of Chapter
3 in the technical guide describes how the DEP determines phosphorus allocations using the other information
included in the spreadsheet. Part B of Chapter 3 describes how to estimate the increase in phosphorus loading to the
lake that will result from new subdivision and commercial/industrial type developments. This is the same method
that is used to evaluate development applications in lake watersheds that are submitted to DEP under the Site
Location Law and the Stormwater Management Law. It is also used by many towns to evaluate applications for new
development under their Subdivision and Site Review ordinances. Typically, this analysis is performed by the
developer’s consultant, either an engineer, surveyor or soil scientist, though in some it is performed by the
developer. DEP can provide assistance to local planning boards in reviewing these submittals as well as to the
developer or his/her consultant in performing the analysis.
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means by which the development can be designed and evaluated to insure that it meets the
standard for that lake. It principally addresses the long-term increase in stormwater phosphorus
that occurs when land is converted from forest or field to residential, commercial or industrial
development. Though the standards in this manual will greatly reduce potential long-term
impacts on lake water quality, the standards do not totally prevent contributions of phosphorus
from new development. Also, since these standards will likely not be applied to all new
phosphorus sources in the lake’s watershed, their implementation may not, by itself, be sufficient
to prevent a noticeable decline in lake water quality. In order to insure that lake water quality is
maintained, new development standards should be applied in conjunction with efforts to reduce
or eliminate some of the most significant existing sources of phosphorus in the watershed.
Phosphorus Allocations - Table D-5 provides information for all of the lakes that have at least a
part of their direct watershed located in Alexander. The last column of the table indicates an
estimated per acre phosphorus allocation, in pounds of phosphorus per acre per year (lb/acre/yr),
for each lake watershed in town. This allocation serves as a standard for evaluating new
development proposals. It is applied to the area of the parcel of land being developed to
determine how much the development should be allowed to increase phosphorus loading to the
lake. For instance, a development proposed on a 100 acre parcel in a lake watershed with a per
acre allocation of 0.05 lb/acre/yr would be allowed to increase the annual phosphorus loading to
the lake by 5 lb (0.05 X 100). If the projected increase in phosphorus loading to the lake from the
development does not exceed this value, than it can safely be concluded that the development
will not add an excessive amount of phosphorus to the lake.
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Table D-5 PER ACRE PHOSPHOROUS ALLOCATIONS FOR ALEXANDER LAKES
NOTE TO SPO: Repeated requests for this information from DEP over the 18 months of plan
preparation yielded no response. Alexander is willing to include this information as soon as it is
made available from DEP.

LAKE

Direct land
Area available
drainage
Area not
for
area in
available for development
Township development in acres (DDA
in acres
in acres
- ANAD)
DDA
ANAD
AAD

Area likely
to be
developed
in acres
Growth
(GF x
Factor
AAD)
GF
D

lbs.
phosphorus
allocated to
towns share
of watershed
per ppb in
lake
F

Water
quality
category
WQC

Level of
Protection
(h=high
(coldwater
fishery);
m=medium)
LOP

Acceptable
increase in
lake's
lbs. per acre
phosphorus phosphorus
concentration allocation
in ppb
(FC/D)
C
P

Pleasant Lake
Pocomoonshine
Lake
Meddybemps Lake
Barrows Lake

Source: Maine DEP, 2006

Fishery Resources
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IFW) has rated the lakes, ponds, and
streams in Alexander regarding their value as fisheries habitat. Each water body is rated as to
whether it receives cold water or warm water fisheries management. Cold water management
supports salmonid species such as salmon and trout, while warm water management supports
black bass, chain pickerel, and perch. Some lakes have a combination of both coldwater and
warmwater fisheries management.
Meddybemps and Pleasant Lakeare managed as warmwater fisheries. The Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife currently stocks Meddybemps Lake and Barrows lake with
landlocked salmon.
Pleasant Lake, Pocomoonshine Lake, Meddybemps Lake and Barrrows lake are open to fishing
and boating. Freshwater fish that are found in Alexander include brown trout, landlocked
salmon, smallmouth bass, white perch, yellow perch, chain pickerel, rainbow smelt and
pumpkinseed among others.
Pleasant Lake is rated as high value because of the priority management of landlocked salmon,
which are stocked annually. The lake also has a high value smallmouth bass fishery. One of its
main tributaries, Sucker Brook, is also rated as high value because of the importance of rainbow
smelt spawning habitat.
Pocomoonshine, Lower and Upper Mud Lakes are considered high value because of their
important smallmouth and largemouth bass fisheries. Wapsaconhagan Stream is also a high
value habitat because of its native brook trout population.
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Land use activities that directly affect water quality can significantly alter or destroy the value of
these areas for fish. Land clearing or development in the adjacent upland habitat, or “riparian
zone”, can also degrade a fishery. Riparian habitat functions to protect water quality and
fisheries values by filtering out excessive nutrients, sediments, or other pollutants leaching in
from upland areas, by maintaining water temperatures suitable for aquatic life, and by
contributing vegetation and invertebrates to the food base.
Groundwater - Sand and Gravel Aquifers
Aquifers may be of two types: bedrock aquifers and sand and gravel aquifers. A bedrock aquifer
is adequate for small yields. A sand and gravel aquifer is a deposit of coarse-grained surface
materials that, in all probability, can supply large volumes of groundwater. Boundaries are
based on the best-known information and encompass areas that tend to be the principal
groundwater recharge sites. Recharge to these specific aquifers, however, is likely to occur over
a more extensive area than the aquifer itself.
The Maine Geological Survey has identified extensive sand and gravel aquifers within
Alexander, as shown on Map 6 - Water Resources. The aquifers yield between 10 and 50 gallons
per minute (GPM) and surround the Wapsaconhagan Stream. According to the Maine
Department of Human Services, Bureau of Health, Division of Health Engineering, Drinking
Water Program there are two Public Water Supply Sources in Alexander.
Table D-6 PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES IN ALEXANDER
Water System Name

Public Water Supply Type4 Source Name

Alexander Elementary School

Community

Pleasant Lake Camping Area

Non-Transient

Source Type

Location

DR. WELL 450' (new 1987)

Groundwater

Alexander

DR WELL 240'

Groundwater

Alexander

Source: Maine Drinking Water Program 2003

Map 6 can be used to identify surface sites that are unfavorable for storage or disposal of wastes
or toxic hazardous materials. It is important to protect groundwater from pollution and depletion.
Once groundwater is contaminated, it is difficult, if not impossible, to clean. Contamination can
4 The Maine Rules Relating to Drinking Water (Chapter 231) define a "public water system" as any publicly or
privately owned system of pipes or other constructed conveyances, structures and facilities through which water is
obtained for or sold, furnished or distributed to the public for human consumption, if such a system has at least 15
service connections, regularly serves an average of at least 25 individuals daily at least 60 days out of the year or
bottles water for sale.
1. Community Water System: A public water system which serves at least fifteen service connections used by year-round residents or
regularly serves at least twenty-five year-round residents.
2. Non-Community Water System: A public water system that is not a community water system. There are two types of NonCommunity Water Systems. These are:
a. Non-Transient, Non-Community Water Systems: A Non-Community water system that serves at least 25 of the same
persons for six months or more per year and may include, but is not limited to, a school, factory, industrial park or office
building, and
b. Transient Non-Community Water Systems: A Non-Community water system that serves at least 25 persons, but not
necessarily the same persons, for at least 60 days per year and may include, but is not limited to, a highway rest stop,
seasonal restaurant, seasonal motel, golf course, park or campground. A bottled water company is a transient, noncommunity water system.
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eventually spread from groundwater to surface water and vice versa. Protecting a groundwater
resource and preventing contamination are the most effective and least expensive techniques for
preserving a clean water supply for current and future uses. Possible causes of aquifer and
surface water contamination include agriculture, run-off of animal waste, faulty septic systems,
road-salt storage and application, leaking above ground or underground storage tanks,
agricultural run-off, auto salvage yards, and landfills. In addition to these major sources, things
as diverse as golf courses, cemeteries, dry cleaners, burned buildings, and automobile service
stations are potential threats to groundwater.
In 2002, the town closed a private well on Route 9 and drilled a new one up-gradient of a plume
created by groundwater contamination from a municipal sand/salt pile. The problem started in
the late 1990s after Route 9 was reconstructed during which ledge was blasted. However, the
Maine DOT took no responsibility for contributing to the contamination. The town has
constructed a sand/salt shed since the contamination occurred and closed the former sand/salt
pile according to Maine DOT specifications.

MARINE RESOURCES
Though inland, some Alexander residents rely on coastal resources for their livelihood.
Table D-7 COUNT OF RESIDENTS HOLDING MARINE FISHING LICENSES
Type

License Year
200
200
0
1
1
1

Grand
Total
2

Harvester
s
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources, 2003

Table D-8 FISHING BOATS REGISTERED TO ALEXANDER RESIDENTS
Count of
Year
Boats
Length (ft.)
2000
Grand Total
16
1
1
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources, 2003

Table D-9 COUNT OF LICENSES HELD BY ALEXANDER RESIDENTS
Count of License Types/Town
Harvesters by Year
Harvesters by Year Total
License Type
2000 2001
Scallop, Non-Commercial
2
2
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources, 2003
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CRITICAL NATURAL RESOURCES
Maine Natural Areas Program
The Natural Areas Program is administered by the State Department of Conservation whose job
it is to document Rare and Unique Botanical Features. These include the habitat of rare,
threatened, or endangered plant species and unique or exemplary natural communities as shown
in the table below for Alexander.
Table D-10 RARE OR EXEMPLARY BOTANICAL FEATURES
Last
Seen

State
Rarity

BOG MOSS LAWN
(MOSSY BOG MAT)

1995

S4

DOMED BOG
ECOSYSTEM
(DOMED BOG)

1982

S3

Scientific Name
(Common Name)

Global
Rarity

Legal
Status

Habitat Description

Saturated or ponded portions of raised bogs
where brophytes are the dominant cover.
Herbs and low shrubs are sparse or absent.
Usually highly acidic.
Raised bogs with concentrically patterned
convex surfaces and concentric patterns.
Vegetation zonation reflects the nutrient
gradient from raised center to edge, with
vegetation adapted to nutrient poor
conditions in the center and minerotrophic
vegetation at the edge.

S1 - Critically imperiled in Maine because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals or
acres) or because some aspect of its biology makes it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the state.
S2 - Imperiled in Maine due to rarity (6 - 20 occurrences or few remaining individuals or acres) or other factors making it
vulnerable to further decline.
S3 - Rare in Maine (on the order of 20-100 occurrences).
S4 - Apparently secure in Maine.
S5 - Demonstrably secure in Maine
G1 - Critically imperiled globally because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences or very few remaining individuals or
acres) or because some aspect of its biology makes it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the State of Maine.
G2 - Globally imperiled due to rarity (6 - 20 occurrences or few remaining individuals or acres) or other factors making it
vulnerable to further decline.
G3 - Globally rare (on the order of 20 - 100 occurrences).
G4 - Apparently secure globally.
G5 - Demonstrably secure globally.
Note: Global ranks are determined by The Nature Conservancy.
E - ENDANGERED: Rare and in danger of being lost from the state in the foreseeable future; or federally listed as
Endangered.

Source: State of Maine Department of Conservation, 2004

Wildlife Habitats
Conserving an array of habitats and their associated wildlife species will help in maintaining
biological diversity and ensuring that wildlife and human populations remain healthy. To feed
and reproduce, wildlife relies on a variety of food, cover, water, and space. Development often
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has negative impact on these, resulting in the loss of habitats and diversity, habitat fragmentation
and loss of open space, and the loss of travel corridor.
The richest wildlife diversity in Alexander is avian. There is Bald eagle (Haliacctus
leucocephalus) habitat in the Maine River Wetland Complex in the northwest corner of the town.
The endangered Black Tern (Chlidonias niger) is also found in this area. There are extensive
areas of waterfowl and wading bird habitat and several large deer wintering areas. See Map 7 Critical Habitat.
Alexander contains two Focus Areas of Statewide significance. The first is known as the Maine
River Wetland Complex, an enormous wetland complex encompassing numerous natural
community types that extends in a broad mosaic from Pocomooonshine Lake south along the
Maine River through Upper and Lower Mud Lakes in Alexander to Crawford Lake in
neighboring Crawford. Together with additional acres extending south toward Crawford Lake
and west along Allen Stream in Township 21, these wetlands form a 4,200 acre peatland network
– one of the largest wetland complexes in the Eastern Interior Eco-Region of Maine. The
peatland ecosystems in this area are summarized in Table D-10. Dominant plants are
characteristic of riverine, lacustrine and emergent systems in the region. Upland forests within
this focus area are mid-successional coniferous and mixed hardwood stands. The extensive
wetlands and floating peat mats provide excellent waterfowl and wading bird habitat as well as
ideal nesting habitat for the rare black tern documented from Mud Lake in 1996. Much of this
area is part of a large conservation easement acquisition by the Downeast Lakes Forestry
Partnership.
The second focus area is the Meddybemps Heath, a 2,500 acre heath that is the second largest
domed bog ecosystem in the Eastern Coastal and Eastern Interior regions. The Great Heath in
Columbia is the largest. Meddybemps Heath lies at the southwest side of Meddybemps Lake
where Sixteenth and Fifteenth Streams converge at the lakeshore. It is contained within the three
towns of Alexander, Cooper and Meddybemps. It is a large peatland embedded with remnant
geologic features including an elongate esker that separates much of the lake from the interior of
the bog. Nearly half of this peatland is dwarf shrub bog and other community types include
crowberry-lichen bog, sweetgale mixed shrub fen, peatland lagg, black spruce bog woodland,
leatherleaf bog lawn, and mixed cedar woodland fen. Meddybemps Heath is entirely in private
ownership and threats to its ecological integrity include invasive species (eg. purple loosestrife),
peat mining, hydrologic alteration including draining and cranberry conversion.
Essential Wildlife Habitats - Essential Wildlife Habitats are defined under the Maine
Endangered Species Act as a habitat "currently or historically providing physical or biological
features essential to the conservation of an Endangered or Threatened Species in Maine and
which may require special management considerations". According to MDIFW, Alexander has
two sites of essential wildlife habitat one that supports bald eagles and another supporting black
terns including nesting territory that is occupied during at least one of the three most recent years
and intact for two consecutive years. See Map 8 – Critical Habitat.
Significant Wildlife Habitat - Significant Wildlife Habitat, as defined by Maine’s Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA), is intended to prevent further degradation of certain natural
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resources of state significance. NRPA-defined Significant Wildlife Habitats in
Alexander are illustrated on Map 7 - Critical Habitat and include waterfowl/wading bird habitat.
In addition to the habitats that have been mapped by IF&W and mentioned above, other notable
wildlife habitats in Alexander include large, undeveloped habitat blocks and riparian habitats,
and vernal ponds. Larger undeveloped blocks of forest and wetlands provide habitat for wideranging mammals such as bobcat and black bear, as well as for rarely-seen forest birds and a
myriad of other wildlife species. Riparian areas offer habitat for many plants and animals and
can also serve as wildlife travel corridors, as well as playing an important role in protection of
water quality, as noted in the plan.

PUBLIC ACCESS POINTS
Within the town, there is one public boat launch site providing fresh-water access. It is depicted
on Map 2, Alexander Public Facilities and Recreation. There are several additional traditional
access points that traverse private land. A complete discussion of these accesses is provided in
Chapter G – Recreation, Scenic Resources and Open Space. A great many questions in the
Public Survey (see Chapter K – Town Survey) were dedicated to issues surrounding the lakes in
Alexander. A similar set of questions were asked about facilities and desired intensity of
development on each of the four lakes in Alexander – Pocomoonshine, Pleasant, Barrows and
Meddybemps. As there already public access facilities on Pocomoonshine questions centered on
how to further develop these facilities. For the other three lakes the questions were based on IF
public access were obtained, THEN how much should any facilities be developed. On
Pocomoonshine Lake support was strongest for boat launch facilities, a picnic area and garbage
facilities, a public dock and a swimming area.

STATE PARKS AND PUBLIC RESERVED LANDS
There are no state parks or public reserve lands in Alexander.

NATURAL RESOURCE PROTECTION
There is a variety of laws and legal incentives that protect the natural resources in Alexander.
Those of greatest significance are summarized below.
Pertinent Federal and State Laws:
•

•

Maine Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) – which regulates activities in, on, over
or adjacent to natural resources such as lakes, wetlands, streams, rivers, fragile mountain
areas, and sand dune systems. Standards focus on the possible impacts to the resources
and to existing uses.
Maine Storm Water Management – regulates activities creating impervious or disturbed
areas (of size and location) because of their potential impacts to water quality. In effect,
this law extends storm water standards to smaller-than Site Law-sized projects. It
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requires quantity standards for storm water to be met in some areas, and both quantity
and quality standards to be met in others.
Maine Site Location of Development Law – regulates developments that may have a
substantial impact on the environment (i.e., large subdivisions and/or structures, 20 acreplus developments, and metallic mineral mining operations. Standards address a range of
environmental impacts.
Maine Minimum Lot Size Law – regulates subsurface waste disposal through
requirements for minimum lot size and minimum frontage on a water body. The
minimum lot size requirement for a single- family residence is 20,000 square feet; the
shoreland frontage requirement is 100 feet. The requirements for multi-family and other
uses are based on the amount of sewage generated.
Maine Endangered Species Act – regulates the designation and protection of endangered
species including disallowing municipal action from superceding protection under the
Act.
The Forest Practices Act - regulates the practice of clear cutting by setting regeneration
and clear cut size requirements.

Pertinent Local Laws - At the local level, Alexander has adopted minimum shoreland
standards, as required by the State Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act. Surface waters in
Alexander are also protected through the Plumbing Code and an interim local Subdivision
Ordinance. Alexander last revised its shoreland zoning ordinance in 2001. Alexander has also
adopted a minimum lot size law. This Comprehensive Plan recommends the adoption of a
Zoning Ordinance to provide further protection to the water resources.
Pertinent Tax Incentive Programs: A variety of programs provide financial incentives for
landowners to keep land undeveloped and managed for long term productivity. They include the
following:
•

Farm and Open Space Tax Law - (Title 36, MRSA, Section 1101, et seq.) encourages
landowners to conserve farmland and open space by taxing the land at a rate based on its
current use, rather than potential fair market value.

Eligible parcels in the farmland program must be at least five contiguous acres, utilized for the
production of farming, agriculture or horticulture activities and show gross earnings from
agricultural production of at least $2,000 (which may include the value of commodities produced
for consumption by the farm household) during one of the last two years or three of the last five
years. In 2005, Alexander had no parcels enrolled in farmland and open space tax status.
The Open Space portion of this program has no minimum lot size requirements and the tract
must be preserved or restricted in use to provide a public benefit by conserving scenic resources,
enhancing public recreation opportunities, promoting game management or preserving wildlife
habitat.
•

Tree Growth Tax Law - (Title 36, MRSA, Section 571, et seq.) provides for the valuation
of land classified as forestland on the basis of productivity, rather than fair market, value.
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According to municipal records for fiscal year 2005, Alexander had 18 parcels totaling 12,559.1
acres in tree growth tax status.
These programs enable farmers and other landowners to use their property for its productive use
at a property tax rate that reflects farming and open space rather than residential development
land valuations. If the property is removed from the program, a penalty is assessed against the
property based on the number of years the property was enrolled in the program and/or a
percentage of fair market value upon the date of withdrawal.

POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to protect and preserve the natural resources within the town of Alexander, the town will
continue to update local land use regulations to maintain consistency with the minimum State of
Maine requirements. The Town has adopted shoreland zoning regulations which protect the
lakes, ponds, wetlands and aquifers within the borders of Alexander. The town has developed the
following policies and implementation strategies to further protect and preserve the natural
resources:
Goal: Alexander will protect and preserve the natural resources on which its economy and quality of life
depend.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Water Quality and Water Resources
Protect water quality
Update Shoreland Zoning Regulations and
Planning
2006
prepare a zoning ordinance to maintain
Board;
compliance with State and Federal regulations
Selectmen
and reflect the local needs of the community
including such provisions as the following on
Alexander Lakes:
•
Enforce buffers along lake shores
•
Increase zoning lot sizes
•
Limit commercial development on the lakes
•
Limit the size/#/horsepower of boats
•
Limit jet ski use near critical habitat
•
Limit commercial development on the lakes
Develop regulations that reduce impacts of
Planning
2006-2007
motorized water craft:
Board;
•
Explore limiting the size/#/horsepower of
Selectmen
boats
•
Explore limitations on use of jet skis on the
lakes
Use land protection options (land trusts, purchase Selectmen
2006
with Land for Maine’s Future funds) to conserve
land to protect lake watersheds.
Continue to promote the use of Best Management Planning
On-going
Practices for Stormwater Management and for
Board;
Erosion and Sedimentation Control through
Selectmen
education of the Planning Board and Code
Enforcement Officer.
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Goal: Alexander will protect and preserve the natural resources on which its economy and quality of life
depend.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Develop Subdivision regulations that incorporate Planning
2006
use of Best Management Practices for
Board;
Stormwater Management and for Erosion and
Selectmen
Sedimentation Control.
Explore and refine boat
Selectmen
2006-2007
Develop regulations that reduce impacts of
regulations to address
motorized water craft:
•
Explore limiting the size/#/horsepower of
speed, nuisance and
boats
safety.
•
Explore limitations on use of jet skis on the
lakes
•
Develop regulations that are not too
burdensome
•
Make regulations problem specific and lake
specific
•
Call on the state to enforce their own rules
Ensure that water quality
Expand water quality-testing programs for the
DEP
On-going
is sufficient to provide for town’s lakes, rivers and streams. Give the
Volunteer
the protection and
highest priority to those water bodies most
Program;
propagation of fish, and
important for recreation and for fisheries and
Dennys and
wildlife and provide for
wildlife.
East Machias
recreation in and on the
Watershed
water.
Council;
CrawfordPocomoonshin
e Watershed
Association
Include the DEP evaluation method (technical
Planning
2006
guide referenced in footnote 3) for phosphorous
Board/
allocation in the town’s lakes in new Subdivision Selectmen
Regulations (to be developed).
Encourage the stewardship opportunities
Selectmen
On-going
furthered by Lake Associations for Pleasant,
Meddybemps, Pocomoonshine and Barrows
Lakes.
Encourage replacement of malfunctioning septic
Code
On-going
systems. Establish a recommended replacement
Enforcement
and pumping schedule. Educate the public about Officer/DEP
the importance of maintaining and replacing onsite systems.
Examine the technical and management needs,
Selectmen
Long Term
and costs associated with clustered septic
treatment alternatives to retrofit existing problem
areas.
Continue dialogue and exchange of information
Planning
On-going
on watershed planning issues with neighboring
Board/
communities.
WCCOG/Denn
ys and East
Machias River
Watershed
Councils
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Goal: Alexander will protect and preserve the natural resources on which its economy and quality of life
depend.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Protect drinking water
Make application, where eligible, to the Small
Planning
On-going
supplies.
Community Grant Program to upgrade any
Board/
failing septic systems.
Selectmen
Land Suitability
Ensure that development
Require a soil evaluation test prior to the
Planning
On-going
is located on land that is
issuance of a building permit in accordance with
Board/
capable of supporting on- state regulations to require that developers
Selectmen
site water and septic
demonstrate that soils are adequate for the
systems.
intended purpose, that their projects will not be
located on wetlands, on slopes of 20 percent or
greater, or on floodplains.
Direct development to areas with appropriate
Planning Board On-going
soils, slopes, and drainage conditions.
Prevent/discourage development on steep slopes. Planning Board On-going
Ensure that new
Require in the Zoning and Subdivision
Planning
Short term
development preserves, to Ordinances that developers demonstrate that their Board/
the greatest extent
projects will be compatible with the existing
Selectmen
possible, the natural and
topography, and will preserve land cover and
cover and vegetation.
natural vegetation, to the greatest extent
practical.
Floodplains
Avoid problems
Maintain the Floodplain Management Ordinance Planning
On-going
associated with floodplain to required standards to discourage new
Board/
development and use
residential, industrial, commercial and other
Selectmen
along the town’s
significant development within 100 year
Shorelands.
floodplains.
Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Protect existing fish and
Establish protection provisions in the Zoning
Planning Board Short-term
waterfowl/wading bird
Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations to ensure
(within 2
habitats within the town
early consultation with a Maine Department of
years)
mapped as Essential
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Biologist when
Habitat or Significant
development is proposed in or near the site of
Habitat.
Essential or Significant Habitats.
Make use of the most recent data on rare plants,
Planning Board On-going
animals, and natural communities and important
wildlife habitats provided by the Beginning with
Habitat program of the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife, included on maps in this
document.
Protect the high and moderate fisheries habitats
Planning Board Short-term
in accordance with Shoreland Zoning regulations
(within 2
around these habitats. Consider increasing
years)
setback distances for large (>10 lots) new
development proposals.
Encourage landowners to protect and preserve
Selectmen/
On-going
wildlife habitat, and utilize conservation
Planning Board
programs to preserve undeveloped land.
Forest Resources
Support long term
Consider tax incentives or other regulatory
Selectmen/
On-going
sustainable forest
preferences to support value-added forestPlanning Board
management within
product manufacturing.
Alexander.
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Goal: Alexander will protect and preserve the natural resources on which its economy and quality of life
depend.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Monitor transfers of large land ownerships and
Selectmen/
On-going
get a seat at the table in conservation transactions Planning Board
where possible to ensure traditional accesses and
uses are retained.
Refer landowners to MFS district foresters and
Town Clerk/
On-going
provide information about Tree Growth
Selectmen
programs (lobby legislators to fully fund the
program).
Support timber management in rural areas of
Selectmen/
On-going
Alexander.
Planning Board
Limit residential growth in areas of high timber
Selectmen/
Short-term
value through subdivision regulations that
Planning Board (within 2
encourage cluster designs, minimize forest
Maine Forest
years)
fragmentation and limit road extensions for
Service
residential use.
Scenic Resources
Preserve important scenic Adopt zoning provisions that discourage
Planning Board Short Term
resources.
development on identified ridgetops, mountains
and islands.
Education and Traditional Use
Ensure that traditional use Identify areas in need of additional access.
Selectmen
Immediate
of lands and access to
(within two
water are protected as
years)
development pressures
increase.
Respect private property rights but seek to
Selectmen;
Immediate
maintain traditional uses of any private roads or
Planning Board (within 2
rights of way to the water. Negotiations with
years)
private land owners to secure these accesses will
include:
• Acknowledgement/celebration of landowners
who continue the centuries old practice of
allowing public use of their lands;
• Informal agreements allowing public use of
lands;
• More formal agreements allowing public use
of lands until and unless problems arise from
disrespectful use of private land (eg. Leaving
gates open, littering, vandalism);
• Providing property tax incentives to property
owners who grant written, revocable rights of
access across their property;
• Obtaining rights of first refusal for access
points or property of critical importance to
the public;
• Purchasing permanent easements or fee title
to access points or property of critical
importance to the public.
Educate residents and
Develop informational signs and brochures
Selectmen/
2006-2008
visitors about important
(maps) in critical habitat and public accesses, eg. Watershed and
habitat and water quality
Maine River, Meddybemps Heath, public
Lake
values.
accesses.
Associations
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Goal: Alexander will protect and preserve the natural resources on which its economy and quality of life
depend.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Utilize financial incentive Encourage landowners to participate in farm,
Selectmen/
On-going
programs
open space and tree growth programs.
CEO
Planning Board

SUMMARY
Alexander currently offers protection to its natural resources with locally adopted shoreland
zoning regulations. These ordinance provisions will be updated to be consistent with the
requirements of State and Federal Regulations and reviewed for improvement to specifically
protect the lakes in Alexander. The town will continue to cooperate with the many local and
regional organizations working to protect the natural resources within and surrounding
Alexander including the Dennys and East Machias River Watershed Councils, the Downeast
Lakes Land Trust and neighboring communities. Regional efforts will focus on aquifer
protection, watershed protection, and land conservation.
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MAP 3: Topography, Steep Slopes and Flood Zones
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MAP 4: STATSGO Soils
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STATSGO soils is a statewide dataset. Detailed SSURGO soils information is not
available in digital format for Washington County.
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MAP 5: Water Resources
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MAP 6: Land Cover
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E. EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMY
Alexander has traditionally relied on the forest for its livelihood. Land for farming and timber
for harvesting, along with a proprietor who cared for the settlers, drew people here. Our rocky
soil and cool climate, plus the promise of better land elsewhere caused some to leave. Outmigration was prompted by the California gold rush, Civil War, depletion of the marketable
white pine, the development of the mills in Woodland, and by the lure of a better life off the
farm. Alexander’s population dropped steadily after 1850 until in 1970 we had but 169
residents. Because of recent development of the second home market and those who can
commute to surrounding towns for employment the population has rebounded to where it was
over 150 years ago.
This section of the Comprehensive Plan examines several economic indicators, such as
employment, labor force, income, and sales to assess the economic health of the community. The
goal of the section is to develop policies which promote an economic climate in Alexander that
improves job opportunities for local residents and encourages overall economic well-being.
Alexander Business and Employment Today
Forestry remains a viable economic activity in the town but large tracts of land are changing
hands. The Domtar mill in Woodland is a significant employer of town residents. In recent
decades camp development along the shores of the lakes is spurring growth and demand for
recreational use of the land and lakeshores. The largest single employer (~25) is the Alexander
Elementary School.

EMPLOYERS
The State of Maine Department of Labor reports that there are nine local employers in the town
of Alexander, two of whom are no loner in business. The Alexander Comprehensive Plan
committee has added several local employers to the data provided by the Department of Labor.
While Alexander is a small community, the list of employers under-represents actual
employment as many residents in Alexander are self-employed and operate home-based
businesses particularly in blueberry-, construction-, and forestry-based businesses.
Table E-1 LOCAL EMPLOYERS

Employers in Alexander Industry/Type of Business

Location

Approx # or
range of
Employees

Alexander Elementary School
Pleasant Lake Camping Area
Lawrence S Lord & Sons
Downeast Christian Schools
Church of the Open Bible
Alexander Town Hall
Donald L Newman Trucking

1430 Airline Road
371 Davis Rd
1260 Airline Rd
1222 Airline Rd
1222 Airline Rd
50 Cooper Rd
107 Cooper Rd

15-25
1-4
5-9
1-4
5-9
1-4
5-9

Education
Campgrounds
Well Drilling
Education
Churches
City Government-Executive Offices
Trucking-Motor Freight
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Employers in Alexander Industry/Type of Business

Location

Approx # or
range of
Employees

Whitney Originals

Christmas Greens

2098 Airline Rd

David Lee Construction
Can Am Welding
F. A. Wallace
Downeast Outboard Chain and
Saw
Four Seasons Land Services
Breakneck Mountain Guides
Randy’s Variety
Grants Greenhouses
R.S. Preston
L&L Hydroseeding
G&G

Construction/Garage
Welding Supplies
Construction
Small Engine Services

116 Cooper Rd.
2036 Airline Rd.
1288 Airline Rd.
1409 Airline Rd.

1-4 (seasonally up
to 20)
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4

Site work/landscaping
Guide Service
Convenience Store
Greenhouse/Retail
Clock repair/Cabinet Making
Landscaping
Cleaning and Property Management

Cut Above

Beauty Parlor

Mr. Ed’s Enterprises

Trucking/Blueberry Production

206 Davis Road
602 Cooper Road
1332 Airline Road
183 Davis Road
42 Pokey Road
169Flat Road
221 South Princeton
Road
766 South Princeton
Road
Airline Road

1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4 (seasonally up
to 20)

Source: Maine Department of Labor, 2005, Alexander Comprehensive Plan Committee, 2005

Recent Economic Trends
Alexander is increasingly serving as a bedroom community for neighboring employment centers
of Baileyville and Calais. Properties formerly used seasonally are being converted to year round
residences and new year-round construction is occurring as well. This trend supports
employment in construction, well drilling, site work, landscaping, caretaking and other services.
There are more visitors and seasonal residents in Alexander and they are staying longer than in
the past. Seasonal use of camping facilities is tied in large part to the Canadian dollar. Recent
increases in its value result in increasing business from Canadian consumers. For much of the
economic base, seasonal fluctuations of employment are significant for businesses in blueberry
harvesting and wreath brush production. Self-employed individuals often have several jobs over
several seasons and are not the same as those employed in traditional wage employment.
Recent closures of the Louisiana Pacific plant and staff cutbacks at the Domtar mill, both in
Woodland, affected many Alexander residents. Some are retraining and doing other related
work; very few have left the area.
Regional Economy
Alexander is tied into the regional economy of Washington and Hancock counties. Because of
its reliance on service center communities like Calais, Machias and, to some extent, Bangor for
the majority of goods and services it residents use, fluctuations in the region’s economy directly
affect the economy of Alexander.
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Alexander is part of the Calais Labor Market Area1. According to the Eastern Maine Economic
Strategy, prepared by the Eastern Maine Development Corporation in 2002, the Calais Labor
Market Area (LMA) lost population in the last 20 years (-9.7% 1980-2000; -7.3% 1990-2000).
This decline was greatest among two age groups - the school aged, and those aged 25-44 - who
could contribute to the regional economy now and in the future. This out migration is reflected in
drastically declining school enrollment figures in Washington County (-26.2%) as well as an
increase in the dependency ratio within households. The dependency ratio is a figure that
essentially adds the elder and youth population together and then divides that sum by those of
working age. It is a rough measure of a community's ability to generate income to support its
needs. The ultimate impact of this decline in a working age population is a poverty rate in the
Calais LMA of 16.9% in 2001 representing an increase of 1.5% since 1990.
Economic sectors in the Calais LMA that saw the largest growth in employment from 1998-2000
were Eating and Drinking Places, Educational Services and Food Stores. All three saw
employment growth of greater than 10%, however average weekly wages were low (less than
$378/week). There are three sectors with high wages (greater than $492/week) including Lumber
and Wood Products, Paper and Allied Products and Trucking and Warehousing; however all
three experienced stable or declining growth in employment. Likewise the Health Services sector
has moderate wages (between $379 and $491/week) but experienced stable or declining growth
in employment. Two other sectors, Automotive Dealers and Service Stations and General
Merchandise Stores have low wages and are also experiencing stable or declining growth in
employment.
Many Alexander residents commute to jobs located in surrounding communities. With a mean
travel time to work of 26.3 minutes Alexander residents are traveling further than Washington
County average (19.2 minutes) and their commuting times have increased in the past decade
(mean commuting time to work in 1990 was 21.4 minutes). Comprehensive Plan Committee
members indicate that this reflects a couple of changes since 1990. With improvements to Route
9 since 1990, some residents are commuting to Bangor. Others are commuting to the Downeast
Community Hospital in Machias and others are now working in Calais who formerly working in
Baileyville. At the time of the 200 Census some workers commuted to Eastport to work in the
salmon industry and at the Gates plant. Neither were in operation in 1990 nor are they in
operation in 2005.
According to the 2000 Census, Alexander’s workforce overwhelmingly commutes by private
vehicle. The second the largest segment of the workforce commutes by carpools, the third largest
walks to work or works at home.

1 Note that the Calais Labor Market Area (LMA) boundaries were adjusted in 2005 as a result of Census
information about commuting patterns. The information summarized here refers to the form LMA boundaries.
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Table E-2 COMMUTING TO WORK: 2000
Alexander
Number Percent
Workers 16 years and over
215
100.0
Drove alone
187
87.0
In carpools
17
7.9
Using public transportation
0
0.0
Using other means
4
1.9
Walked
2
0.9
Worked at home
5
2.3
Mean Travel time to work (minutes)
26.3
-Source: US Census
COMMUTING TO WORK: 2000

Washington County
Number Percent
13,743
100.0
10,444
76.0
1,657
12.1
64
0.5
162
1.2
722
5.3
694
5.0
19.2
--

Some of the major Washington County regional employers are shown in Table 3.
Table E-3 REGIONAL EMPLOYERS
Business

Industry

Location

Domtar (formerly Georgia Pacific)
Calais Regional Hospital

Paper Mill
General Medical and Surgical
Hospital
General Medical
Public School
General Contractors
Electric Services

Baileyville
Calais

Approx. #
of
Employees
(or range of
employees)
500
203

Calais
Calais
Calais
Calais

75
136
100-249
100-249

Groups Homes and Counseling
College

Calais
Calais

100-249
50-99

Dept. Store
Grocery Store
Dept. Store
Border Patrol, Immigration,
Customs, Security
Clothing
Crafts
General Medical and Surgical
Hospital
Public School
Public Schools
Food Processing
Skilled Nursing Care
Grocery Store
University
Aquaculture, Food Processing

Calais
Calais
Calais
Calais

181
100-249
50-100
50-100

Eastport
Harrington
Machias

40
136
249

Machias
Baileyville
Machias
Machias
Machias
Machias
Machiasport

137
100-249
100-249
250-999
100-249
163
100-249

Atlantic Rehab and Nursing Cent
Calais School Dept.
Thomas Di Cenzo, Inc.
Eastern Maine Electric Co-op
Calais Children’s Project
Washington County Community
College
Wal-Mart
Shop ‘N Save
Mardens
Department of Homeland Security
Little River Apparel
Worcester Wreath
Down East Community Hospital
Machias School Dept.
School Union 107
Maine Wild Blueberry Co
Marshall’s Health Care Facility
Shop ‘N Save
University of Maine at Machias
Atlantic Salmon of Maine
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Business

Industry

Location

Approx. #
of
Employees
(or range of
employees)
Wymans
Agriculture, Food Processing
Cherryfield
58
Cherryfield Foods
Agriculture, Food Processing
Cherryfield
125
Narraguagus Bay Health Care
Skilled Nursing Care Facilities
Milbridge
100-249
Dorr Lobster Co.
Seafood
Milbridge
100-249
Sunrise County Evergreens
Manufacturing Industries
Milbridge
100-249
Source: Maine Dept. of Labor (4th Quarter of 2000), and Maine 2001 Manufacturing Guide; input from Alexander
Comprehensive Plan Committee and local research, 2005

LABOR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
The labor force is defined as all persons who are either employed or are receiving unemployment
compensation. Table E-4 shows the distribution of those aged 16 and above who are in or out of
the workforce for Alexander and Washington County. Alexander has a lower percentage of
residents who are not in the workforce than does the county. Table 4 also shows that in 2000,
almost 14% of the town’s residents were unemployed, while countywide 8.5% were
unemployed.
Table E-4 LABOR FORCE STATUS: 2000
Labor Force Status: 2000

Washington
Alexander
County
Subject
Number Percent Number Percent
Persons 16 years and over
399
100 27,214 100.0
In labor force
264
66.2 15,500 57.0
Civilian labor force
264
66.2 15,354 56.4
Employed
228
57.1 14,042 51.6
Unemployed (% of Civilian Labor Force) 36
13.6
1,312
8.5
Armed Forces
0
0
146
0.5
Not in labor force
135
33.8 11,714 43.0
Source: US Census

The employed population for Alexander and Washington County is described in Table 5 by
industry. The top three sectors of employment for Alexander are ‘Education, health and social
services’; ‘Manufacturing’; and ‘Retail trade’. Washington County as a whole is supported by
the same top two sectors in order of economic importance: ‘Education, health and social
services’, ‘Manufacturing’ but the third most important sector is ‘Agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries, mining’.
Manufacturing jobs have historically provided a base for Washington County residents. But the
entire manufacturing sector has declined steadily over the past three decades throughout the
nation, the region, and the town.
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Table E-5 EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS: 2000

Employment Characteristics: 2000

Alexander

INDUSTRY

Washington County

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

228
6
13
47
5
26
15
0
6

100
2.6
5.7
20.6
2.2
11.4
6.6
0
2.6

14,042
1,531
944
1,968
384
1,521
581
146
433

100.0
10.9
6.7
14.0
2.7
10.8
4.1
1.0
3.1

4
76

1.8
33.3

438
3,694

3.1
26.3

16
5
9

7
2.2
4

779
642
981

5.5
4.6
7.0

161
43
24
0

70.6
18.9
10.5
0

9,225
2,882
1,886
49

65.7
20.5
13.4
0.3

Employed persons 16 years and over
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation, warehousing, utilities info
Information
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Professional, scientific, management, administrative,
and waste management services
Education, health and social services
Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and
food services
Other services (except public administration)
Public administration
CLASS OF WORKER
Private wage and salary workers
Government workers
Self-employed workers
Unpaid family workers

Source: US Census

There are many Alexander residents with wage-based employment who earn additional income
through seasonal self-employment. The number of self-employed workers in the Census likely
undercounts those in this category. The lack of public transportation in rural areas inhibits
employment for many residents living at or near the poverty level. Residents of larger service
centers can more readily walk or carpool to work. Without a car, most residents of Alexander
would not be able to get to work, and when unemployed or underemployed in a minimum wage
job, some cannot maintain a vehicle particularly for severe winter conditions.

INCOME
Alexander’s median household income increased considerably (28.66%) between 1989 and 1999
surpassing the median household income of the county but not the state. The relative difference
has continued until 2002 according to date from the Maine State Housing Authority. The median
household income projection for 2015 is for more modest increases than occurred between 1989
and 1999.
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Table E-6 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Alexander
Washington
County
Maine

1979
$9,559
$10,443
$13,816

U.S. Census
1989
$22,778

1999
$29,306

2002
$34,639

Forecast2
2015 Projection
$40,784

$19,967

$25,869

$28,087

$36,984

$27,896

$37,240

$37,592

$61,534

Source: U.S. Census, Maine State Housing Authority

Table E-7 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME CHANGE

1979-1989

1989-1999

Alexander

138.29%

28.66%

Washington County

91.20%

29.6%

101.91%

33.5%

Maine

Source: U.S. Census

While the median household income for Alexander is higher than that for Washington County,
the per capita income in Alexander is only slightly higher than in Washington County.
Table E-8 INCOME IN 1999: 2000 CENSUS
Alexander
Number
Households
193
Less than $10,000
32
$10,000 to $14,999
22
$15,000 to $24,999
34
$25,000 to $34,999
19
$35,000 to $49,999
30
$50,000 to $74,999
27
$75,000 to $99,999
22
$100,000 to $149,999
6
$150,000 or more
1
Median household income (dollars) 29,306
Per capita income (dollars)
14,943

Percent
100.0
16.6
11.4
17.6
9.8
15.5
14.0
11.4
3.1
0.51
-

Washington County
Number
14,119
2,515
1,745
2,579
2,156
1,833
668
318
74
120
25,869
14,119

Percent
100.0
17.8
12.4
18.3
15.3
13.0
4.7
2.3
0.5
0.8

-

Source: U.S. Census

2 *2015 Estimates are based on a twenty-year period (1980-2000 or 1979-1999) using linear regression analysis.
These estimates are not based on percent growth per year (% GPY). Longer trend analysis should be conducted for
comparison and to provide a range of possible projections that might better account for unique local circumstances.
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Sources of income for residents of Alexander come primarily from wages and salaries with a
comparable contribution of retirement income compared to Washington County as a whole.
Wage and salary income includes total earnings received for work performed, i.e. wages, salary,
commissions, tips, piece-rate payments, and cash bonuses earned before tax deductions were
made. Wage and salary employment is a broad measure of economic well-being but does not
indicate whether the jobs are of good quality. In the 2000 Census, 10.5% of Alexander residents
report self-employment income compared to 13.4% in the county as a whole (see Table 5).
However, as indicated above self-employment in Alexander is likely higher than what is reported
in the Census.
Fewer residents in Alexander collect social security income (25.9%) than do residents of the
county (34%). Social Security income includes Social Security pensions, survivor’s benefits and
permanent disability insurance payments made by the Social Security Administration, prior to
deductions for medical insurance and railroad retirement insurance from the U.S. Government.
There are proportionately fewer Alexander residents receiving public assistance than in the
County. Public assistance income includes payments made by Federal or State welfare agencies
to low-income persons who are 65 years or older, blind, or disabled; receive aid to families with
dependent children; or general assistance. In sum, the income types for Alexander show a higher
percentage of wage and salary income and fewer residents on public assistance than is seen for
the county as a whole.
Table E-9 INCOME TYPE IN 1999
Income Type in 1999
(Households often have more than one source of income,
as seen here)
Households
With wage and salary income
With Social Security Income
With Supplemental Security income
With public assistance income
With retirement income

Alexander
Number
193
164
50
5
11
31

Percent
100
85.0
25.9
2.6
5.7
16.1

Washington County
Number
14,119
10,162
4,795
949
910
2,382

Percent
100
72.0
34.0
6.7
6.4
16.9

Source: U.S. Census

In 2000, the average poverty threshold for a family of four persons was $17,050 in the
contiguous 48 states (U.S. DHHS). The Bureau of Census income criteria to determine poverty
status consist of several thresholds including family size and number of family members under
18 years of age. There were 22 Alexander families with incomes below the poverty level in
2000.
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Table E-10 POVERTY STATUS IN 1999

Poverty Status in 1999
Below poverty level
Individuals
Persons 18 years and over
Persons 65 years and over
Families
With related children under 18 years
With related children under 5 years

Alexander
Number
Percent
97
20.0
68
18.0
6
10.2
22
14.6
18
26.5
5
19.2

Washington County
Number
6,272
4,524
1,076
1,319
861
312

Percent
19.0
17.8
19.2
14.2
20.3
23.5

Source: U.S. Census

SALES
Taxable sales are one of the few available indicators of the actual size, growth, and character of
an economic region. The Maine Revenue Services does not provide information on taxable sales
disaggregated by retail sector at the municipal level for Alexander because of the town’s small
size. All figures in Table E-11 are in real dollars, not adjusted for inflation, and for Alexander,
represent only taxable sales. Alexander had a sizable decrease in total taxable sales for the
period of 1997 to 2002. Consumer sales constituted approximately 99 percent of total taxable
sales for Alexander in 2000. At the county level, total consumer sales constituted more than 92
percent of total taxable sales.
Table E-11 TAXABLE SALES IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
Washington County

Alexander
Annual
Total
Sales
1997

Annual
Total Sales
2002

19972002
% Chg

33.39%

N/A

N/A

--

25,988.9

18.64%

N/A

N/A

--

32,566.6

32,591.4

0.08%

N/A

N/A

--

35,580.7

53,255.5

49.68%

N/A

N/A

--

9,351.9

10,613.5

13.49%

N/A

N/A

--

Auto Transportation

29,910.3

30,972.5

3.55%

N/A

N/A

--

Restaurant/Lodging

23,299.4

27,026.2

16.00%

N/A

N/A

--

Total Consumer Sales

152,733.2

180,403.1

18.12%

Total Taxable Sales

164,017.4

195,658.4

Annual
Total Sales
1997

Annual
Total Sales
2002

Business Operating

11,402.6

15,210.4

Building Supplies

21,905.9

Food Store
General Merchandise

Selected Retail Sectors

Other Retail

19972002
% Chg

295.2

308.7

4.6%

373.7
19.29%
Source: Maine Revenue Service 2003

311.4

-16.7%
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Below are the definitions of each retail sector:
Consumer Retail Sales:
Total Retail Sales:

Building Supply:
Food Stores:

General Merchandise:

Other Retail:

Auto Transportation:

Restaurant/Lodging:

Total taxable retail sales to consumers.
Includes Consumer Retail Sales plus special types of sales and rentals to
businesses where the tax is paid directly by the buyer (such as
commercial or industrial oil purchase).
Durable equipment sales, contractors' sales, hardware stores and
lumberyards.
All food stores from large supermarkets to small corner food stores. The
values here are snacks and non-food items only, since food intended for
home consumption is not taxed.
In this sales group are stores carrying lines generally carried in large
department stores. These include clothing, furniture, shoes, radio-TV,
household durable goods, home furnishing, etc.
This group includes a wide selection of taxable sales not covered
elsewhere. Examples are dry good stores, drug stores, jewelry stores,
sporting good stores, antique dealers, morticians, bookstores, photo
supply stores, gift shops, etc.
This sales group includes all transportation related retail outlets. Included
are auto dealers, auto parts, aircraft dealers, motorboat dealers,
automobile rental, etc.
All stores selling prepared food for immediate consumption. The
Lodging group includes only rental tax.

PUBLIC OPINION
In the public survey conducted in early 2005 home based businesses were especially supported
as were providing an opportunity for some retail and professional business uses. Development in
outdoor recreation opportunities was strongly favored and recreational and arts activities were
favored. Casino and gaming facilities were not favored nor were bottled water extraction or adult
entertainment activities. Consistent with this sentiment, respondents favor low scale tourism
developments rather than large operations like resorts. Industrial and waste management
activities were not favored with junk and salvage yards holding a slight advantage though still a
negative overall.
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POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
Goals: Promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic wellbeing.
The town will have an educated population ready to enter the work force.
Enhance and support existing businesses in Alexander and promote new business that is
compatible with existing rural community values and patterns of development3.
Policy

Implementation Strategy

Responsible
Part(ies)

Timeframe

Provide information on sources of
business assistance at the Town Office, to
include materials available through the
Department of Tourism, Community and
Economic Development, the Eastern
Maine Development Corporation, the
Sunrise County Economic Council and
others.
Participate in regional economic
development efforts that promote the
natural assets in Alexander.
Support business endeavors in naturebased tourism

Town Clerk

On-going

Membership in the St. Croix Economic
Alliance and the Washington County
Council of Governments and participation
in the Sunrise County Economic Council.

Selectmen
directly, or
through
appointment of
others

Immediate

Advocate for improvements to State
highways, airports, seaports and
telecommunication facilities to enhance
the regional economy.

Selectmen

Ongoing

As needed the town will obtain aid from
higher levels of government, County,
State and Federal, including such things
as Community Development Block
Grants, USDA Rural Development and
others identified in the Capital
Improvement Plan.

Selectmen

Immediate
and on-going

Promotion of Economic Activity
Promote expansion and
diversification of the economic
base of the community.

Support nature based tourism as
an economic development
strategy for Alexander.

Regional Development
The town will participate in
regional organizations that
provide technical assistance and
information about business
support and regional economic
development opportunities.
Advocate for infrastructure
improvements to enhance the
economic competitiveness of
Alexander and Washington
County.
Program Awareness
The town will obtain information
on programs that provide support
for roads, parks, public
transportation or other
infrastructure and activities that
materially aid the town’s
economy.

3 This goal and the implementation measures that follow from it under the heading of sustainable
development recognize the multiple business interests that sustain rural families over the course of a year
– from their homes, and from other locations. This recognition assumes that there is and will be a mixture
of uses in all districts of our community; an independent spirit among local residents and entrepreneurs;
and a general resistance to excessive regulation. It also recognizes that there are some basic “good
neighbor” standards that can be developed to address the desired mixture of uses.
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The town will assist those who
are eligible for assistance and
help them to receive it.

Educated Workforce
Ensure that the educational
opportunities, both academic and
vocational, address the needs of
Alexander residents.

Sustainable Development
The town will develop a zoning
ordinance to attract, enhance and
support existing and future
development, while minimizing
negative impacts of noncompatible uses.

Allow and encourage existing
land resource based industries to
thrive in their current locations

Employment and Economy
Implementation Strategy
Work with Economic Development
groups to expand high speed internet
access within Alexander.
Town offices will provide current
information about sources of public
assistance, unemployment assistance, job
training, and aid to the elderly and/or
handicapped.

Responsible
Part(ies)
Selectmen

Town Clerk

Timeframe
Short Term
(within next 2
years)
Immediate

Convene meetings with School Board and
local/regional businesses to identify work
force needs and educational foundation to
support them.
Encourage and support efforts to provide
job training and continuing education.

Selectmen; Union
106 Directors

Long-term

Selectmen

Ongoing

A future zoning ordinance will identify
appropriate areas for commercial and
industrial development.

Planning Board;
Selectmen

Immediate

Home occupation performance standards
will be developed to ensure compatibility
with residential neighborhoods and
adjacent properties.
Provide large rural areas for agricultural
and forestry uses

Planning Board

Short-term
(within 2
years)

Planning Board

Short-term
(within 2
years)

SUMMARY
Alexander is a small community primarily dependant on regional sources of employment. Most
residents rely on wage and salary income and retirees compose a comparable part of the
population to the county as a whole The top three sectors of employment for Alexander are
‘Education, health and social services’; ‘Manufacturing’; and ‘Retail trade’. The residents of
Alexander have income levels that are higher than residents of Washington County as a whole.
However, with the aging of our population, the size the workforce continues to decrease.
Living in a rural area limits employment opportunities and increases the costs of commuting to
the service centers where many of the newly created jobs are located. Our local government
should strive to encourage and maintain appropriate development that will better employ
residents. Growth needs to be channeled to areas of town capable of handling development
while incurring minimal cost to the municipality.
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F. HOUSING
The housing stock is the basis for our town’s tax base, and housing represents the major
investment of most individuals. The goal of this section is to document housing conditions and
encourage affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Alexander residents.

HOUSING UNITS
Number of Units
In 2000, Alexander had a total of 361 housing units. During the 1990s, the town recorded a
10.1% percent increase in its housing stock, compared to almost 15 percent for Washington
County and 11 percent for the state. As noted in the Population Section, in the 1990s Alexander
experienced close to a 1.18% percent decline in average household size to 2.62 persons per
household.
The town’s population increased by 0.75% percent to 514 persons in 2000 and the ratio between
population and total housing units went from 0.68 in 1990 0.70 in 2000. If population forecasts
for 2015 actually reach the maximum of 605 persons and if there is a similar rate of change in
the ratio between population and total housing units, there will be up to 436 total housing units in
Alexander in 2015. However, if the ratio stays the same as in 2000, then only 424 units would
be expected in 2015 with the maximum forecast of 605 persons.
Given existing land use patterns and shoreland zoning regulations, it seems likely that the
number of housing units will be closer to the lower figure (424), the figure in 2000 (361) or some
modest increase, rather than 436. Alexander has some older housing stock (see Table F-4) but
less than what is commonly found in other parts of the county or the state. Some of this stock
will be removed and more seasonal houses will be constructed. As the population ages,
household size is likely to continue to decrease but some households are expected to convert to
shared retirement living accommodations. Of course, changes in land use, local regulations, and
the economy will determine the actual increase in the number of housing units over the next ten
years.
Table F-1 TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS
1990
2000
326
361
899
927
114
136
1773
1921
83
165
92
97
133
182
19,124
21,919
587,045
651,901
1990
2000
Source: U.S. Census

Alexander
Baileyville
Baring Plantation
Calais
Cooper
Crawford
Meddybemps
Washington County
Maine

F-1

% Change
10.1%
3.1%
19.3%
8.3%
98.8%
5.4%
36.8%
14.62%
11.05%
% Change
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Structure Type
The distribution of housing unit types is an important indicator of affordability, density, and the
character of the community. Housing units in structures are presented in Table F-2. In 2000,
one-unit structures represented 82 percent of the town’s housing units while mobile homes and
trailers accounted for more than 16 percent.
Alexander has a modest share of mobile homes and trailers relative to its entire housing stock.
While the number of mobile homes and trailers remained the same between 1990 and 2000 their
percentage contribution to the total housing stock declined. Mobile homes and trailers are located
on individual lots, not in mobile home parks. Although not disproportionate, many of these
homes are inhabited by elderly people. Overall, mobile homes are in good condition. Those
mobile home units constructed pre-1976 which locate in town must meet the requirements of the
Building Code and the State Electric Code.
Table F-2 HOUSING UNITS IN STRUCTURE
Alexander

Oneunit
Multiunit
Mobile
Home
trailer
Total
units*

Baileyville

Baring
Plantation

Calais

Cooper

Crawford

Meddybemps

Washington
County

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num.

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

255
78.2%

296
82%

619
68.9%

677
73%

76
66.7%

94
69.1%

1154
65.1%

1264
65.8%

58
69.9%

149
90.3%

83
90.2%

90
92.8%

67
50.4%

170
93.4%

14,397
75.3%

17,080
78.0%

2
0.6%

3
0.8%

118
13.1%

116
12.5%

3
2.6%

2
1.5%

384
21.7%

465
24.2%

0
0%

0
0%

0
0%

0
0%

0
0%

0
0%

1,473
7.7%

1,931
8.8%

60
60
152
18.4% 16.6% 16.9%

132
14.2%

34
29.8%

38
27.9%

214
12.1%

192
10%

4
4.8%

14
8.5%

9
9.8%

7
7.2%

12
9%

12
6.6%

3,254
17.0%

2,786
12.7%

326
100%

927
100%

114
100%

136
100%

1773
100%

1921
100%

83
100%

165
100%

92
100%

97
100%

133
100$

182
100%

19,124
100.0%

21,919
100%

361
100%

899
100%

Source: U.S. Census

Seasonal dwellings are being converted into year-round houses for both year-round people and
for future retirement purposes all over Washington County. However, in 2000, the Census
recorded 140 units of housing used for seasonal purposes in Alexander, a 7.7 percent increase
since 1990. Housing for seasonal purposes constitutes 39 percent of the housing stock in
Alexander.
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Table F-3 TOTAL NUMBER OF SEASONAL UNITS

Alexander
Baileyville
Baring Plantation
Calais
Cooper
Crawford
Meddybemps
Washington County
Maine

1990
2000
130
140
89
101
3
20
68
154
38
98
46
52
78
99
4,046
5,374
88,039
101,470
Source: U.S. Census

% Change
7.7%
13.5%
566.7%
126.7%
157.9%
13.0%
26.9%
32.8%
15.3%

Recent increases in building permit issuance (see Table F-14) indicate that more single-unit
housing is expected as seasonal units are converted to year round use, especially on shorefront
properties in Alexander, and as more people commute to employment opportunities in the
region.
Housing Stock
Maine's housing stock reflects the state's history, climate and the independent character of its
people. Nationwide, Maine ranks first in the proportion (35%) of the housing stock that was built
prior to 1940. Eleven percent of Alexander housing stock dates prior to 1940, substantially less
than in the county or the state. A larger proportion of the town's housing stock was built in the
1980s and 1990s compared to the county and the state.
Table F-4 YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT

Years
1990 to March 2000
1980 to 1989
1970 to 1979
1940 to 1969
1939 or earlier
Total housing stock

Alexander
Number
%
95
26.3%
68
18.8%
77
21.3%
81
22.4%
40
11.1%
361
100%

Washington
Number
%
3,145
14.4%
3,203
14.6%
4,038
18.4%
4,359
19.9%
7,174
32.7%
21,919 100.0%

Maine
%
14.6%
16.0%
15.9%
24.4%
29.1%
100.0%

Source: U.S. Census

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Table F-5 shows the proportional make-up of housing units by general physical condition of
Alexander for the most recent years for which this information is available.
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Table F-5 HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Number Percent
361
100.0

Total housing units in 2000
ROOMS in 2000
1 room

12

3.3%

2 rooms

58

16.1%

3 rooms

63

17.5%

4 rooms

82

22.7%

5 rooms

57

15.8%

6 rooms

43

11.9%

7 rooms

27

7.5%

8 rooms

3

0.8%

9 or more rooms

16

4.4%

Lacking complete plumbing facilities

2

0.6%

Lacking complete kitchen facilities

2

0.6%

No telephone service

6

1.7%

0
0
0
182
0
16
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
50.4%
0%
4.4%
0%
0%
0%

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS in 2000

HOUSE HEATING FUEL
Utility gas
Bottled, tank, or LP gas
Electricity
Fuel oil, kerosene, etc.
Coal or coke
Wood
Solar energy
Other fuel
No fuel used
Source: U.S. Census

The numbers do not add up to the total number of housing units in the Selected Characteristics
nor in the Housie Heating Fuel sections of Table F-5. This reflects a lack of reporting for many
units that are used seasonally in Alexander. Current residents are aware of several units that use
both electricity and gas as a source of heating fuel.
HOME OCCUPANCY
Tenure
Home ownership is a good indicator of the overall standard of living in an area. One way to trace
home ownership change over time is to compare owners and renters as a proportion of total
occupied housing, as illustrated in Table F-6. A high rate of owner-occupied housing is typical
of a predominately residential community such as Alexander. In 1990 and 2000, the proportions
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of owner and renter-occupied housing units at the county level remained fairly stable with a
slight increase in owner-occupied at the local level.
Table F-6 HOUSING TENURE
Tenure

Alexander

Baileyville

Baring Plantation

Calais

Cooper

Crawford

Meddybemps

Washington County

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num.

Num

Num

Num

Num

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Occupied
housing
units

161
100%

196
100%

770
100%

726
100%

101
100%

113
100%

1536
100%

1486
100%

43
100%

56
100%

37
100%

41
100%

54
100%

67
100%

13,418
100%

14,118
100%

Owneroccupied
housing
units

140
87%

179
618
91.3% 80.3%

592
81.5%

90
89.1%

88
77.9%

1055
68.7%

938
63.1%

41
95.3%

54
96.4%

35
94.6%

36
87.8%

50
92.6%

61
91%

10,568
78.8%

10,969
77.7%

Renteroccupied
housing
units

21
13%

17
8.7%

134
18.5%

11
10.9%

25
22.1%

481
31.3%

548
36.9%

2
4.7%

2
3.6%

2
5.4%

5
12.2%

4
7.4%

6
9.0%

2,8501
21.2%

3,149
22.3%

152
19.7%

Source: U.S. Census

VACANCY RATE
In 2000, over 45 percent of the town’s total housing units were vacant; over 85 percent of these
vacant units were for seasonal or recreational use. Countywide in 2000, 68 percent of vacant
units were for seasonal or recreational use. The rental vacancy rate in 2000 for Alexander was
10.5 percent, compared to 13.3 percent for Washington County. The data suggest an adequate
supply of housing for purchase and for rent.
Table F-7 HOUSING OCCUPANCY
Alexander

Baileyville

Baring Plantation

Calais

Cooper

Crawford

Meddybemps

Washington County

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num.

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Num
%

Num

%

%

%

%

All
Housing
Units

326
100%

359
100%

899
100%

927
100%

114
100%

146
100%

1773
100%

1,921
100%

83
100%

160
100%

92
100%

99
100%

133
100%

176
100%

19,124
100%

21,919
100%

Occupied
housing
units

161
196
770
49.4% 54.6% 85.7%

726
78.3%

101
88.6%

113
77.4%

1536
86.6%

1,486
77.4%

43
51.8%

56
35%

37
40.2%

41
41.4%

54
40.6%

67
38.1%

13,418
70.2%

14,118
64.4%

Vacant
1
housing
units

165
163
129
50.6% 45.4% 14.3%

201
21.7%

13
11.4%

33
22.6%

237
13.4%

435
22.6%

40
48.2%

104
65%

55
59.8

58
58.6%

79
59.4%

109
61.9%

5,706
29.8%

7,801
35.6%

Tenure

Source: U.S. Census

1

Vacant housing includes those that are truly vacant as well as those the are used seasonally.
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
The affordability of housing is of critical importance for any municipality. High costs are
burdensome to individuals, governments, and the economy. Excessively high housing costs force
low and moderate-income residents to leave the community, thus reducing labor force size.
Many factors contribute to the challenge of finding affordable housing, including: local and
regional employment opportunities, e.g., in-migration to job growth areas; older residents living
longer lives at home; more single parent households; and generally smaller household sizes than
in previous years. Those Mainers most often affected by a lack of affordable housing include:
older citizens facing increasing maintenance and property taxes; young couples unable to afford
their own home; single parents trying to provide a decent home; low income workers seeking an
affordable place to live within commuting distance; and young adults seeking housing
independent of their parents.
The State Planning Office requires that comprehensive plans show the, “proportional make-up of
housing units by affordability to very low income, low income, and moderate income households
(municipality and region) - for the most recent year for which information is available (est.).”
Gathering this data is not as straightforward as it may seem, as several factors help explain.
First, data from the Census on housing values is not disaggregated by the State categories of
income levels (very low, low and moderate income), which the state sets for each county.
Second, the Census provides only housing values of specified housing units, not the entire
owner-occupied housing stock of our town. Third, the value of a house based on tax assessment
almost always misestimates its purchase price. Fourth, and more important, at any given time,
most homes are not for sale, and so their value does not reflect their availability for purchase.
Fifth, town assessment records do not differentiate between year round homes and camps,
cottages and vacation homes that are not presently suited for year round occupancy, and would
require major investment to make them year round housing, if environmental conditions would
permit such use.
Given these data limitations, we attempt to show housing affordability by examining the income
distribution of our town and county by state category, and relate this to the average selling price
of homes recently sold in Alexander, as well as average rents in town. Additionally, we show
the percentages of households who pay more than 30 percent of their income on housing, which
is a measure of unaffordable housing as defined by the State. We show Maine State Housing
Authority (MSHA) affordability index data for the housing market to which Alexander belongs.
Importantly, we demonstrate that the town has met its obligation under the Growth Management
Act for ensuring that a certain percentage of new housing is affordable and lay out strategies for
increasing the percent of affordable housing to our housing stock.
Definitions of Affordability
Affordable housing means decent, safe, and sanitary living accommodations that are affordable
to very low, low, and moderate-income people. The State of Maine defines an affordable owneroccupied housing unit as one for which monthly housing costs do not exceed approximately 30%
of monthly income, and an affordable rental unit as one that has a rent not exceeding 30% of the
monthly income (including utilities). The kinds of housing that are affordable at these income
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levels are often small homes on smaller lots and can include manufactured housing, multi-family
housing, government-assisted housing, and group and foster care facilities. Increased density and
reduced frontage requirements can contribute to a community's affordable housing stock.
Based on MSHA figures, in 2002 the median household income was $28,500 in Washington
County. Using state guidelines, three income groups are considered in Alexander for 2002:
Table F-8 INCOME AND AFFORDABLE MONTHLY HOUSING PAYMENTS
Washington County
Households
Extremely Low and
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income

Income Range

Percent of Households

Up to $16,042

27.2%

Affordable monthly rent
or mortgage payment
Up to $401

$16,043 to $25,666
13%
$25,667 to $48,125
27.7%
Source: MSHA

$401 to $642
$642 to $1203

Housing Selling Prices
Table F-9 shows the affordable selling prices for extremely low, very low, low, and moderateincome groups for Alexander and Washington County.
Table F-9 HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION & AFFORDABLE HOUSING SELLING
PRICES, 2004
Households by Income
Extremely Low and Very Low
Income
Low Income
Moderate Income

Percent of Households
Washington
Alexander
County
27.2%
24.7%
13%
16.8%
27.7%
29.1%
Source: MSHA

Affordable Selling Price
Washington
Alexander
County
up to $44,600

up to $56,300

up to $71,357
up to $133,798

up to $90,079
up to $121,774

Table F-10 shows that the median value of housing in Alexander was $83,200 in 2000
suggesting that housing is affordable for households in the moderate-income groups and above
(which constitutes 60 percent of the town’s households). However, the value of housing in
Alexander for the year 2000 from the Census shown in Table F-10 is a small sampling (99 out of
361 total units) that misses 73 percent of the owner-occupied housing stock.
Table F-10 VALUE IN 2000: SPECIFIED OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS
Number

Percent

Less than $50,000

21

21.2%

$50,000 to $99,999

54

54.5%

$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999

16
3

16.2%
3%

$200,000 to $299,999

5

5.1%

0
$83,200

0%
-

$300,000 or more
Median (dollars)
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Additional data on housing affordability is available at the housing market level. Alexander is
part of the larger Calais Housing Market and the MSHA reports that the housing affordability
index in this housing market for the year 2002 was 1.15 (under 1.00 equals unaffordable; while
over 1.00 equals affordable).
In 2002, the median home sale price was $71,200 in the Calais Housing Market, while the
median income was $29,351 in this housing market and the median income in Alexander was
$34,639. The home price that could be afforded at the housing market median household income
of $29,351 was $81,942. Thus those with incomes above the median can still afford to purchase
homes of the median sale price. But those with lower incomes, approximately 40% percent of
households in Alexander, are losing access to the housing market.
The Statewide Multiple Listing Service (SMLS) recorded no house sales for Alexander from
1998 through 2002. However, local realtors report sales in Alexander in the last 2 years having
an average sales price between $65,000 and $68,000 with selling prices as high as $150,000 for a
small cottage on lakefront property, upwards of $225,000 if improved with a year round
residence. Lakefront property has more than doubled in the last three years with even sharper
increase in the last twelve months due to low supply and increasing demand. Realtors cannot
begin to fill the current demand. Non-residents buy many of these scenic properties as vacation
homes and some for future retirement.
Owner Costs
Table F-11 shows selected monthly owner costs as a percentage of household income for 40
percent of the owner-occupied housing units in Alexander in 1999. Eleven had monthly owner
costs of 30 percent or more of their household income. This data suggests that housing
affordability affects a minority of residents.
Table F-11 SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A % OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN 1999
Percentage of Household Income
Owner Occupied Housing Units
Less than 20 %
70
20 to 24 %
9
25 to 29 %
5
30 to 34 %
2
35 % or more
9
Not computed
4
Total units
99
Source: U.S. Census

Renter Occupied Housing Affordability
Table F-12 shows rental costs as a percentage of household income. Only year round rentals are
considered, as seasonal housing rentals are not reported. The rents shown are reported by the
tenants and take into account the subsidies some receive in the form of the federal Section 8
housing subsidy to low income residents. MSHA reports that in 2002, no Section 8 Vouchers
were issued for rental housing in Alexander. For 5 renter occupied units, more than 30% of
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household income was spent on housing costs, indicating that rental housing is unaffordable to
an equivalently small minority as owner occupied housing in Alexander.
Table F-12 GROSS RENT AS A % OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN 1999 FOR ALEXANDER
Percentage of Household Income
Renter Occupied Housing Units
Less than 20 %
4
20 to 24 %
2
25 to 29 %
0
30 to 34 %
0
35 % or more
5
Not computed
3
Total units
14
Source: U.S. Census

For the 11 year round rental units reported in the 2000 Census almost all were affordable to those
in the moderate income group. There were only 2 units available that might be affordable to the
low income group but not to the extremely low income group. See Table F-8 for affordable rent
figures.
Table F-13 GROSS RENT IN 1999 FOR ALEXANDER
Rent
Number of Rental Units
Less than $200
0
$200 to $299
0
$300 to $499
2
$500 to $749
9
$750 or more
0
No cash rent
3
Median
$594
Source: U.S. Census

Affordability and the Growth Management Act
The Maine Growth Management Act requires that every municipality “…shall seek to achieve a
level of 10% of new residential development, based on a five-year historical average of
residential development in the municipality, meeting the definition of affordable housing.”
During the five-year period from 2000 to 2004, 32 permits were issued for residential housing
construction – see Table F-14. Alexander meets the requirement of the Act if the town sought to
provide 3 or 4 low-income units in this period. Within this period, affordable housing was built
in the form of mobile/modular housing (6 units or 19% of all residential housing permits). There
was no significant increase in conversions from single to multiple family homes and the mobile
homes were built according to current standards.
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Table F-14 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMITS (TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION)

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Total

Stick-built
Houses
4
4
3
3
12
26

Mobile/Modular
Sheds/Decks/
Homes
Garages/Additions
0
5
0
4
3
11
1
9
2
9
6
38
Source: Alexander building permits

Total
9
8
17
13
23
70

Seasonal and Year Round Housing Differences
There are effectively two housing markets in Alexander: seasonal and year round. Seasonal
housing is spread throughout town with some clustering along waterfront areas, particularly the
shorelines of Pleasant, Meddybemps, Pocomoonshine and Barrows Lakes. The units tend to be
larger on Meddybemps and Pocomoonshine Lakes and while they are seasonal and function
primarily as vacation homes for non-residents, they are built for year round occupancy. There is
a concern in Alexander and the surrounding area that long term residents are losing there ability
to stay in their houses because of significantly increasing property taxes caused by an overall
increase in town valuation.
Affordable Housing Remedies
While meeting the letter of the Growth Management Act has not proved difficult for the town of
Alexander, there is a desire by residents to maintain and provide affordable housing, as needed,
beyond the state minimums. The state recommends that the town consider ways of helping meet
this need. This can be very difficult for a small community like Alexander because the
traditional recommendations may not apply, including:
1. The relaxation of zoning ordinance and building code requirements that tend to increase
building costs. Alexander has no town wide zoning or building code at present. If
either is established, it will be sensitive to the need to lessen the potential costs
imposed on low-income residents.
2. Take steps to allow mobile homes and modular homes in more areas. At present the
town does not limit the location of these types of units.
3. Provide town sewer, water and roads to new parts of town thus “opening up” land for new
homes. The town has no water or sewer systems and does not anticipate ever
constructing them.
Given the lack of current land use ordinances that would tend to increase housing costs, the town
believes that a regional approach may best meet the need of its low and moderate-income
residents. The town would encourage accessory apartments, so-called ‘mother-in-law’
apartments, and will put language in proposed ordinances and building codes as needed to do so.
Large lot sizes, while seemingly protecting the rural character of the community, can create the
potential of driving land prices higher, thus housing costs higher, thereby reducing the
affordability of housing in the community. Accordingly, this will be considered in the future land
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use section of this plan. Smaller lot sizes are proposed in the growth area proposed in the Land
Use section of the plan. The town will also inform itself of the opportunities, technologies and
permitting requirements for small scale community sewage treatment systems to enable small
affordable lots to be created that will not contaminate source water protection areas or surface
waters.
Elderly Housing
Elderly housing for long time residents who wish to remain in the area is available at several
housing complexes in Calais (Methodist Homes, Calais Congregate Housing, St. Croix
Apartments, Hornbrook Apartments and High Point Apartments) and in Machais (Marshall
Manor. There are also several other regional providers providing assisted living complexes for
the elderly. While our needs for elderly housing are being met currently, we plan to reexamine
this issue as our population ages.
Table F-15 AGE OF HOUSEHOLDER
2000 ALEXANDER HOUSEHOLD BY TYPE
Occupied housing units
Family households
Non-family households
Households with individuals under 18 years
Households with individuals over 65 years
Source: U.S. Census

Number Percent
196 100%
151
77%
45
23%
68
35%
45
23%

Housing Programs
In addition to ensuring that our ordinances do not significantly increase construction costs, the
town will also compile information on affordable housing programs for residents to consult at the
town offices. This resource will be updated on a regular basis and will include such programs as
those offered through the Maine State Housing Authority, e.g. Rental Loan Program, Section 8,
SHARP, Supportive Housing, and Vouchers, DEP septic and wells grants, and USDA Rural
Development, among other organizations.
Local, state, and federal governments have a number of different means of subsidizing housing
costs for eligible citizens. In most cases the efforts of the different levels of government are
integrated, with funding and operation and jurisdictional fields overlapping.
The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is the primary federal
agency dealing with affordable housing. Rural Development (RD), formerly Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA), part of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), also deals
with affordable housing. The Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) is the State's agency for
such issues. The town of Alexander does not have a local housing authority and does not have a
public welfare department to oversee general assistance.
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Subsidized units are built with state or federal monies for the express purpose of providing
housing to lower income individuals and families. A housing project or development may be
entirely formed by subsidized units, or the project may be of mixed uses. Subsidized units are
typically available to individuals below certain income guidelines, and residents are expected to
pay a fixed percentage of their income as rent.
Housing is also subsidized through certificates and vouchers. Especially when subsidized units
are not available, the MSHA will provide monies for citizens to use as payment for rent for nonpublic units. The town is also reimbursed by the State for general assistance money that may be
given to citizens with short-term immediate needs for housing. Finally, low interest loans
through the federal or state governments are also a form of subsidy.
Public Survey Input
Questions on the 2005 Public Survey (see Chapter K – Town Survey) asked about desired types
of housing and development. Respondents strongly support single-family housing and
restrictions on mobile homes. In addition, there is relatively strong support for subsidized
housing for the elderly but not for subsidized housing in general.

POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
Goal: Alexander will encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for Alexander
residents.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Programs and Grants
Pursue programs and grants that
The town will compile information on
Town Clerk
Immediate
can assist in ensuring that at least
programs and grants (CDBG housing
10% of new residential
assistance and rehabilitation programs) for
development meet the definition of the use of residents.
affordable housing.
The town will welcome and encourage
Selectmen
Immediate
participation in programs, grants and projects
for the construction of subsidized housing
whether within the town or the region
including grants to homeowners for
improvements to energy efficiency,
habitability, etc
The town will welcome and encourage
Selectmen
Immediate
participation in programs, grants and projects,
within the town or the region to insure
sufficient, affordable housing options for its
elderly citizens
The town will seek the assistance of regional
Selectmen
Immediate
and state agencies in the opportunities,
technologies and permitting requirements for
sewage treatment systems to address waste
disposal needs within already developed
areas.
Codes and Regulation
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Goal: Alexander will encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for Alexander
residents.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility Timeframe
Ensure that local codes and
Work to correct all known failed or
CEO;
On-going
ordinances are enforced for the
inadequate subsurface sewage disposal
Planning
public health, safety and welfare.
systems.
Board
Work with the planning board to address any
CEO;
On-going
need for modification to the existing land use Planning
regulations that may be appropriate.
Board;
Selectmen
Ensure that the code enforcement officer
Selectmen;
On-going
(CEO) works to address reported violations
Code
of local ordinances and State laws and
Enforcement
regulations that affect health, safety or
Officer
community conditions such as the automobile
graveyard provisions, removal of unsafe or
deteriorated buildings, replacement of
driveway culverts, etc.
The future land use ordinance will
The town will continue to encourage
Selectmen;
Short-term
not preclude the development of
affordable housing opportunities by allowing
Planning
(within 2
affordable housing
a mixture of housing types, including
Board
years)
accessory apartments.
Continue to allow mixed uses and mixed
Planning
On-going
income housing within the residential areas of Board
the town.
Encourage senior citizen housing
Planning
On-going
opportunities and provide residential areas
Board
that allow single and multi-family dwellings,
as well as manufactured housing.

SUMMARY
Affordable housing is often defined as not costing more than 30% of household income. The
data reviewed suggest that the cost of housing in Alexander is affordable for most people in the
community. The home price that could be afforded at the housing market median household
income of $29,351 was $81,942. Thus those with incomes above the median can still afford to
purchase homes of the median sale price. But those with lower incomes, approximately 40%
percent of households in Alexander, are losing access to the housing market and the price of real
estate in Alexander is increasing.
Existing land use ordinances do not impose significant costs on the cost of building homes and
the majority of people live in owner-occupied single-family housing. The desire for vacation
homes on waterfront properties by non-residents has raised the value, and assessment, of many
properties in Alexander. There is a range of new housing in town, with mobile or manufactured
homes often utilized. The percentage of homes owned by those in the workforce is likely to
decline further while the percentage of homes owned by retirees - both those from away and
natives - will increase.
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G. RECREATION
The vast natural resources of Alexander and the surrounding region provide numerous
recreational opportunities for residents and visitors alike. With several lakes, a Class A river,
and extensive forest lands, Alexander has always been a haven for hunters, fishermen and
outdoor enthusiasts.
The Town has limited municipal recreational facilities primarily located at the Alexander
Elementary School including an outdoor basketball court, a softball filed, playground and a
multi-purpose gymnasium and auditorium. The elementary school is the focus for many
community events including daycare and meetings. The Breakneck Mountain Snowriders and
the Breakneck Mountain 4-Wheeler Club promotes trail maintenance and vehicle safety courses.
Our open space includes athletic fields, farms, heaths, forestlands, wetlands, lakeshores, and
river corridors, as described in the natural resources section of this plan. Much open space is not
accessible to the public and as the regional population rises, development pressures on all open
space will increase. Accessible open space including ball fields, snowmobile trails, and surface
waters are outlined in this section. The goal of this section is to promote and protect the
availability of recreational opportunities including access to surface waters.

RECREATION PROGRAMS
Alexander does not have a Recreation Committee. However a group of volunteers has organized
“Alexander Days” in years past. Alexander Days started to celebrate the Fourth of July. Most
residents now drive to larger celebrations in the region. The Alexander Grange organizes hunters
lunches in the fall for residents and visitors. There are also some informal activities through the
winter that use the indoor athletic facilities at the elementary school.

LOCAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
The Maine Department of Conservation has published guidelines for the types of recreational
facilities that municipalities should seek to develop and maintain. These guidelines are based
upon a town’s population. In the table below these guidelines and the facilities and services
found locally are shown, as well as the condition and brief description of those facilities.
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Guidelines for Recreation and Park
Located In
Services for Municipalities with
Condition
Alexander?
Populations under 1,000
I. Administration
No
Recreation and Park Committee or Board
II. Leadership
No
Summer Program: Swimming Instructors
III. Program
No
Swimming Instruction
No
Community-wide Special Events

Yes

IV. Facilities
Outdoor Facilities
Community Recreation Area, 12-25 acres
w/ball fields, tennis courts, swimming, ice
skating, etc.

Description/Location/Capacity

Hunters lunches; snowmobile and other
trail rides; Alexander Days
intermittently

No

-

Softball Diamond (0.75 per 1,000 pop.)

Yes

C

Elementary School

Basketball Court (0.50 per 1,000 pop.)

Yes

A

Elementary School

Ice Skating (5,000 s.f. per 1,000 pop.)

Yes

-

On frozen lakes

Playgrounds (0.50 per 1,000 pop.)

Yes

A

Elementary School

Picnic Areas w/tables & grills (2 tables
per 1,000 pop.)

No

-

Indoor Facilities
School Facilities Available for Public Use

Yes

A

Elementary School

Gym or Large Multi-Purpose Room (0.20
per 1,000 pop.)

Yes

A

Elementary School

Auditorium or Assembly Hall

Yes

A

Elementary School

Public Library

Yes

A

Elementary School

V. Finance (funds for operation and
maintenance - not capital)

Yes

-

Minimum $6 per capita

Condition Classification System:
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Classification
Relatively new facility, lifetime expected in excess of 20 years (with proper maintenance)
Facility is older and has been well cared for, lifetime expected to be in excess of 10 years
Older facility that may not be in the best of shape and may need minor improvements within 5
years
Old facility that needs considerable maintenance within 2 years and/or significant renovation
Very old facility that has outlived its usefulness or is in severe disrepair. This facility (or
equipment) is unsafe or unusable and should be attended to very soon. Replacement may or may
not be necessary (based on need assessment).
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REGIONAL RECREATION
Recreational resources in Washington County have an impact on the local and regional
economy. Tourist-related businesses that rely on the recreational opportunities are significant
sources of income to many towns in the area. In Alexander, some retail business benefit in part
from an influx of tourists to the region, especially during the summer.
Regional recreation facilities accessible to Alexander's residents and to visitors include wildlife
refuges, parks, golf courses, picnic areas, public access to surface waters, and hiking and
snowmobile trails. Major regional recreational resources include:
1. Cobscook Bay State Park in Edmunds: 888 acres; more than 100 - campsites and shelters
are on the water's edge; boating; hot showers; picnic area; hiking and groomed crosscountry ski trails, hiking trials.
2. Cobscook Trails: Local network of hiking trails.
3. Cutler Coast Public Reserved Land, Bold Coast Trails: maintained by the State, contains
ten miles of hiking trails and three walk-in campsites.
4. Devil’s Head, Calais; hiking, overlooks of St. Croix River and St. Croix Island.
5. Downeast Heritage Museum; interpretive center and visitor services; Calais waterfront.
6. Edmunds boat landing.
7. East Plummer Island Preserve and the Mistake Island Preserve in Jonesport, both
managed by the Nature Conservancy.
8. East Quoddy Lighthouse and Mulholland Lighthouse in Campobello, N.B.
9. Gleason’s Cove Town Park in Perry: picnic sites, beach, fishing weirs, boat launch.
10. Great Cove Golf Course in Roque Bluffs: 9-holes, 1,700 yards long.
11. Great Wass Island Preserve in Beals: 1540 acres of boreal forest, peat bogs, and
coastline managed by the Nature Conservancy.
12. Herring Cove Provincial Park, Campobello, N.B: golf course, campground, playground,
beach, hiking trails.
13. Jonesboro Wildlife Management Area: 726 acres.
14. Jasper Beach in Buck’s Harbor, Machiasport.
15. Lubec Municipal Marina.
16. Machias Seal Island, seabird nesting site with puffin colony, boat tours from Cutler,
Jonesport and New Brunswick.
17. Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge: 16,000 acres west of Calais, 6,700 acres in
Edmunds. Migratory birds, big game and 50 miles of trails.
18. Petit Manan National Wildlife Refuge in Steuben: 3,335 acres on the mainland with
hiking trails, several islands, and a variety of birds
19. Quoddy Head State Park in Lubec: 532 acres, easternmost point in the U.S., high rocky
cliffs with extensive walking trails and views of Canada. The park features 4.5 miles of
hiking trails, extensive forests, two bogs, diverse habitat for rare plants, and the red-andwhite striped lighthouse tower of West Quoddy Head Light.
20. Reversing Falls Town Park in Pembroke: 140 acres, trails and picnic area.
21. Robbinston Boat Landing and Picnic area.
22. Roque Bluffs State Park: 2300-foot beach, picnic tables, grills, trails and playground.
23. Roosevelt-Campobello International Park in Campobello, N.B. A 2,800-acre park that
includes the cottage and the grounds where Franklin Roosevelt and his family
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vacationed, as well as a large natural area with many nature trails and look-out points.
The Island also has a Provincial tourist information center.
24. Shackford Head State Park in Eastport. A 90-acre undeveloped peninsula with protected
coves, a bold headland, and hiking trails.
25. St. Croix Country Club and Golf Course in Calais.
26. St. Croix Island International Historic Site at Red Beach in Calais. Overlooks St. Croix
Island, site of historic French settlement in 1604.
27. Coastal and nature tours are available by kayak and motor vessels in nearby towns.

PUBLIC ACCESS TO SURFACE WATER
Within the town there are four lakes only one of which, Pocomoonshine Lake, that has public
access. Pocomoonshine Lake is available for fishing, boating, swimming, and ice-skating, and
improved boat-landing facilities. The other lakes have these facilities available through private
campgrounds and associations.
A state-owned boat launch, located in Princeton, provides good access to Pocomoonshine Lake.
The boat access to Pocomoonshine Lake in Alexander has a shallow draft that limits its use as a
boat landing. It could be improved with a dock for swimming. There is some dispute over
ownership at the existing access to Pocomoonshine Lake resulting in reduced parking and
resultant parking on private land.
There is strong support (see Chapter – Survey Results) for securing additional public access on
lakes in town, especially Meddybemps Lake. There are four points of access to Meddybemps
Lake currently in private ownership that offer opportunity for additional public access. They
include First, Second and Third Landing as well as Fowler Point, all at the end of Flat Road.
First Landing provides the best access and the fewest number of property owners with whom to
negotiate an acquisition agreement.
On Pleasant Lake water access is taken at a boat launch on private land and a fee is charged for
launching. Another access use din the past is located on the Causeway on Davis Road. It has
insufficient parking and was misused in the past. Access is no longer allowed by the property
owner. The town will need to purchase land to provide access, and sufficient parking, to Pleasant
Lake. Another parcel owned by Clayton Blake, also off the Davis Road, could provide a 50 foot
wide access and has more space available for parking.
There are limited opportunities for public access on Barrows Lake. Some opportunity exists as a
result of a 1904 conveyance (from Little to McDonough) that included a right of way to the lake
as part of the deed. However the property is one half mile from the lake and this would be an
expensive access to maintain.
Survey respondents also note that if additional public access were secured on Meddybemps,
Pleasant, and Barrows Lakes then the following facilities should be developed (in order of
priority): boat ramp, picnic area and swimming areas.
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SNOWMOBILE TRAILS
Alexander has 25-30 miles of snowmobile trails that are maintained by a private club, supported
by the town and used actively by residents and tourists.

SCENIC AREAS
There are several areas of particularly scenic value to the town many of which were noted in the
community visioning session and the public survey. They include:
1. View of Pokey Lake and Mountain from South Princeton Road
2. View from Skyline Motel looking toward school
3. View from school
4. View of heath from corner of Greenhill Road and Cooper Road
5. View from Breakneck Mt looking in any direction
6. The view-down behind Zela’s hill
7. Looking down over the lake, down to the campground
8. Zella Cousins: view of lakes and Breakneck Mountain
9. View of Barrows Lake and Pleasant Lake, blueberry fields, forests

LAND USE OPTIONS TO PRESERVE OPEN SPACE
Open space is an important part of recreational assets of a community. In some cases the
advantage is that the land is particularly scenic, or used for recreation and access. A number of
options can be used to protect open space, including government purchase of private land,
donation, non-profit ownership, voluntary deed restrictions including conservation easements, or
regulations like zoning and subdivision ordinances that seek to reserve open areas in new
developments. In addition, the Tree Growth Tax Law program, and Farm Land and Open Space
Tax Law can serve to protect open space. In 2005 Alexander had 18 parcels totaling 12,559.1
acres in tree growth tax status and no parcels in farmland and open space tax status.
There are no provisions for open space or cluster development in Alexander’s regulatory
framework yet incentives or requirements for preservation are found in the ordinances of other
towns. Certain unimproved land is seen as a shared resource, e.g. for hunting, and though
privately owned, can be used by the residents. As more and more residents restrict the use of
their land, traditional use of land for hunting and other outdoor access (hiking, snowmobiling,
skiing etc.) is lost along with a way of life. Many new landowners are receptive to a continuance
of these forms of access as long as they are asked beforehand. The recent purchase of a
conservation easement on 9,995 acres of forestland by the Downeast Lakes Land Trust has
affirmative provisions that will allow public access in these traditional ways into the future.

PUBLIC SURVEY
In the 2005 Public Survey (see Chapter L – Survey Results) development in outdoor recreation
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opportunities was strongly favored. In addition, several survey questions sought to understand
how much taxpayers are prepared to spend or invest in their preservation priorities and in
community services. The single highest priority to respondents was scenic view protection. The
next two highest priorities were cemetery improvement/expansion and public access to
Meddybemps Lake. Closely following these priorities were more recreational assets including
recreational facilities, hiking/walking trails, multi-use trails and public access to Pleasant Lake
and to add shoulders in future road re-paving projects.

POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to improve the provision of recreational opportunities, the Town has developed the
following policies and implementation strategies:
Goal: Alexander will maintain and improve access to recreational opportunities particularly water access.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility
Timeframe
Civic Organization
Promote and develop social,
Create a Civic Improvement Committee to Selectmen
Immediate
cultural and recreational
identify projects, assist with fundraising
activities in Alexander.
(including donations and grants) and
events.
Public Access
Encourage recreational
Inventory existing access (public and non- Selectmen
Immediate
opportunities and increase public public) points including recommendations
access to surface water.
for research, acquisition and
improvements.
Fund improvements on town owned land,
Selectmen
Immediate
including landing facilities, as described in
the Capital Improvement Plan.
Provide facilities on lakes within
Selectmen
Immediate
Alexander that do not duplicate facilities
serving the same lakes in neighboring
towns.
Secure public access to the
Pursue the wide variety of available
Selectmen;
On-going and
water.
measures to secure such accesses. These
Planning Board
as funding
could include: Landowner negotiations,
allows
Cooperation with local land trusts,
Accepting donations of land or easements,
Purchase of easements or land, Use of
Land for Maine’s Future funds
The town will educate itself on the
Selectmen;
On-going
legalities of public access to the shore and Planning Board
stay up to date on changes in case law that
could affect it over time.
Open Space
Encourage the preservation of
Land use ordinance will include
Selectmen and
Short-term
open space.
provisions that will require major new
Planning Board
(within 2
residential developments reviewed by the
years)
planning board to present recreational and
open space areas in their plans
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SUMMARY
Alexander has many recreational opportunities because of the vast natural resources of the
Town and the region, and a few municipal recreational facilities. Some of the Town's most
important recreational resources rely on waterfront access, which we should seek to maintain
and improve. Scenic view protection is particularly important to Alexander residents.
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H. TRANSPORTATION
Communities depend on well-maintained transportation systems. Accessibility to transportation
is one of the primary factors in the location of businesses and residents within Alexander. Safe
streets, efficient street design and transportation linkages affect the economic viability of our
businesses, the overall safety and convenience of our residents, as well as property values. The
goal of this section is to plan for efficient maintenance and improvement of our transportation
facilities and services in order to accommodate anticipated development.

ROADS INVENTORY
The majority of roads in Alexander originated in the early days as pathways or carriage trails.
These roads followed the easiest routes and were not concerned with sight distances, sharp
corners, the weight load of trucks, or intersection design. Some of our roads were improved over
the years to accommodate increased traffic, higher speeds and larger vehicles. In the last decade,
the Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) through its Local Roads Assistance Program
has attempted to assist municipalities in improving further these roads to meet state and national
safety design standards.
Roads can be divided into three classifications by function: arterial, collector, and local.
1.

2.

3.

Arterials are roadways that serve long distance, high-speed through-traffic between
communities, and are maintained by the state. The most important travel routes in the
state, state highways, are arterials. Interstate highways may function as arterials.
Arterials are major roadways which serve long distance through-traffic. Access to
adjacent land is often provided.
Collectors gather and distribute traffic to and from arterials and generally provide access
to abutting properties. Collectors serve places with smaller population densities, are
often some distance from main travel routes, and often are maintained in part by the
state. Collector roads are roadways which connect local streets to arterials, and generally
provide access to adjacent land.
Local roads are all roads not in the arterial or collector classification. Local roads are
maintained by municipalities, provide access to adjacent land areas and usually carry
low volumes of traffic.

There are 6.47 miles of arterial, 8.2 miles of collector and 12.1 miles of local public roads. A
listing of all roads within the Alexander with their classification, length, maintenance
responsibility and overall condition can be found in Table 1, their geographic location is
illustrated on Map 2: Alexander Streets and Public Facilities.
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Table H-1: ROADWAY INVENTORY
Arterial, Collector,
Length
Local, Public
Owned by
in Miles
Easement

Roadway

State Route 9
Cooper Road
South Princeton Road

Maintained by

Surface

Condition

Paved
Paved
Paved
Paved/
Gravel
Paved/
Gravel

Excellent
Good
Good
Good

Arterial
Collector
Collector
Local

6.47
4.42
3.78
1.66

State
State
State
Town

State
Town
Town
Town

Local

0.66

Town

Town

Local
Local
Local
Local

1.65
1.25
0.3
0.55

Town
Town
Town
Town

Town
Town
Town
Town

Arm Road

Berry Road
Davis Road
Flat Road
Green Hill Road
McArthur Road
Pokey Road
Spearin Road
Tommy Long Road
Crawford Road
Old County Road
Cemetery Roads

Paved
Paved
Gravel
Paved/
Gravel
Local
1.27
Town
Town
Paved
Local
1.25
Town
Town
Paved
Local
0.38
Town
Town
Paved
Local
1.52
Town
Town
Paved/
Gravel
Local
1.15
Town
Town
Gravel
Local
0.46
Town
Town
Gravel
Source: Maine DOT, Alexander Comprehensive Plan committee; 2005

Paved:
Good/Dirt:
Poor
Good/Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Good/Poor
Fair
Fair

MAINTENANCE
Overall, the public roadways in Alexander are in good condition. The town does not have a
highway department but contracts for road services. Contracts are overseen by the Selectmen.
The town works diligently with limited resources to maintain local roads.
The damage that does occur to our roads is largely the result of trucking activity. Harsh weather,
which includes rapid changes in weather conditions, is another cause of road deterioration.
Roads are most vulnerable to the weight of trucks and other heavy vehicles during the spring
thaw, which is also a time of year when many natural resource-based products are transported to
market.
MDOT is responsible for all the non-local roads. Their authority includes permitting of
driveways and entrances, curb cuts, summer and winter maintenance, and traffic flow and safety
decisions such as traffic signals, signs, reconstruction and road widening.
The town contracts for snow plowing, salting and sanding each year for town and State roads.
The cost is covered from tax appropriations. The state reimburses the town for about 91 percent
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of the actual costs to the town for the State Roads that the town is mandated to maintain. Total
yearly payment to Alexander from DOT is $18,468.00 (local road 8.8 miles + state aid minor
collector miles 8.2 x 1200/mile = $20,400.00). The amount from DOT does not add up exactly
when calculated according to actual road lengths and the formula for reimbursement because all
towns got a reduction when the legislature reduced the appropriation in fiscal year 1999. The
reimbursement to each town will not drop below the amount received in 1999, which for
Alexander was $14,508.00.
The Maine DOT Local Roads Center provides a “Road Surface Management for Maine Towns”
training program, including Road Surface Management System (RSMS) software to identify
which road maintenance techniques should be considered for individual roads or streets in a local
street network. Introduced in 1990, it is being used by many communities to inventory their road
network, record road surface condition data, interpret the surface distress information gathered,
and “defend” their road maintenance budgets. The system is generic and provides an objective
tool that a municipality can “customize” with its own repair techniques and local costs. The
Selectmen should investigate its use and adoption in Alexander. Road Surface Management
System (RSMS) is a road network pavement management system implemented using a
computer based software package. RSMS provides information on the condition, traffic, and
importance of roads in a network to create a long-term maintenance program. This helps
municipalities apply limited budget resources where they will provide the greatest road quality
benefits.
The MDOT prepares a Six-Year Plan, updated every two years, to link their policy based
Twenty-Year Plan to the project based and fiscally constrained Biennial Transportation
Improvement Program (BTIP). The most recent Six-Year Plan was issued in 2003 covering the
period 2004-2009. The BTIP’s are issued every fiscal biennium. Other state agencies and
business interests use the Six-Year Plan as they develop public and private investment strategies.
MDOT has proposed no projects in Alexander in the Six-Year Transportation Improvement Plan
for 2004-2009. There are however two Alexander projects included in the FY04-05 Biennial
Transportation Improvement Plan shown in the following table.
Project Type

Regional Programs/
Maintenance Paving
(Hot Mulch)
Regional
Programs/Pavement
Preventative
Maintenance

Functional Class
Route #/Road Name
Length
Minor Collector
South Princeton Road
8.98 Miles
Other Principal Arterial
Route 9
12.67 Miles

Description

Estimated Cost/
Fund Source

Beginning at Route 9 and
extending northerly 8.98 miles
to Route 1
Highway Resurfacing:
beginning 2.60 miles westerly of
at the Alexander town line and
extending easterly 12.67 miles.

$182,835
State
$1,091,000
Federal NHS
State

TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND PATTERNS
Although the population of Washington County has decreased modestly during the 1990s,
MDOT states that the total number of vehicle miles traveled in our County has increased by over
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13 percent. MDOT estimates the average annual daily traffic volume (AADT) of most state and
state aid roadways. Traffic counts taken every few years help the state calculate changes in
traffic volume so that road improvements can be designed and built accordingly to handle those
changes. AADT volumes do not reflect seasonal variations in traffic or daily peak traffic volume.
Instead, AADT volumes help us understand the overall growth or decline of traffic on a roadway
and the pattern of traffic on our road networks.
Transportation linkages in Alexander consist primarily of State Route 9 which cuts through the
northern half of the town in an east-west corridor. Two other minor arterials divide the town in a
north-south orientation. The South Princeton Road meets Route 9 near the western boundary and
reduces the distance to Route 1 from Princeton by several miles. The Cooper Road goes south
from Route 9 in the heart of the town reaching State Route 191 in the center of Cooper. Table 2
shows AADT counts for the most recent year (2004) for which data is available(see Map 8 –
Transportation for location of traffic counts). Traffic counts are not available for other roads in
our town. The volumes shown below represent both through traffic and local activity.
Table H-2 TRAFFIC VOLUMES (average annual daily traffic volume – AADT)
Roadway
US 9
US 9
US 9
US 9
US 9
00309
00473
00473
01863

Location
SR 9 W/O IR 473 (COOPER RD)
SR 9 NE/O IR 309 (S PRINCETON RD)
SR 9 SW/O IR 309 (S PRINCETON RD)
SR 9 SW/O IR 483 (FLAT RD)
SR 9 @ CRAWFORD TL
IR 309 (S PRINCETON RD) NW/O SR 9
IR 473 (COOPER RD) S/O SR 9
IR 473 (COOPER RD) SE/O IR 320
IR 1888 SE/O SR 9
Source: Maine Department of Transportation, 2004

AADT04
3050
3210
3730
3750
3240
660
750
660
400

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Traffic congestion can lower a roadway’s level of service (LOS). There are six levels of service,
given letter designations from A to F. LOS A represents the best operating conditions, while
LOS F represents the worst. LOS E is defined as the maximum flow or capacity of a system.
For most purposes, however, a level of C or D is usually used as the maximum acceptable
volume. As an annual average, however, LOS does not reveal the increased congestion during
the tourist season. And so, for planning purposes, a seasonally adjusted LOS should be used
when analyzing the need for local traffic management improvements.
In Alexander traffic volumes are low relative to the capacity of most roadways and so the LOS
has not been affected. Accordingly, MDOT has noted an LOS of B on Route 9 and LOS of A on
all other roads within the town (see Map 8 Transportation).
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ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Access Management is the planned location and design of driveways and entrances to public
roads to help reduce accidents and prolong the useful life of an arterial. While arterial highways
represent only 12% of the state-maintained highway system, they carry 62% of the statewide
traffic volume. Maintaining posted speeds on this system means helping people and products
move faster, which enhances productivity, reduces congestion-related delays and environmental
degradation. By preserving the capacity of the system we have now, we reduce the need to build
costly new highway capacity such as new travel lanes and bypasses in the future.
MDOT has established standards, including greater sight distance requirements for the
permitting of driveways and entrances for three categories of roadways: mobility arterial
corridors1, retrograde arterials2, and all other state and state-aid roads. Due to the low volume of
traffic on our roadways, our town has no roads in the retrograde category of roadways, which
come under stricter access management standards. Route 9 is considered a mobility corridor. To
maintain and improve traffic flows, the Land Use section of this plan and future Land Use
Ordinances should include access management performance standards to ensure Route 9
continues to serve as a mobility corridor.

DANGEROUS INTERSECTIONS AND STRETCHES OF ROADS
MDOT rates accidents according to a Critical Rate Factor (CRF), which corresponds to the
number of times the actual accident rate exceeds the expected (average) accident rate. Generally,
a CRF of 1.0 or more indicates a higher than usual number of accidents at that specific
intersection or stretch of road. According to MDOT's most recent data, Alexander has six of
these high crash locations, all except one located on the South Princeton Road. Crashes on the
South Princeton Road are primarily described as “ran off road” with one deer collision. The
crash type on Route 9 is described as rear end/sideswipe. See Map 8 Transportation.

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES
There are no traffic control devices in Alexander and none are anticipated as necessary in the
foreseeable future.

SHOULDERS
Route 9 has well constructed wide shoulders on both sides of the road. The shoulders along the
1 A Mobility Arterial is a non-compact arterial that has a posted speed limit of 40 mph or more and is part of an
arterial corridor located between Urban compact Areas or Service Centers that carries an average annual daily
traffic of at least 5,000 vehicles per day of at least 50% of its length or is part of a Retrograde Arterial Corridor
located between Mobility Arterials.
2 A Retrograde Arterial is a Mobility Arterial where the access related crash-per-mile rate exceeds the 1999
statewide average for Arterials of the same-posted speed limit.
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majority of the South Princeton Road and Cooper Road are soft and unpaved. Paved shoulders
make the road safer, allow an area that is more useful for temporary maintenance of vehicles,
provide increased opportunities for faster vehicles to pass slow-moving vehicles, offer safer
opportunities for pedestrian travel, and allow easier and safer travel for the increased numbers of
bicyclists touring the town. Alexander will have an increased need for paved shoulders as the
community grows and as traffic on these minor arterial roads increases. Indeed, respondents to
the survey were very much in favor of adding or including shoulders in future re-paving projects.

BRIDGES
Alexander has two bridges for which the State is responsible. The bridges and culverts in town
are in good condition. The town’s road commissioners (Selectmen) are responsible for
inspecting, maintaining culverts/bridges and inspecting its roadways. All are structurally sound
at present.
Bridge Name

Location

Sixteenth Stream Bridge
Bear Brook Bridge

Cooper Road
South Princeton Road

Capital Responsibility/
Maintenance Responsibility
State
State

Feature Under
Sixteenth Stream
Bear Brook

PARKING FACILITIES
There are no parking structures in town. Present parking needs are met by existing on-street
parking along roadways and within driveways. The town office and the elementary school each
have a parking lot but there are no municipal lots. At current rates of growth, it is anticipated that
current parking facilities will meet town needs for the next ten-year period.

PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Presently, there are no sidewalks in Alexander and none are needed in the near future.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
There are no public transit facilities in town. The Washington Hancock Community Agency
(WHCA) provides scheduled van and door-to-door on demand transportation from our town to
Machias, Ellsworth and Bangor for clients referred to them by the State of Maine Department of
Human Services. These services are provided to income-eligible persons and are typically
children in state custody, welfare clients, Medicaid patients with medical appointments, the
elderly and disabled, or people needing transportation to Meals for Me. Most of the longer trips
are for medical services: shorter trips are to local doctors, pharmacies and groceries. Users of
this service are mostly families living below poverty level, people with mobility limitations,
people with one or no available vehicles, and the elderly. WHCA also provided transportation
from September 2001 to August 2002 under the Demand Response Program.
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West Coastal Connection Bus Service offers daily service from Calais to Bangor, round trip.
West also operates services three times weekly, connecting coastal communities to Ellsworth
and coordinating its schedule with other service providers. Pick-up points are at various
locations throughout the county.

AIRPORTS
There are no airports or public airfields within town. Primary regional airports include:
1. Bangor International Airport, provides national and international commercial passenger
and freight services, as well as civil defense operations. 11,441-foot main runway. Car
rental services are available.
2. Deblois Flight Strip, off State Route 193, has a 4,000-foot runway but no beacon or
fueling services. Last rated by the state in poor condition.
3. Eastport Municipal Airport has a 4000-foot runway and provides limited charter and
instructional services. Beacon and fueling services. Last rated by the state in good
condition.
4. Hancock County - Bar Harbor Airport in Trenton is the nearest airport with regularly
scheduled passenger commercial service. In addition to daily commuter service to
Boston, Massachusetts, charter service is offered. Car rental services are available.
5,200-foot main runway.
5. Lubec Municipal Airport has a 2032-foot gravel/turf runway, with beacon, but no fueling
services. Last rated by the state in good condition.
6. Machias Valley Airport has a 2909-foot runway and is used by private plane owners and
in an emergency, by air ambulance services. Beacon, but no fueling services. Last rated
by the state in good condition.
7. Princeton Municipal Airport has two runways, the larger of which is 3999 feet, and is
used primarily by private businesses and recreational fliers. Beacon, but no fueling
services. Last rated by the state in poor condition.

RAILROAD FACILITIES AND RAIL SERVICES
The former Maine Central Railroad line runs through unorganized territory and towns to the
south and east of Alexander, however it is exempt. Abandoned rail lines stretch across
Washington County and are generally in poor condition, as passenger service stopped nearly
fifty years ago and freight service stopped in the mid-1980s. Recent efforts by the state have
been made to create recreational trails along abandoned rail lines and rights-of-way through our
County. The East Coast Greenway is a bicycle and walking trail planned to extend from Key
West, Florida to Calais, Maine, which may use some rail line rights-of-way. There are efforts to
expand freight rail service in Washington County, particularly in the Calais and Eastport areas
with connections to Bangor. Passenger rail service in the State has been given a boost recently
with the reinstatement of passenger service between Boston and Portland.
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PORTS
There are no port facilities in our town. The deep water Port of Eastport is the closest port. It
has two piers, three berths, with a low tide depth of 40 feet, and over 75,000 square feet of
covered storage. The outer berth can accommodate a ship up to 900 feet in length. There is also
a town breakwater for use by smaller vessels.

PUBLIC SURVEY
In the Public Opinion Survey there are several questions that relate to local roads and
transportation. Respondents are generally satisfied with both winter and summer road conditions.
Respondents were also asked conditions under which the town should consider taking over
private roads. Opinions were mixed about whether the town should do so to induce development
and generally favorable in order to improve public safety and to improve water quality.
Several questions centered on whether to discontinue various sections of town roads and
respondents were not clear or had no opinion. Not surprisingly, when asked if remaining
unimproved roads should be studied for discontinuance or improvement there was solid
agreement that more study was needed. Opinions on whether to invest in improvements that
would reduce storm water run-off from town roads into Alexander lakes were very mixed with
some strongly in favor and others strongly disfavoring the investment.

POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to encourage, promote and develop efficient and safe transportation facilities and
services that will accommodate our town’s anticipated growth and economic development we
have developed the following policies and implementation strategies:
Goal: Alexander will encourage, promote and develop efficient and safe transportation facilities that will
accommodate our town’s anticipated growth and economic development.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility
Timeframe
The town will plan for optimum
The town has developed and will maintain Selectmen/Road On-going
use, construction, maintenance
a system to prioritize maintenance of town Commissioners
and repair of roads
roadways.
The town will investigate training from the Selectmen/Road Short Term
MDOT Local Roads Center and adoption
Commissioners
of the Road Surface Management System
software to prioritize maintenance and
construction of town roadways.
When the Cooper Road and/or the South
Selectmen/Road Long Term
Princeton Road require reconstruction or
Commissioners
repair the town will request that shoulders
be added to improve public safety.
The town will not provide winter
Selectmen/Road Long Term
maintenance (plowing/sanding) on
Commissioners
unpaved town roads
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Goal: Alexander will encourage, promote and develop efficient and safe transportation facilities that will
accommodate our town’s anticipated growth and economic development.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility
Timeframe
The town will ensure that new
The town will consider a local roads
Selectmen
Long Term
development does not negatively ordinance that harmonizes the access of
impact the capacity or safety of
driveways and entrances with the state
existing roadways.
access management regulations and make
the new state regulations available at the
town office for property owners.
Local access management standards will
include such design requirements as:
• Limiting total number of access points
• Directing access to side and service
roads
• Coordinating access among adjoining
properties
• Combining subdivision lots onto one
access road vs. multiple driveways
• Funneling of traffic through one
access drive
The town will consider increasing center
Selectmen/
Short Term
line setbacks on collector roads outside of
Planning Board
the village area from 35 feet to 50 feet to
accommodate future drainage, utility and
safety concerns.
The town will cooperate in the
The town will participate in regional
Selectmen
On-going
development of regional
transportation policy development
transportation policy.

SUMMARY
Transportation linkages in Alexander consist primarily of US 9. Our town is reliant on its road
network as the primary means of transportation movement. Local roads should provide safe,
reliable access to work, school, stores, and residences. Overall, Alexander’s roadways are in
good condition. Given limited funding and the significant expense, the town has done a
noteworthy job of maintaining its roads. Continued proper and affordable maintenance of the
road network in Alexander will be in the best interest of all residents. Since MDOT has
jurisdiction over most main roads and one bridge within Alexander, the town will continue to
communicate and cooperate with the department. The town requires all new roads to be
constructed to specific municipal standards.
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TRAFFIC VOLUMES - LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS)
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LOS data from 2002.

Factored Annual Average Daily Traffic *
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* The AADT numbers shown on this map are from 2002 and are factored to
account for growth.

SAFETY - HIGH CRASH LOCATIONS
HCL Lengths of Roadway (Links) (1999 - 2002)
HCLs have 8 or more accidents within 3 years.

BRIDGE INVENTORY

X 5474 - Bear Brook Bridge

MDOT's Level of Service data is meant for system analysis and should not be
substituted for an engineering study of a specific corridor or segment of roadway
which includes consideration and verification of all factors that affect the
LOS value of the subject facility.
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Public Facilities and Services

I. PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
This section reviews the current public facilities and services of the Town of Alexander to
determine if they meet our needs today and if they have the capacity to serve our town for the
next ten years. The goal of this section is to plan, finance, and develop an efficient system of
public facilities and services that will accommodate the town's future needs.

GENERAL MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
Alexander is part of State Senate District 29, State House District 30, and U.S. Congressional
District 2. The town has a selectmen/town meeting form of government with a full time town
clerk responsible for town records maintenance. The five-member board of selectmen serves
three-year terms and typically meet on the second Tuesday of every month, or as needed. The
town's fiscal year ends on June 30th and approval for the budget is achieved a special town
meeting in June. The annual town meeting/election is held in March.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Alexander has a variety of elected and appointed positions by the Selectmen. They include:
Elected
Board of Selectmen
Planning Board
Board of Assessors
Road
Commissioners
School Board
Town Clerk/Tax
Collector/Treasurer

Membership/Term
5 members/3 years
5 members/5 years
3 members/3 years
one year

Appointed
Assessment Board of Appeals
Comprehensive Plan Committee
Animal Control Officer
Code Enforcement Officer

Membership/Term
One year term
Ad hoc (volunteer)
One year term
One year term

5 members/3 years
One year

One year term
Two year term

Overseers of the
Poor
Caretaker of
Cemetery

One year

Constable
Election Officials
•
Election Clerk
•
Election Clerk, alt.
•
Democratic Election Clerk
•
Democratic Election Clerk, alt.
•
Republican Election Clerk
•
Republican Election Clerk, alt.
Emergency Management Director

One year

Health Officer

One year term

Planning Board of Appeals
Plumbing Inspector
Registrar of Voters

One year term
One year term
Two year term

One year term

The planning board consists meets the first Tuesday of each month. Meetings are held to review
development proposals, shoreland zoning and wetland's issues for compliance with state and
local regulations.
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MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS/FACILITIES
The Municipal building includes the town office, fire department and a fire department training
room. It was constructed in 1994. The structure is approximately 3800 square feet, situated on
two acres at 50 Cooper Road. The Alexander Elementary School is situated on 10 acres. It was
constructed in 1986 and is located at 1430 Airline Road (State Route 9). A salt/sand shed,
constructed in 2003, is located on the Cooper Road. The town owns no other buildings.
The town owns a 15 acre parcel known as the Barnaby lot as well as a 3 acre parcel containing a
capped landfill.

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Town Clerk
The town clerk is responsible for administering the town's routine business and reports to the
selectmen. Duties include town clerk, tax collector and town treasurer. The town clerk also
currently serves as the registrar of voters. A certified code enforcement officer is contracted. The
Selectmen currently serve as road commissioners. The town office is open from 8:30-5:30
Monday to Thursday and 8:30-2:00 on Friday. An answering machine is checked regularly.
Highway Department and Solid Waste Management
Alexander contracts for winter road maintenance.
There are no landfills or waste transfer facilities within Alexander. Residents take their trash to
the transfer station/recycling facility in Baileyville. The town has no recycling facility; recycling
facilities are available in Baileyville.
Alexander pays $35,000 per year to the town of Baileyville for the opportunity to use their
transfer station. The amount is based on tonnage and a per person estimate of the proportionate
population from contributing towns.
Each of Maine's municipalities has to submit an annual report of its solid waste management
practices. The state's objective is for each municipality to recycle at least 50 percent of its
household waste. If the quota is not attained, a fee is imposed, unless the municipality indicates
good faith in attempting to improve its recycling rate. Developing a reasonable progress plan
agreeable both to Maine Solid Waste Agency and the municipality does this. Many communities
did not achieve the state planning office’s (SPO) 1998 deadline for achieving 50 percent
recycling. Recycling rate data for Alexander is included in the Baileyville region. The 2002
municipal recycling rate for this region was 22.4% with a trend rate of “constant”. Recycling
should be actively promoted in our community and region.
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Water Supply
The town has two public water systems, one at the elementary school and another at the Pleasant
Lake Camping Area. All other residents and businesses depend upon their own on-site dug or
drilled wells and springs for all water needs. These sources have adequately met our needs and
are projected to continue to do so for the foreseeable future. The utmost care must be taken to
prevent pollution of these sources. Areas should be designated where public water supply of
good quality could be obtained in future years, and care must be taken not to pollute these water
resources. Wetlands protect our water supplies. Throughout Washington County, the natural
occurrence of arsenic in bedrock necessitates regular testing of wells for this and other
contaminants.
Septic Systems
The town does not have a municipal sewerage system. Disposal is by on-site wastewater
systems (septic tanks and leach fields). Nearly all residents and business depend upon private
septic systems. Because of our dependence upon wells and springs for drinking water, it is
crucial to install, upgrade where necessary, and maintain adequate septic/sewage disposal
systems. Referring to the town’s soils suitability maps before installing any system can help
prevent the possibility of pollution. The minimum standards for the installation of septic disposal
systems established by the State of Maine must be observed. Lots with no public water supply
or public sewage disposal systems must meet the State minimum of 20,000 square feet.
Stormwater Management System
Alexander’s stormwater system consists of roadside ditches and culverts.
Police Protection
Alexander appoints a constable each year. The town also receives police protection from
Washington County Sheriff’s Office and the Maine State Police. The Washington County
Sheriffs Department provides the dispatching services for police services.
Fire Protection
Alexander has a volunteer Fire Department and a mutual aid agreement with the towns of
Baileyville, Calais, Wesley, Baring, Princeton, Meddybemps, Cooper and Crawford. Dispatch
for Fire services is provided by the Calais Fire Department. The Maine Forest Service also
responds to brush fires and any structures at risk near forest and brush fires. The Alexander
Volunteer Fire Department owns the following equipment (year, make, model, pumping
capacity).
•
•

1974 army tanker, 110 gallons per minute pumping capacity; holding capacity 2200
gallons
1989 Ford L8000 tanker; 250 gallons per minute pumping capacity; holding capacity
2500 gallons; secured on the vehicle is a 3000 gallon drop tank
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1978 Ward LaFrance pumper; 1000 gallons per minute pumping capacity; holding
capacity 1500 gallons;
1000 gallon drop tank
2 portable pumps with 3000 gallons per minute capacity

Alexander has two dry fire hydrants both on Pleasant Lake located at the inlet and the outlet. But
the town could use others in several locations in order of priority including:
1. On Cooper Rd. across from the Municipal building by the pond.
2. At the opening on the Falt Road near the flowage of Waspahagen Brook.
3. Meddybemps Shores Road.
4. Barrows Lake.
Emergency Services
Alexander receives first responder volunteer ambulance service by the Alexander Fire
Department. Downeast EMS provides full ambulance transportation to area hospitals. As with
Fire service dispatch is provided by the Calais Fire Department.
Enhanced 9-1-1
The Emergency Services Communication Bureau has assisted Alexander in the physical
addressing of all properties. Alexander fully participates in the enhanced 911 program. E-911
service automatically displays a caller's address on a computer screen at a public safety
answering point (PSAP) and the caller’s number can automatically be redialed if the line is
disconnected.
Cemeteries
Cemeteries are a cultural resource providing insight into the history of the community.
Alexander has one active cemetery located on Route 9 across from the junction of the Flat Road
at Route 9. This cemetery is shown on Map 2. The cemetery is expected to be sufficient to meet
the needs of the community for the foreseeable future.

MAIL DELIVERY
There is no Post Office in Alexander; the Baileyville Post Office serves our town. Some
residents have a post office box, a central collection post office box (for residents of
Meddybemps Shores) but most of the mail is delivered through a rural carrier for home delivery.

EDUCATION
The town of Alexander is a member of School Union 106 which includes the towns of
Alexander, Robbinston, Baring, and Crawford and the city of Calais. The city and each town
have elected school committees that oversee school affairs.
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Grades K-8 attend the Alexander Elementary School on Route 9 and students in grades 9-12
attend any school that they want with the town paying for the tuition. Alexander provides
bussing to the Calais (12 students) and the Baileyville (14 students) High Schools.
ALEXANDER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. Built in 1986, with a new addition completed in
1993, the facility has a capacity of 150 students and features classrooms for Grades K through 8,
speech, gifted, library, art, music, computer, offices and a cafeteria/gymnasium combination.
Enrollment in 1999 was 64 and it has declined slightly to 53 in 2004.
CALAIS HIGH SCHOOL. Completed in 1977, the high school has a 500 student capacity, and
was remodeled in 2004. The High School is a fully redesigned school with state of the art
technology infrastructure, new chemistry and physics labs, a full range of classes from applied
core strategies to advanced placement. The facility also has a combined cafeteria and auditorium
with stage for drama and fine arts productions and a gymnasium and separate weights and
wrestling area.
In 1989, the Calais Regional Vocational Center was opened in the High School building serving
students from the Shead (Eastport), Woodland, and Calais high schools. The facilities are in
excellent condition. The vocational center has a complete range of classrooms, shops,
gymnasium, computer lab, ATM lab and wireless capability.
WOODLAND JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL. Constructed in 1955, with additions in 1965
(gymnasium) and 1972 (junior high), the Woodland Junior/Senior High School has a student
capacity of approximately 350 and current enrollment is 261 for grades 7-12.
The facilities are in good condition and contain a full range of classrooms, including two
portables (one of which accommodates band instruction/instruments), pre-vocational shops, art
room, gymnasium/cafeteria, weight room, ITV/ATM long distance learning facilities and fullservice library as well as computer, chemistry and biology labs.
More information on schools, with town enrollments for the past five years, is found in the
population section of this comprehensive plan.
Higher Education
The Washington County Vocational Institute was established in 1969 and became the
WASHINGTON COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE in 2003. The Calais campus is situated
on 400 acres of land overlooking the St. Croix River. Washington County Community College is
one of seven institutions in the Maine Community College System. Thirty-six of WCCC's 38
catalog programs are located in Calais, training students for employment in several diverse
occupations - from construction and mechanical trades to food service and business studies.
Several of these programs articulate into degree programs at other colleges and Universities. The
College has the capacity for 500 full-time students, while the Continuing Education Division
serves an additional 400 part-time students at sites throughout Washington County. Enrollment
in 2005 was 454 students.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT MACHIAS (UMM). http://www.umm.maine.edu This 1,000
student branch of the University of Maine System is less than an hour from Alexander, and
offers Bachelor and Associate degrees in a wide range of subjects including business education
and administration, recreation management, biology, environmental studies, English, and
history. Many of its students are “non-traditional” (older persons returning for their degrees).
The University is linked to all the other branches of the system by inter-active TV. Associate
degrees in Science, Business Administration, Liberal Arts, and other subjects may be earned
without entering a “traditional” university classroom. ITV is funded by a grant and administered
through the University of Maine in Augusta.
The University of Maine system also offers a wide range of daytime and evening classes at its
Calais Center, located at the Unobskey School on Main Street downtown. Enrollment at the
center varies from semester to semester. Approximately 120 students are currently enrolled at the
Calais Center.

HEALTH CARE
CALAIS REGIONAL HOSPITAL, http://www.calaishospital.com, serves a population of
approximately 14,000 from Topsfield to the North, Wesley to the West and Eastport to the
south. CRH is the largest employer in Calais, employing close to 250 people. Calais
Regional is licensed by the State of Maine as a Critical Access Hospital and as such is licensed
for 15 acute care beds and 10 swings beds and has a 24-hour physician staffed emergency
department. Services offered at the Hospital include clinics in cardiology; ophthalmology;
prosthetics-orthotics; blood pressure; and wound care. A variety of support groups are available
for individuals and family members dealing with diabetes, cardiovascular disease and breast
cancer. Out-patient services include laboratory procedures, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, aquatic therapy, osteoporosis management and prevention, radiology, including fixed
unit CT scan, mobile MRI and nuclear medicine, bone density testing, ultrasound exams and
mammography, chemotherapy, day surgery, cardiac/pulmonary rehabilitation, nutritional
counseling, home health care, and respiratory care procedures. A multi-specialty courtesy staff
of 30 physicians and a variety of allied medical specialists compliment the 15 members of the
Hospital’s active medical staff. CRH will begin construction of a replacement facility in 2005
and plans to welcome its first patient into the new facility by the summer of 2006.
ATLANTIC REHAB is a privately owned, 60 bed nursing and rehabilitation facility licensed by
the State of Maine, located across the street from the Calais Regional Hospital. The nursing
home offers an intermediate level of long term care including medical coverage, nursing and
personal care, social services, and individual activity programs. Atlantic Rehab provides a homelike atmosphere for people who require nursing care.
WASHINGTON PLACE, an assisted living facility with 30 beds, opened in 2000. It is located
next door to Atlantic Rehab and is close to the Calais Regional Hospital, doctors’ offices and the
nursing home. Washington Place provides care givers for the residents 24 hours a day, an LPN
(licensed practical nurse) is on staff at all times and there is also an activity director on staff.
Washington Place is licensed by the State of Maine and under First Atlantic Health Care.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES provides behavioral health
services in Washington, Hancock and Penobscot Counties including crisis services, in-home
counseling, outpatient counseling, geriatric assessment and consultation, children’s crisis
residential services and children’s residential treatment services. WCPA operates the Calais
Children’s Project in a building owned by the city of Calais. The Calais Children’s Project
provides three different residential treatment environments and specialized care of children with
a variety of behavioral problems.
SUNRISE OPPORTUNITIES, operates a 10-unit supervised living facility for mentally
handicapped individuals. They also operate the Beckett Center, a facility that provides
employment activities for the mentally handicapped.
DOWNEAST HEALTH SERVICES is a local, non-profit agency that serves families in
Hancock and Washington County. The major programs include the Women, Infants and Children
nutritional program (WIC), Family Planning, the Preventive Health Program (PHP), a maternal
and child health nursing home visit program (MCH), and a social service program for pregnant
and parenting adolescents (SSA). Approximately 370 different clients are served in the Calais
clinic each year.
The EASTERN AGENCY ON AGING (EAA) makes it possible for persons 60 and older to
remain in their home longer and more comfortably. To meet that goal, the Agency provides a
variety of services that are available to area residents. Through a contract with
Washington/Hancock Community Agency, EAA provides transportation in Calais and the
vicinity. Many senior citizens rely on this service for transportation to medical appointments.
COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICES (CHCS) provides a variety of
physical and mental health services in area communities. The Calais branch offers counseling for
individuals, couples and families, and information and education to the general public about
mental health issues. All counselors are legally qualified to be practicing through licensure,
registration, or certification. Workshops and courses that address many topics are provided by
CHCS.
SUNRISE COUNTY HOMECARE SERVICES has offices in Machias, Lubec and Calais. They
provide and coordinate home care services such as visiting nurses; home health aides; physical,
occupational and speech therapy; senior companions; homecare telemedicine, medical social
work; and homemaker services.
The DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES administers several programs to assist low
income residents in the area. Recipients of services provided by this department must meet low
income guidelines to qualify for the following programs:
AFDC, food stamps, Medicaid.
DOWNEAST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, http://www.dech.org DECH, is located in Machias.
It is a 36-bed 24-hour acute care facility and has an active medical staff of 25 practitioners.
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MAINE VETERANS HOME. Scheduled for completion in 2005, this facility will be attached to
the Downeast Community Hospital and provide 30 beds for veterans and spouses needing
assisted living facilities.
EASTERN MAINE MEDICAL CENTER, http://www.emh.org, is a 411 bed facility and one of
only three trauma centers in the state. It is located in Bangor, ninety miles away. Their 300
physicians provide primary care hospital services, as well as specialty and intensive services.
There are other medical facilities available in Bangor, including St. Joseph’s Hospital.
AMBULANCE SERVICE. Emergency ambulance service is provided 24 hours a day by the
Calais Division of Downeast EMS, the regional ambulance service provided by Washington
County Emergency Medical Service Authority (WCEMSA). The service was created in
December 2000 following the closure of the private Ambulance Service. The operation is fully
licensed and provides care at the level of EMT, intermediate and Paramedic. The full time
manning and advanced level is necessary to meet the demands of the growing elderly population
and the distance to hospitals.
WCEMSA is a regional emergency ambulance service covering 25 communities in three
counties. The service runs between 1,750 and 2,000 calls per year. The service provides both
emergency and transfer services, operating out of three full-time base stations plus relationships
with two volunteer operations and first response units based in Alexander and Charlotte.
Extreme trauma cases are handled in the community through a working relationship between
“Life Flight of Maine”, Calais Regional Hospital, and the ambulance service.
DIALYSIS CENTER. Fresenius Medical Care opened a dialysis center in 2003 on the site of the
former Gates Fiber Extrusion plant in Eastport. Formerly patients in the area had to make the trip
back and forth to Bangor up to four times a week. Making this level of care available on the local
level is a huge step for the dialysis patients in the region.
DISCOVERY HOUSE. Scheduled to be opened in 2005, Discovery House will provide an outpatient center for substance abuse. The facility is planned to serve 300 clients.

CULTURE/COMMUNITY EVENTS
Community events take place in the elementary school, the snowmobile club and the Alexander
Grange Hall. Library services are available through the Alexander School library, the Calais
library and books by mail through the Maine State Library system.
Other community and cultural events include:
•

•

A Geneology Fair has taken place one a year for 15 years providing an opportunity for
family historians to see local collections and to share information.
The Alexander Elementary School hosts a Christmas craft fair each year.
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The St. Croix Amateur Radio Club has two annual events, a computer and radio equipment
sale and a field day to test emergency equipment and procedures.
The Alexander Grange hosts Alexander Days include a parade and cake walk and take place
ahead or after the July 4th celebrations that take place in the region.
The History Dome, a structure designed to contain and preserve pictorial and genealogical
history in 50 year time capsules, is located on Barrows Lake to which visitors can travel by
boat in the summer months.
Hunters lunches take place on Mondays in November at the Alexander Grange providing an
opportunity for hunters (local and visitors who return year after year) and community
members to get together.
The Snowmobile Club (Breakneck Mountain Snowmobile Club) hosts an Annual Poker Run
as a benefit to Pine Tree Camp a facility for physically and mentally handicapped children in
Rome, Maine. The Snowmobile Club also donated equipment to the Alexander Volunteer
Fire Department.
The ATV Club (Breakneck Mountain ATV Club) sponsors ATV safety courses in
cooperation with the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND SERVICES
There is one church in Alexander, the Church of the Open Bible, located on Route 9. Other
Organizations include the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts and the Breakneck Mountain Snowmobile
Club and the Breakneck Mountain ATV Club.

PUBLIC UTILITIES AND SERVICES
Electrical Service: Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Telephone Service: Verizon, cellular telephone services
Television, Cable, and Radio
WLBZ - Channel 2 (NBC affiliate) Bangor
WABI - Channel 5 (CBS affiliate) Bangor
WVII - Channel 7 (ABC affiliate) Bangor
Maine PBS- Channel 13 (PBS affiliate) Calais
WQDY (92.7 FM) Calais simulcast with WALZ
(9
3) (102.9)
hi Calais
WCRQ

Newspapers
Bangor Daily News (daily)
Calais Advertiser (weekly)
Downeast Coastal Press (weekly) Cutler
Ellsworth American (weekly)
Lubec Light (monthly)
The Moneysaver (weekly advertising
supplement)

WMED (89.7 FM) (NPR affiliate) Calais

Machias Valley Observer (weekly)
Quoddy Tides (twice-monthly) Eastport
Downeast Times (weekly) Calais
Saint Croix Courier (published in St.
Stephen)
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Internet Providers: There are a number of Internet service providers with local access
numbers. The town is actively involved in an assessment of telecommunications infrastructure in
Washington County with the Washington County Council of Governments.
Public Survey
In the 2005 Town Survey, respondents were generally satisfied with town and
regional/community services or had no opinion about them. Some respondents are dissatisfied
with the property tax level but most are satisfied with it. Opinions on regionalization were
generally positive with many expressing no opinion on governance structures and annexation
with neighboring towns, presumably because of lack of information. Respondents generally
favor school administration but are unclear about a regional school high school. This may result
from the perception that the Calais and Woodland High Schools already provide a regional
option for high school.
POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate anticipated growth and economic development, the town has developed the
following policies and implementation strategies:
Goal: Alexander will plan for, finance and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate current and anticipated growth and economic development.
Policy
Implementation Strategy
Responsibility
Timeframe
Local Services
Local services will be
The town will address future funding
Selectmen
On-going
maintained and address
needs for new and replacement items
community needs.
through the Capital Improvement Plan
Continue to explore best alternatives for
Selectmen
Immediate
solid waste disposal
Education about Services
Local services will be visible
The town will continue to educate its
Town Clerk
On-going
and understood by Alexander
citizens on the importance of recycling
Citizens.
through the use of fliers, informational
meetings and school programs.
Literature on the local recycling program
Town Clerk
On-going
will be made readily available to residents
at the town office.
Regional Coordination
The town will cooperate on the
Alexander will continue to cooperate with Selectmen
On-going
delivery of regional services and neighboring communities to seek funding
endeavor to achieve economies
for upgrading or replacing inadequate well
of scale where feasible.
and septic systems and reducing overboard
discharges.
The town will seek out cooperative means Selectmen
On-going
of reducing regional administrative costs
for the school district and delivery of
public services.
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SUMMARY
Through proper maintenance and investment, Alexander’s public facilities and services have
remained in good condition overall. Although the town has not previously established a formal
Capital Improvement Plan, reserve accounts have been used for many necessary items and a CIP
is proposed in this Comprehensive Plan.
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J. FISCAL CAPACITY
In order to maintain a consistent mil rate year to year, town government must operate in a
manner that is fiscally responsible. Large fluctuations in the tax rate can cause public concern
and can also discourage economic development. Although the priorities of the town may change
from change from one year to another, stable municipal finances are always a fundamental
responsibility of town government. It is important for Alexander to handle diligently all yearly
expenditures while at the same time planning for the town’s long-term objectives. As is the case
with any business, the physical assets of Alexander must be properly maintained through capital
reserve accounts to protect the town's continued economic health.
The goal of this section, as with the Public Facilities section, is to plan for, finance, and develop
an efficient system of public facilities and services to accommodate anticipated growth and
economic development, without placing an enormous burden on the town’s taxpayers.
The majority of the financial information for this section was taken from town reports.

VALUATIONS
The town’s primary revenue source is through the taxation of real and personal property. These
taxes are assessed to local property owners according to the fair market value of their property.
This assessment is known as the municipal or town valuation and is determined by the local tax
assessor.
According to the town report, Alexander’s total real and personal property valuation was
$18,176,834.00 in 2000 and has risen to $26,477,530.00 in 2005 ($21,419,925.00 for 2003 and
$23,649,139.00 for 2004), close to a 45.7 % increase. Figures for valuation in 2003 and 2004, in
parentheses, describe a continuing upward trend.
State law provides for tax exemptions for certain types of property, such as: charitable and
benevolent, religious, literary and scientific, and governmental. Generally, such properties would
be totally non-taxable by exemption. Partial exemptions also exist for veterans of foreign wars or
their widows that have not re-married; individuals who are legally blind and homestead
exemptions for the homeowner’s primary residence. The state does provide some reimbursement
to the municipalities for veteran and homestead exemptions. However, in many communities the
number of exempt properties is increasing which decreases the municipal tax base. Since
exemptions are established by statute, the town has virtually no choice but to grant an applicable
exemption. Often, in such a case as a real estate transfer to a tax-exempt organization, the town
has little notice that the property will seek exempt status and then the town must deal with the
impact on the upcoming budget. As the amount of these exemptions increases, it becomes very
difficult for the community to maintain a constant tax rate.
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The state also places a total valuation on the town. This value is known as the State Valuation.
Every year the Maine Revenue Services Property Tax Division reviews all arms length sales that
have occurred in each community. (An arms length sale is a sale that occurs between a willing
seller and a willing buyer without any extenuating circumstances. Examples of non-arms length
sales could be estate sales, interfamily transfers, foreclosure sales, and auctions.) These sales are
compared to the town’s local assessed values to determine the assessment ratio or the percentage
of market value that the town is assessing. The state’s valuation is used to determine the amount
of revenue sharing the town will receive and the portion of the county tax that the municipality
will pay.
The assessor’s records do not indicate when the town last had a total town-wide revaluation.
The town’s current state certified assessment ratio is 85 percent of market value. The state
indicates that a town should be revalued at least once in every 10-year period. However, they
also indicate that a revaluation must be performed when the assessment ratio falls below 70
percent of market value. The town is therefore planning a town-wide reassessment in the next 35 years.

MIL RATE
After the town’s budget has been approved and all applicable state and local revenues are
deducted from the approved expenditures, the town arrives at the dollar amount that will be
raised through tax revenues. This amount is called the net commitment or appropriation. The
local assessor arrives at a valuation for each taxable property in the town and the taxpayers are
assessed their share of the tax burden through a mathematical calculation. The total appropriation
is then divided by the total taxable or assessed valuation of the town to arrive at the minimum tax
rate. This rate is usually expressed in dollars per thousand-dollars of valuation, or in decimal
form, commonly referred to as the mil rate. The difference between the amount that is actually
committed to the collector and the total appropriation is called overlay. Overlay is commonly
used to pay any tax abatements that are granted during that tax year. Any overlay that remains at
the end of the year is usually placed into the general fund. The overlay cannot exceed 5 percent
of the total appropriations. Since the mil rate is a direct result of a mathematical calculation,
fluctuations in this rate will occur from year to year if there is a change in the total valuation or
the tax commitment. The mil rate in 2000 was 0.017 and in 2004 was 0.01692. In 2005 the mil
rate was 0. 01670 and valuations were increased 12%.
Maine Municipal Association (MMA) has ranked local property tax burden for all Maine
municipalities. Their calculation considered municipal full value mil rate, commitment, median
household income, median home value and property tax. The most recent data available is from
1999. The table below shows selected municipalities in Washington County, as well as the
countywide average. A rank of 1 was the highest burden and 486 was the lowest. Alexander was
listed as number 285.
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Table J-1: TAX BURDEN RANKINGS
Tax Paid as % of
1999 Burden
Municipality
Median Income
Rank
Alexander
3.18
285
Lubec
6.61
15
Harrington
6.59
16
Eastport
6.56
17
Machias
5.78
35
Steuben
4.87
69
Jonesport
4.77
73
Milbridge
4.57
96
Addison
4.33
119
Columbia Falls
4.2
131
Calais
4.03
151
Beals
3.97
159
Cherryfield
3.66
202
Columbia
3.61
210
East Machias
3.34
259
Jonesboro
2.72
350
Beddington
1.32
468
Centerville
1.18
472
Deblois
0.89
479
Washington County Average
3.44
253
Source: Maine Municipal Association 1999

MUNICIPAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
Revenue
The table below shows the major sources of municipal revenue for calendar years 2000 through
2005. Intergovernmental revenues consist of road maintenance funds and state park, tree-growth,
veteran, homestead and general assistance reimbursements, and PERC1 rebates. Departmental
revenues are those dollars that are received through departmental user fees, photocopy charges,
application fees, etc. Local revenues consist of: general assistance funds, sale of town property,
and interest on investment. Other financing sources include transfers from other funds, interest
and municipal revenue sharing. Total revenues increased almost 24.2 percent over the past five
years. As a percent of total revenues, property taxes increased slightly from 62 percent to 65
percent during this period.

1 Penobscot Energy Recovery Company
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Table J-2: TOWN OF ALEXANDER REVENUES 2000-2004

REVENUES

7/1/00-6/30/01

7/1/01-6/30/02

7/1/02-6/30/03

7/1/03-6/30/04

7/1/04-6/30/05

Property Tax

$ 290,268.00

$ 339,141.00

$ 379,528.00

$ 403,869.00

$ 375,266.00

Interest

$

4,878.00

$

7,099.00

$

7,533.00

$

6,005.00

$

6,270.00

Liens

$

1,954.00

$

2,093.00

$

2,336.00

$

2,481.00

$

2,531.00

Vehicle & Boat Excise

$ 68,639.00

$ 79,900.00

$ 86,441.00

$ 81,075.00

$ 84,659.00

Intergovernmental Revenues (LRA)

$ 19,428.00

$ 19,290.00

$ 17,604.00

$ 17,042.00

$ 18,468.00

Rev Sharing

$ 37,171.00

$ 32,217.00

$ 32,633.00

$ 39,727.00

$ 44,454.00

Tree Growth Reimbursement

$ 12,914.00

$ 13,982.00

$ 15,269.00

$ 16,763.00

$ 16,103.00

Homestead Reimbursement

$ 19,769.00

$ 19,985.00

$ 20,992.00

$ 19,674.00

$ 17,747.00

Vet Reimbursement

$

$

276.00

$

$

290.00

$

Gen Assist. Reimbursement

$

PERC Rebates

$

2,263.00

Building Permits

$

40.00

Plumbing Permits

$

Concealed Weapon Permits

$

175.00

$

125.00

$

2,109.00

$

2,256.00

305.00
-

276.00
-

29.00

$

185.00

$

$

278.00

$

649.00

$

1,061.00

$

1,899.00

$

3,180.00

$

3,278.00

$

100.00

$

250.00

$

400.00

$

200.00

$

745.00

$

1,084.00

$

1,624.00

$

155.00

$

185.00

$

182.00

$

2,271.00

$

2,054.00

$

2,389.00

Dept. Revenues

Local Revenues (agent fees)

-

$

$

40.00

$

84.00

C/A Interest

$

4,210.00

$

2,485.00

$

1,569.00

$

1,846.00

$

3,875.00

Copies

$

41.00

$

50.00

$

43.00

$

228.00

$

293.00

Misc.

$

2,100.00

$

250.00

$

4,808.00

$

6,952.00

$

767.00

$ 466,264.00

$

-

Vital Stats

Total

-

$

-

$ 520,495.00

$

-

$ 574,352.00

$ 603,173.00

$ 578,868.00

Source: Alexander Town Reports

Expenditures
The table below shows the amount of money expended for each of the major departments within
the town of Alexander for calendar years 2000 through 2005. In 2005, almost 62 percent of total
expenditures went to education as compared to approximately 75 percent in 2000. Total
expenditures increased 37.1 percent from 2000 to 2005, while education expenses increased 27.9
percent. Expenditures are affected yearly, not only by the local budget but also by the amount of
state revenue sharing. It is difficult to predict municipal expenditures for the next ten years.
Demands for services, county assessments, valuation, population, and many other factors all
enter the very political process of determining expenditures every year.
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Table J-3: TOWN OF ALEXANDER EXPENDITURES 2000-2004

EXPENDITURES

7/1/00-6/30/01

7/1/01-6/30/02

7/1/02-6/30/03

7/1/03-6/30/04

7/1/04-6/30/05

Administration (includes employees)

$ 52,120.00

$ 49,127.00

$ 60,317.00

$ 63,729.00

$ 62,826.00

Fire Department

$ 13,751.00

$ 11,979.00

$ 12,535.00

$ 12,567.00

$ 17,542.00

Roads

$ 112,577.00

$ 49,536.00

$ 101,953.00

$ 96,949.00

$ 151,667.00

General Assistance

$

1,158.00

$

108.00

$

Cemetery

$

1,168.00

$

999.00

$

753.00

$

1,138.00

$

1,443.00

$

1,120.00

$

1,500.00

Solid Waste

$ 30,611.00

$ 31,823.00

$ 33,447.00

$ 41,805.00

$ 39,399.00

Education

$ 659,989.00

$ 700,537.00

$ 728,896.00

$ 845,722.00

$ 855,739.00

$ 31,836.00

$ 50,392.00

County Tax

$ 37,702.00

$ 44,503.00

$ 47,132.00

Seavey Well

$

1,767.00

$

1,013.00

$

50.00

$

Misc.

$

1,470.00

$

262.00

$

Overlay

$

15,52.80

$

1,971.00

Forest Fire Ins.

$

1,470.00

$

1,748.00

Maintenance

$

Ambulance

$

1,000.00

$

3,960.00

$

6,275.00

3rd Party

$

1,545.00

$

1,414.00

$

1,175.00

$

$

1,671.00

$

1,253.00

$

1,491.00

Bk Charges
Total

-

$ 880,297.00

$

-

$ 893,432.00

8,770.00

$

147.00

3,112.00

$ 12,633.00

$

1,845.00

$

1,862.00

$

3,179.00

$

3,233.00

$

2,208.00

$

3,385.00

$

4,275.00

$

769.00

$

1,112.00

$

6,225.00

$

7,980.00

100.00

$

$

-

$ 998,577.00

$

-

$ 1,145,223.00

$

7,890.00

$ 1,206,990.00

Source: Alexander Town Reports

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The comprehensive plan recognizes planned growth and a diverse mix of land uses within the
town as an important aspect of fiscal planning. The primary implementation strategy for the
fiscal capacity section is the development of a capital improvement plan (CIP). The purpose of a
CIP is to establish a framework for financing needed capital improvements. A CIP guides
budgeting and expenditures of tax revenues and identifies needs for which alternative sources of
funding such as loans, grants or gifts will be sought.
Capital improvements are investments in the repair, renewal, replacement or purchase of capital
items which can include equipment and machinery, buildings, real property, utilities and longterm contracts. Capital improvements differ from operating expenses or consumables which are
ordinarily budgeted as operations. Capital improvements are funded through the establishment of
financial reserves and generally have an acquisition cost of $5,000 or more; usually do not recur
annually; have a useful life of 3 or more years; and result in fixed assets.
For the purpose of this plan, the total costs have been recognized with an indication of the
expected time frame for each item that is desired based on priority ratings. Each year the Budget
Committee will review the funding requests and make a recommendation for town meeting
review.
The capital improvements identified below were assigned a priority based on the listed rating
system. Logically, “A” improvements would be implemented prior to “B” and so on. A lower
priority item may be funded ahead of schedule if higher priority items have already been funded
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or are prohibitively expensive, or if other sources of revenue (such as donated funds) become
available. In order to fund some capital improvements projects, it may be necessary to begin to
identify funding sources and set aside funds in advance of the projected time of funding.
A - Immediate need. A capital improvement rated in this category would typically remedy a
danger to public health, safety and welfare.
B - Necessary, to be accomplished within 2 to 5 years. A capital improvement rated in this
category would typically correct deficiencies in an existing facility or service.
C - Future improvement or replacement, to be accomplished within 5 to 10 years. A capital
improvement rated in this category would be desirable but is of no urgency. Funding would be
flexible and there would be no immediate problem.
D - Desirable, but not necessarily feasible within the 10- year time frame of the current plan.
Projects previously in this comprehensive plan and existing reserve accounts are the basis for
this capital improvement plan and have been incorporated into the table below.
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Table J-4: CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN - ALEXANDER
Item
Historical records vault in
expanded town building
Fire Department expansion
Pumper truck
Boat landings and associated
improvements

Costs

Priority

$45,000.00

A

$45,000.00
$195,000.00

B
A

Responsibility
Alexander/Crawford
Historical Society;
Selectmen
Selectmen; Fire Department
Selectmen; Fire Department

$25,000.00

B

Selectmen

B

Selectmen

Trail acquisition and
management

$100,000.00$200,000.00
$20,000.00 $50,000.00

Road improvements

$100,000.00

A

Septic system upgrades

$10,000.00$30,000.00

A

Modernize and digitize
property maps

$10,000.00

A

Water access land acquisition

Assessing software (Trio) and $20,000.00 town-wide reassessment
$25,000.00
$20,000.00 –
New cemetery
$40,000.00

B

Funding Sources
Historical Collections and
Facilities Grants, Maine
Archives
Taxes; escrow account
FEMA; taxes
Taxes; Land and Water
Conservation Fund
Land for Maine’s Future

Selectmen; Breakneck
Recreational Trail Grant
Mountain Snowmobile Club Program; taxes;
Excise and property taxes;
Selectmen
URIP funds (intergovernmental transfer)
Small Community Grant
Selectmen
Program
Digital Parcel map program
(Maine Library of
Selectmen
Geographic Information
Board)

A

Selectmen

Taxes

C

Selectmen

Tax acquired property

SUMMARY
As indicated by the figures, Alexander has been doing very well in managing its finances over
the last five years and the mil rate has remained within a consistent range. In the past, the town
has budgeted for capital improvements through the use of grant funds and local revenues. The
town has also designated funds for building maintenance. A new reserve account was approved
at town meeting this year (2006) for legal services, if needed, and a Capital Investment Plan is
now proposed as part of the Comprehensive Plan. The town has kept funds in surplus in the past
to cover capital improvements and will now formally create a capital investment reserve account
with some of these funds.
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K. LAND USE
Alexander is a rural community of 45.6 square miles or 29,196 acres. The town shares several
lakes with neighboring towns. There are also many rivers, streams and wetlands, extensive
forestland and several areas of open blueberry and cultivated land.
There are 514 year-round inhabitants, many of whom commute for work to regional service
centers of Calais, Woodland and Machias. There are many seasonal residents who have second
homes or stay at campgrounds on the lakes.
Development in Alexander has followed a traditional New England pattern with housing near
old schools and civic buildings. Residential and home based development in the town is
scattered along existing roadways and surrounding lake shores. There is limited commercial
activity, primarily along Route 9, and several agricultural operations. A small concentration of
services is found at the junction of Route 9 and the Cooper Road that includes the town
municipal building and fire department, a grocery store and the elementary school. Most recent
development has occurred along the lake shorelines particularly along the shores of Pleasant
Lake and the northern shoreline of Meddybemps Lake. Recent significant improvements to
Route 9 have made Alexander more accessible to population centers in Bangor and Calais and
has spurred development.

PAST DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
Development in Alexander was driven and supported by farming and the timber industry.
Farming was central to the livelihood of Alexander people from the first settler until after World
War Two. By the late 1940s there was a milk pasteurization plant on the Airline that purchased raw
milk from local producers and sold it to the markets in Woodland and Calais. When Grant’s Dairy of
Bangor purchased this operation, it signaled the end of food production for local markets as an
industry in Alexander. Abandoned pastures and hayfields soon grew up with miscellaneous plants
including blueberries. Canning blueberries had started at the time of the Civil War and the arrival of
the railroad in 1898 in Washington County provided a way to get fresh and processed berries to
markets. As we enter the twenty-first century, blueberries are the largest field crop in Alexander.
These blueberry fields give Alexander its wonderful open areas and scenic views.
Early sawmills provided products for the local market; Stephenson’s Mill, later Dwelley’s, on
Sixteenth Stream and Cheney’s mill on Pocomoonshine were such mills. There was also a brickyard
near Pleasant Lake and from 1935 to 1946 a spool bar mill at the end of the Pokey Road. Starting in
1947 a portable sawmill operated in several locations in the area.
During the first half of the twentieth century farmers cut and sold firewood in Woodland and Calais,
and cut pulpwood for St. Croix Paper Company in Woodland. Some supplemented their income
cutting and shaving hoops and bounty hunting for porcupines, black bear and bobcat. Many families
also ate venison year-round.
Today families supplement their income by working in the blueberry harvest or in the Christmas
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greenery business. Much of the forestland in Alexander still produces fir tips, logs, fuel, and fiber for
local and area needs. Most of the harvest is now mechanical. Some local people are employed in
harvesting and transporting these products, some in industry using them, and some landowners
supplement their income by selling them.
With few exceptions, all the structures built in Alexander during the nineteenth century were related
to the farm. The single family home might house three generations of one family with barn(s) and
other outbuildings necessary for farming. The exceptions were the schoolhouses, the Church, the
dam on Sixteenth Stream, logging camps, and the few small mills.
Lewis Adams built the first summer home on Pocomoonshine Lake in 1908. It wasn’t until the
1950s that camps became popular and affordable. In fact, Route 9 was not paved until the mid to late
1950s. Many children and grandchildren of Alexander people who were living in Calais or
Woodland built camps on Pleasant Lake.
Summer home construction got started on Barrows Lake, Meddybemps Lake (Berry Road) and
Pocomoonshine Lake (Pine Tree Shore) about 1970. Meddybemps Shores access was put in during
the late 1990s and soon after, summer and year-round homes were being constructed. Another major
change came in the mid-1970s when owners started converting summer camps into year-round
homes.

EXISTING LAND USE PATTERN
Alexander’s existing land use patterns are summarized in the descriptions of Land Cover shown
in Table 1 and are illustrated on several Maps in this document including Map 2, Alexander
Streets, Public Facilities and Recreation; Map 6, Land Cover (from which the data in Table 1 is
derived); and Map 9, Existing Land Use and Shoreland Zoning, located at the end of this section.
The source data for Map 6 (and Table K-1) is 1993 satellite imagery and is not entirely accurate
with respect to farmland and development. It should be used as a general depiction of forestland,
the larger blueberry barrens and wetlands. The developed land is somewhat over stated in the
forested areas of the map and under stated along the lake shores.
For instance there is more development around the shores of Pleasant Lake than is depicted on
Map 6 except that the southern shoreline is accurate. There is also more development along the
northern shoreline of Meddybemps Lake than shown on Map 6. This is a reflection of the date of
the data as well as the way that the satellite imagery misses lakeshore cabins that are in the
woods. Likewise, the shores of Pocomoonshine Lake at the end of the Pokey Road are also fully
developed even though the imagery does not depict this correctly. There is more development
along both sides of the South Princeton Road south of its intersection with Pokey Road than is
depicted on Map 6. As well, Map 6 does not show the civic structures (town office, fire
department, grange) located near the junction of the Cooper Road and Route 9.
However, all of the red (developed) pixels along Wapsaconhagan Road and Wapsaconhagan
Stream are actually gravel pits and bare ground, not development. In addition, most of the red
(developed) pixels in the interior woodlands are not development at all and very little of the red
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(developed) pixels on the service road north of Route 9 at the eastern end of the town are
developed.
Finally, the blueberry lands are under-represented in several areas of the town including the
westernmost portion of Route 9 (south side), both sides of Route 9 at its junction with the South
Princeton Road, and on the north side of Route 9 between the South Princeton Road and Cooper
Road. In addition the blueberry land is more extensive in the area south of Route 9 and east of
the Cooper Road, along both sides of Old County Road and west of Breakneck Road.
Table K-1 – Existing Land Cover
Land Cover

Acreage
Square Miles
Percentage
Forest
19028.92
29.73
65.18%
Grassland
1440.67
2.25
4.93%
Swamps/Wetlands/Open Water
8327.76
13.01
28.52%
Developed Land
255.53
0.40
0.88%
Bare Ground
27.13
0.04
0.09%
Cultivated Land
115.87
0.18
0.40%
29195.88
45.621
100.00%
Total
Source: Land Cover and Wetlands of the Gulf of Maine. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Gulf of Maine Program and MEGIS

There is limited commercial development in Alexander. It is primarily service oriented, farm and
forest, and retail in nature. Commercial development is dispersed throughout the community on
Route 9 and other primary roads with a concentration of trucking, automotive and recreational
vehicle servicing operations near the junction of Cooper Road and Route 9. The store is also
located at this junction.
Residential development is composed of year round and seasonal housing that is located
primarily around Pleasant Lake with recent subdivision and development activity on
Meddybemps and Barrows Lakes.

DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE
Several large tracts of forest land have changed hands in the past few years. These transactions
have primarily been among industrial forestland owners and have not changed to development
use. However 10,006 acres of this land has been placed under conservation easement (see Map
2).
With other changes in ownership near lakeshores the demand for waterfront property is driving
up land values, contributing to land subdivision and new housing is larger and more expensive.
In addition former seasonal camps are being converted to, and renovated for, year-round use.
There is one school in Alexander and overall enrollment is declining slightly. The Alexander
1 According to US Census, the total area for Alexander is 45.11 square miles.
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school also serves children from neighboring Crawford, Cooper and Baring.

ANTICIPATED FUTURE DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
The town’s population more than tripled in the past 35 years. The State Planning Office predicts
that the population of Alexander will rise to 573 individuals by 2010, to 595 in 2015 and then to
increase modestly to 608 individuals by 2020.
The town’s population increased by 7.53 percent (0.75% percent per year) between 1990 and
2000 to 514 persons. The ratio between population and total housing units went from 0.68 in
1990 to 0.70 in 2000. If population forecasts for 2015 actually reach the maximum of 605
persons and if there is a similar rate of change in the ratio between population and total housing
units, there will be up to 436 total housing units in Alexander in 2015. However, if the ratio
stays the same as in 2000, then only 424 units would be expected in 2015 with the maximum
forecast of 605 persons.
Alexander has a large supply of seasonal units and, due to improvements in Route 9, is more
accessible to regional employment centers than in the past. These ratios of population and
housing, and predictions of future housing based on them, may change significantly because
Alexander is already experiencing a significant increase in residents who convert existing
seasonal housing and/or construct new housing on lakefront property. In addition, population
projections based on the 2000 census do not take into account the increases in population that
have occurred in the region as a result of increases in permanent staff at the international border.
Increases in school enrollment in Calais (2002-2005) already reflect population increases due to
increases in Homeland Security staff since September 11, 2001 and estimates vary that between
50 and 125 additional families will locate in the area once the new international bridge and
associated facilities are constructed. A countervailing influence on this increase would result if
the mill in Woodland closes.

PRESENT LAND USE REGULATIONS
Apart from the State required minimums, the Town of Alexander has a limited set of regulatory
measures to affect the nature and pattern of development. Building permits are required and
several existing land use regulations that municipal boards and officials must follow are listed
below. Regulations change over time and it is the responsibility of municipal officers to keep up
with these changes.
MDOT Access Management (17-229 Maine Administrative Rules Chapter 299, Part A and B) The Act specifically directs the MDOT and authorized municipalities to promulgate rules to
assure safety and proper drainage on all state and state aid highways with a focus on maintaining
posted speeds on arterial highways outside urban compact areas. The law also requires that the
rules include standards for avoidance, minimization, and mitigation of safety hazards along the
portions of rural arterials where the 1999 statewide average for driveway related crash rates is
exceeded. Those rural arterials are referred to in the rules as "Retrograde Arterials". There are no
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such retrograde arterials in all of Washington County.
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance (Maine Land Use Laws, 1992) - Shoreland areas include those
areas within 250 feet of the normal high-water line of any great pond, river or saltwater body,
within 250 feet of the upland edge of a coastal or freshwater wetland, or within 75 feet of the
high-water line of a stream. The purposes of these controls are: to further the maintenance of safe
and healthful conditions; to prevent and control water pollution; to protect fish spawning
grounds, aquatic life, bird and other wildlife habitat; to protect archaeological and historic
resources; to protect commercial fishing and maritime industries; to protect freshwater and
coastal wetlands; to control building sites, placement of structures and land uses; to conserve
shore covers, and visual as well as actual points of access to inland and coastal waters; to
conserve natural beauty and open space; and to anticipate and respond to the impacts of
development in shoreland areas. Alexander last revised its Shoreland Zoning Ordinance in 2001
and it contains the following districts:
Resource Protection District (RP)
Limited Residential District (LR)
Stream Protection District (SP)
The community adheres to the Maine State Plumbing Code which requires that the installation of
plumbing fixtures and septic systems be in accordance with the Maine State Law and the
Subsurface Wastewater Disposal Rules and Regulations.

AREAS UNSUITABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT
There are areas within Alexander that require special consideration based on the potential
environmental impact of land use activities. In these areas stricter regulation or, in some
circumstances, prohibition may be called for to avoid problems for both people and the town’s
natural resources. These areas include:
Floodplains – These are flood prone areas where flooding is frequent and can be severe. Use
needs to be limited to activities unharmed by flooding, such as agriculture, forest and some types
of recreation. By definition maritime activities and businesses that locate in flood prone areas
and construction standards must take these risks into account.
Water Resources/Wetlands - These are areas that fall under the Shoreland Zoning Laws.
Development in these areas is severely restricted and requires review and approval by the
pertinent State Agencies.
Wildlife Habitat/Conservation - These are areas that fall under the provisions of the applicable
mandated legislation. Development in these areas is severely restricted and requires review and
approval by the pertinent State Agencies.
Unsuitable Soils - These are areas with limited development potential because of poor soils.
Larger lot sizes would be required in order to meet the requirements of the Maine State
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Plumbing Laws.
Slopes - These are areas that have a slope greater than 15 percent that preclude extensive
development because of problems with erosion, runoff, and construction limitations such as
allowable road grades, suitability for septic sewage disposal, and stability of foundation. Also,
the Maine Plumbing Code does not permit septic systems on a slope greater than 25 percent.

PROPOSED LAND USE DISTRICTS
Growth management legislation requires the designation of growth and rural areas in
comprehensive plans. The designation of growth areas is intended to direct development to areas
most suitable for such growth and away from areas where intensive growth and development
would be incompatible with the protection of rural resources. In addition, growth areas are
located close to municipal services to minimize the cost to the municipality for their delivery and
maintenance. The designation of rural areas is intended to allow dispersed development that
reflects an existing pattern and to protect agricultural, forest, wildlife habitat, scenic areas, and
other open space areas from incompatible development.
Growth Areas
The purpose of the land use plan and map is to identify appropriate locations to accommodate
anticipated growth and future development. The proposed land use plan does not identify
specific parcels. Only detailed site-specific analysis can determine land suitable for
development and at what densities. In addition, the comprehensive plan has not assessed the
individual landowner's desires to sell their land for development, to develop it or to leave it
undeveloped.
Alexander proposes two types of Growth districts in three areas to reflect existing conditions and
enable expansion of commercial, residential and civic services.
The districts proposed as growth areas are described below and illustrated on the Proposed Land
Use Map at the end of this section.
Mixed Use Residential/Commercial (MURC)
The purpose of this district is to support an existing concentration of municipal services as well
as residential and commercial development in areas where they currently exist and where land is
accessible to improved roads. Two areas of Mixed Use Residential/Commercial are proposed,
one where a mixture of commercial (along Route 9) and residential development currently exists
and another that encompasses existing municipal offices, the fire department and the elementary
school. Small lot sizes (1-2 acres) exist and the same pattern will be continued. Any future land
use ordinance will specify the types and sizes of commercial uses allowed and will be guided by
existing conditions. The ordinance will also include coordinated access to ensure Route 9 retains
its function as an east-west arterial corridor, and other standards in keeping with the existing
pattern.
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Future/Potential Commercial-Industrial District (CI – floating)
Given the 10-year horizon of the Comprehensive Plan, the town proposes future delineation and
adoption of a commercial industrial district. The town chooses at this time only to specify that
one future Commercial Industrial District will be on the north side of Route 9. Three potential
areas are identified on Map 11 – Future Land Use. To provide optimum flexibility in its
definition and to minimize speculation of land in the one area that is ultimately defined, the
district is proposed as a “floating” or Future Commercial Industrial District. Future specific
delineation of its boundaries will be based on the following criteria:
• The district will be well defined and allow for one access point onto Route 9 to ensure
continued mobility of this corridor. Internal circulation will be required among future site
developers.
• Implementation of the district will be closely tied to regional transportation
enhancements that influence transport of goods on Route 9 and on any future expansion
or extension of Interstate 395.
• Access to and location of the district will be based on participation of municipal officials
in Region 2 Transportation policy meetings as well as input to the MDOT 6 year and 20
year plans.
• District boundaries and uses will be identified through broad consultation with members
of the public, any existing Economic Development Committees of the Town or region,
biologists with LURC and Inland Fish and Wildlife (or their successor agencies) and be
pursuant to all applicable shoreland zoning laws.
• Coordination with proposed/potential natural gas pipeline route (see Map 2 Public
Facilities and Recreation) if a feasible source of energy for industrial development.
Allowable activities in such a district would be defined based on the constraints identified with
district location but might include warehousing, food processing and other commercial and
industrial uses. If no coordinated water or septic disposal is provided or proposed among site
developers then a minimum lot size of 40,000 square feet within this district.
Rural Areas
The Rural Areas consists of those areas in Alexander where new residential and home based
business development will be regulated to limit its impact on the town’s important natural
resources including agricultural land, forested land, wetlands, scenic areas, and open space.
(Open space is defined as land that is not developed and not forested, such as fields, so-called
barrens, etc.).
The rural districts have varying recommended lot sizes to protect resources within them but
Alexander will also discourage development in these sensitive areas through its public
investment decisions. For instance, the town will not provide winter maintenance
(plowing/sanding) on unpaved town roads. In addition, road and lot design will encourage a
limited number of access points on main roads. Access for future development/use to the rear of
larger lots will also be maintained as subdivision of a portion of the land takes place.
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The land use districts proposed in the rural areas are described below and shown on the Proposed
Land Use Map at the end of this section.
Rural Residential and Home Based Business District (RRHB)
The purpose of this district is to maintain the rural character of the town, to protect agricultural
and forestry uses, to provide open spaces, and to provide for single family residential dwellings
with larger lot sizes. The minimum lot size will be 2-5 acres. Road frontage requirements will be
250 feet (less in cluster designs) to maintain the rural character of the town. Commercial
agricultural and commercial forestry operations will be permitted, as well as limited business
use.
Cluster development may be appropriate within this district. All subdivision development
proposals within this district will be required to submit a cluster plan, as well as a conventional
plan for the Planning Board's consideration. Cluster Developments included in any land use
ordinance will encourage the preservation of rural land areas. Development regulations should
encourage residential development to occur on existing or newly-constructed roads following
existing road patterns. Developers are responsible for proper road construction and maintenance.
Agricultural Protection District (AP)
The Agricultural Protection District includes areas of most intensive use for blueberry
production. Uses will be limited to agriculture and low density residential (3-7 acres/dwelling
unit). Limited commercial operations will be allowed that support agriculture. Specifically
prohibited uses would include, for example, large scale fuel storage, containment and
distribution, heavy industry and the like. Cluster development would also be appropriate within
this district.
Conservation District (CD)
The Conservation District includes areas in which development would be detrimental to
Alexander’s most critical natural resources – the Maine River Wetland Complex, the critical
habitats identified within it and the severe slopes on the east side of Barrows Lake. Lot sizes will
be large (greater than 5 acres), development will be severely limited in areas in excess of 20%
slopes, and timber management and land protection measures will be encouraged. Existing
development in these areas will continue, i.e. be “grandfathered”. The protection measures under
consideration include cooperation with local land trusts that have the means or tax advantage
alternatives to compensate landowners who choose to voluntarily restrict their property by
conservation easement or sell it for conservation purposes. Indeed, the vast majority of land
within the Conservation District is already burdened by conservation easements held by the
Downeast Lakes Land Trust.
Resource Protection (existing Shoreland Zoning District - RP)
An area encompassing the Meddybemps Heath, a 2,500 acre heath that is the second largest
domed bog ecosystem in the Eastern Coastal and Eastern Interior regions, is proposed for
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addition to the Resource Protection district as already defined in the Shoreland Zoning
Ordinance. As noted in the Natural Resources chapter the Meddybemps Heath lies at the
southwest side of Meddybemps Lake where Sixteenth and Fifteenth Streams converge at the
lakeshore. It is a large peatland embedded with remnant geologic features including an elongate
esker that separates much of the lake from the interior of the bog. Nearly half of this peatland is
dwarf shrub bog and other community types include crowberry-lichen bog, sweetgale mixed
shrub fen, peatland lagg, black spruce bog woodland, leatherleaf bog lawn, and mixed cedar
woodland fen. Meddybemps Heath is entirely in private ownership and threats to its ecological
integrity include invasive species (eg. purple loosestrife), peat mining, hydrologic alteration
including draining and cranberry conversion.
Limited Residential (existing Shoreland Zoning District - LR)
Current minimum lot size in the LR district is 20,000 square feet. The required frontage of 200
feet and the jurisdiction of 250 feet necessitate in many cases a minimum lot size to 50,000
square feet. Increasing the required minimum lot size in the LR district to 50,000 square feet is
supported by information public input provided in this Comprehensive Plan (Natural Resources,
Land Use and Public Survey Chapters).

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCES AND LAND
USE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The people of Alexander have expressed their support for the town to prevent uncontrolled
development through development of a zoning ordinance and creating a fund for the purchase
additional lands for public access.
Should the town...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Develop a zoning ordinance for the town.

Adopt a noise control ordinance
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Create a fund for purchase of additional lands
for public access.
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Specific questions in the survey asked if zoning ordinance should disallow development in areas
of particular scenic significance (most agreed), and if it should attempt to attract business to
Alexander; most agreed with both questions. Most also agreed that provisions in a zoning
ordinance should concentrate commercial development but that such provisions should not
concentrate residential development.
Should a zoning ordinance...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
disallow development in areas
identified as having particular
scenic value to the town.

attract business to Alexander

require residential development be
in concentrated areas

require commercial development
be in concentrated areas

The various growth and rural districts proposed above are consistent with these views. The town
should consider development of ordinances. Such ordinances might require that all developments
provide a detailed site plan and set forth restrictions to minimize conflicts.
The Comprehensive Planning Committee is guided by the opinions expressed in the public
survey but is also aware that Alexander is a small rural town that does not uniformly embrace
restrictive regulations. Alexander’s Zoning Ordinance, when developed, will be consistent with
the intent of this comprehensive plan and cognizant of this reluctance to infringe on the rights of
landowners.
Thus, land use regulations will be kept to the minimum necessary to achieve the goals of the
comprehensive plan and to reduce the number of non-conforming properties. It is not the intent
of the Comprehensive Planning Committee to impose burdensome requirements on the everyday
activities of the town’s residents or to create costly enforcement issues for town government.
The ultimate goal of growth management is to regulate land use development to the extent
necessary to protect natural resources, property values, and public safety. However, the imposed
regulations should not make the town’s residents feel that they have lost their freedom as
landowners. Therefore land use regulation should not be so restrictive that they have negative
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impacts on existing land use practices.
Ordinances need specific standards and clear definitions. They must also meet the minimum
requirements of state law and be consistent with the recommendations of the comprehensive
plan. The comprehensive plan provides the legal basis for enacting the ordinances, and their
consistency with the plans, goals, and policies will be a major consideration in the event that the
ordinances are subject to a legal challenge.
Therefore the land use ordinance will: (1) create a user friendly application and permitting
process; (2) assign more responsibility for review and approval to code enforcement; and (3)
develop clear and consistent guidelines for obtaining approval.

LAND USE ORDINANCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The town of Alexander will develop a Zoning Ordinance consistent with the identified needs of
the town. In order to protect and preserve natural resources, property values, public safety
including fire protection, health and welfare, provide for affordable housing and ensure the
proper future development of the town, the following performance standard topic areas should be
considered when developing the town’s zoning ordinance.
Public Issue or Concern
Access Requirements

Agriculture
Buffer Provisions
Conversion
Home Occupation
Industrial Performance Standards
Manufactured housing
Mobile Home Park
Off Street Loading
Oil and Chemical Storage
Parking Requirements
Pesticide Application
Refuse Disposal

Performance Standard
In keeping with state access management regulations (17-229 Maine
Administrative Rules Chapter 299, Part A and B, and as
subsequently amended), minimize the creation of strip development
within the community, and minimize the creation of road hazards.
Minimize soil erosion to avoid sedimentation, non-point source
pollution, and phosphorus and nitrogen levels of water bodies.
Minimize the negative impacts of inconsistent development and
protect water resources, wetlands, and wells
Regulate the conversion of existing structures into multi-family
dwellings, to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of citizens.
Home occupations may be established to minimize their impact on
existing neighborhoods.
Ensure appropriate industrial development within designated areas
of the community.
Ensure the safety, health and welfare of mobile home occupants and
mobile home owners regardless of the date manufactured.
Regulate the placement and design of mobile home parks within the
designated growth areas in the town.
Minimize traffic congestion associated with commercial
development.
Regulate the location and containment of combustible material that
can migrate to surface and ground waters.
Establish and regulate the number of parking spaces to be provided
for different types of development.
Protect the public from dangers associated with pesticides
Regulate the disposal of solid and liquid wastes in relation to
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Public Issue or Concern

Road Construction
Sedimentation and Erosion
Signs
Soils
Storage Materials
Topsoil and Vegetation Removal

Land Use
Performance Standard
resources that can transport them or be contaminated by them; to
protect public health.
In conjunction with the State Department of Transportation,
regarding road construction in new developments.
Minimize the volume of surface water runoff during and after
development.
Regulate the placement of signs, sign size, and sign type.
Ensure development is located on appropriate soils.
Encourage the orderly storage of material in residential areas to
promote and preserve the character of the neighborhoods.
Prevent soil erosion and destruction of topsoil during construction.

REGIONAL COORDINATION
Comprehensive planning recognizes the importance of regional cooperation. The land uses in
one community can impact another community, particularly when that land use is located near
the boundaries of the town. As indicated in the natural resources section of the plan, the town
should attempt to develop compatible resource protection standards with nearby communities.
Alexander has physical boundaries with the neighboring municipalities of Meddybemps,
Crawford, Cooper, Baileyville, Princeton and with the unorganized plantation of Baring and
Township 21. None of these neighboring communities has adopted town wide zoning. The
unorganized territories have land use functions administered by the Maine Land Use Regulatory
Commission. Commercial retail activity in Machias, Calais, and Bangor attracts Alexander
residents as consumers and for work.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS
Comprehensive planning demonstrates the importance of land use standards for Alexander.
Preserving and protecting the character of the town is vital to the continued stability of the local
economy and to the happiness and well being of the townspeople. Consistent with the provisions
of the Growth Management Legislation, Alexander’s Comprehensive Plan has attempted to
recognize the value of surface water access and land use standards, to incorporate the desires of
the community, and to preserve and protect the integrity of the town. All of this is done so as to
continue to make Alexander a great place to live, work and vacation.

POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the concerns of Alexander residents, as expressed through public meetings, the town
wide survey and town officials, the town of Alexander has developed the following policies and
implementation strategies:
Goal: Alexander will preserve and protect the character of the town that is vital to the continued stability of
the local economy; Alexander will continue to be a great place to live, work and vacation
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Ordinances and Regulation
Review and revise existing use
regulations, consistent with the
goals and guidelines of this
Comprehensive Plan.

Land Use
Implementation Strategy

Responsibility

Timeframe

Prepare a zoning ordinance consistent with
the future land use designations in the
Comprehensive Plan.

Planning Board

Short term
(within 2
years)

Update the existing ordinances to ensure
their consistency with state and federal laws
and the local needs.

Planning Board:
CEO

On-going

Ensure ordinances contain proper legal
Planning Board;
language and definitions.
Selectmen
Management and elected officials support
Planning Board;
the code enforcement department.
Selectmen
Provide adequate time for the code
Planning Board;
enforcement officer to ensure compliance.
Selectmen
Encouraging Growth where Services Exist
Promote and support growth in
Locate/renovate any town office or a new
Selectmen
the existing village area of
community center within the village area.
Alexander.
Upgrade and locate new recreational
Selectmen
facilities within the village area.
Encouraging Resource Based Activities in Rural Areas
Allow and encourage existing
Provide large rural areas for agricultural
Planning Board
land resource based industries to
and forestry uses.
thrive in their current locations.
Education about Land Use
Educate residents about the
Provide a list of all local ordinances at the
Town Clerk
requirements of local and state
town office.
regulations.
Educate new and prospective
Develop educational materials describing
Selectmen or
residents about traditional land
traditional uses and practices including
their designee
use issues in Alexander.
issues such as shore access, hunting, fishing,
and community institutions.
Make these materials available at town
Town Clerk
offices, schools and local businesses.

On-going

Enforcement
Enforce ordinances fully and
fairly.

On-going
On-going

Short-term
(within 2
years)
Immediate

Short-term
(within 2
years)
Immediate

Immediate

On-going

SUMMARY
Alexander is feeling development pressure associated with conversion of residential second
home subdivisions along lakefronts. Support exists for regulation on development activity but
there is some concern that it not be excessive or burdensome. This plan is intended to protect the
town's character and to direct residential and commercial activities to appropriate areas. It also
seeks to ensure that residents can continue to support themselves with a mixture of activities
necessitated by seasonal and diverse rural livelihoods.
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Section L

Survey Results

L. TOWN SURVEY RESULTS
The survey that was mailed to town residents (including renters) and non-residents in October of 2004
is reproduced in Appendix A. There were 477 surveys mailed to all resident households and nonresident property owners. Surveys were mailed back to the town office, dropped off at town meeting
and at other locations in town. A total of 149 surveys were returned, a 30% response rate. The survey
included an incentive of the chance to win $100 worth of fuel oil for all completely filled out survey
forms. The survey was also preceded by a poster contest among the elementary school students
advertising a visioning meeting in November of 2005. Both actions resulted in the high response rate
to the survey.
There were many responses to the four open ended questions at the end of the survey as well as other
written comments throughout the survey. All of the written responses are reproduced in Appendix A.
Summaries of the written comments are noted with the charted data here and throughout the document
as the issues they address are raised. The raw data is available at the town office and graphical
summaries of the responses are provided here.
SURVEY RESULTS

A.

General

The cross section of survey respondents reflects a greater proportion of men than exist in the general
population and is somewhat more heavily weighted to the opinions of those over 30 years of age.
I am between the age of:

I am:
45

50
40

31

30

30

Female,
51, 38%

17

20
Male,,
85, 62%

10

11
3

1

1

80-89

90+

0
20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

The large proportion of self-employed and retired residents is seen in the make-up of the respondents.
I am:

I work
Underemployed, ,
0%

N/A, 6, 5%
Seeking
work, 4, 3%

Part time,
16, 12%

Seasonally,
6, 5%
Retired, 40,
31%

Full time,
58, 44%

other, 15,
11%

Home
maker, 5,
4%
work for
Gov't, 18,
13%

Privately
employed,
37, 27%

L-1

Self Employed,
13, 9%

Retired, 49,
36%
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Respondents have lived in Alexander all or most of their lives and most own their own home.
My Alexander home is a

In Alexander I…

I live in Alexander
other, 1, 1%

Log, 7, 6%

Seasonally
, 29, 24%
YearRound, 90,
75%

not
applicable,
15, 12%

Mobile
Home, 18,
15%
Modular, 15,
12%

Other, 13,
11%

Rent the
house in
which I live,
3, 2%

Own the
house in
which I live,
112, 86%

site-built, 70,
56%

The majority of respondents described their water source as a drilled well. Satisfaction with water is
generally very good.
How do you rate your
water?

Source of drinking water:

Hand dug,
8, 6%

Lake, 12,
9%

B.

Cistern, 1,
1%

Other, 4,
3%

Poor, 11,
9%
Fair, 28,
23%

Drilled
well, 104,
81%

Type of sewer system?

Excellent
, 41,
33%

Chambered
, 8, 6%

Leachfield,
105, 82%

Holding
Tank, 11,
9%

Good,
43, 35%

Other, 2,
2%

Open, 1,
1%

Housing, Development and Preservation

As in many Maine
communities, respondents
strongly support single-family
housing and restrictions on
mobile homes.

Do you favor/disfavor housing development for...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

70

60

50

There is relatively strong
support for “affordable” house
lots and rental properties and
for subsidized housing for the
elderly but not for subsidized
housing in general.

40

30

20

10

0
Single Family Homes
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Multi-family homes

Mobile Home Parks

Restrictions on mobile homes
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Do you favor/disfavor housing assistance...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Subsidized housing in Subsidized housing for
general
the elderly

Retirement housing
(non-subsidized)

Assisted living facilities “Affordable” house lots
(non-subsidized)

“Affordable” rental
properties

Development
A wide variety of questions sought input on development types and opportunities. Home based
businesses were especially supported as were providing an opportunity for some retail and professional
business uses.
Do you favor/disfavor development of...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Retail store(s)

Business/Professional
Buildings/Uses

Home-based businesses
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Development in outdoor recreation opportunities was strongly favored.
Do you favor/disfavor development like...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

80

70

60

50

40
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20

10

0
Outfitting/Guide services

Recreational Equipment Sales and
Service

Seasonal campgrounds

Multi-Use Trails

Likewise recreational and arts activities were favored. Casino and gaming facilities were not favored
nor were bottled water extraction or adult entertainment activities.
Do you favor/disfavor development of...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor
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0
Recreational/Educational
Facilities

Arts in the Community

Casino or gaming facility
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Respondents favor low scale tourism developments rather than large operations like resorts.
Do you favor/disfavor development of...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

80
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0
Bed and Breakfasts

Motels/hotels

Resort

Restaurants

Industrial and waste management activities were not favored with junk and salvage yards holding a
slight advantage though still a negative overall.
Do you favor/disfavor development of...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor
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Sewage sludge spreading Front End Process Residue
(FEMA) eg. ash disposal

Confined Animal Feeding
Operation (CAFO)
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Respondents support public parking and had either no opinion or mixed opinions about park and ride
facilities.
Do you favor/disfavor development of...
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly Disfavor

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
Public parking area(s)

Park and Ride Facility

Public Investments
The next set of survey questions sought to understand how much taxpayers are prepared to spend or
invest in their preservation priorities and in community services.
Respondents were
asked how much they
favored/disfavored
investment in each item
and then to mark an X
beside their highest
priorities.
The single highest
priority to respondents
(25 votes) was scenic
view protection.

Do you favor/disfavor investments in...
Strongly Favor($)

Favor($)

No Opinion($)

Disfavor($)

Strongly Disfavor($)

70

60

50

40

30

20

The next two highest
priorities (12 votes
each) were cemetery
improvement/expansion
and public access to
Meddybemps Lake.

10

0
Scenic View Protection

Historical buildings
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Closely following were more recreational priorities including recreational facilities (11 votes)
hiking/walking trails (9 votes), multi-use trails and public access to Pleasant Lake (8 votes each) and to
add shoulders in future road re-paving projects.
The next group of
priorities included
public access on
Barrow Lake (6
votes), historical
buildings and road
maintenance to
control stormwater
run-off into
Alexander’s lakes (5
votes each), and the
history dome (4
votes).

Do you favor/disfavor investment in...
Strongly Favor($)

Favor($)

No Opinion($)

Disfavor($)

Strongly Disfavor($)

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

At least every service
5
was a priority for
someone and the final
0
Public access on Pleasant
Public access on Barrow
Public access on
Hiking/walking trails
Multi-use trails
group where priorities
Lake
Lake
Meddybemps Lake
were emphasized
included discontinuance of Crawford Rd. from Blueberry Lane to the Crawford town line, a study of
remaining unimproved roads for discontinuance or improvement, town takeover of private roads to
improve public safety or to induce development (3 votes each).
This group was followed
by road maintenance and
improvements in general,
town takeover of private
roads to improve water
quality (2 votes each)
followed by
discontinuance of Old
County Road, and
discontinuance of Arm
Road from end of hot top
to end of existing town
road.

Indicate conditions when the town should consider takeover of private roads...
Strongly Favor($)

Favor($)

No Opinion($)

Disfavor($)

Strongly Disfavor($)
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To improve public safety
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Do you favor/disfavor investments in road maintenance/improvements for...
Strongly Favor($)

Favor($)

No Opinion($)

Disfavor($)

Strongly Disfavor($)

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
stormwater run-off
from Town Roads into
Alexander Lakes

Discontinue Old
County Road

Discontinue Crawford Discontinue Arm Rd.
Rd. from Blueberry
from end of hot top to
Lane to Crawford Town end of existing town
Line
road

Study remaining
Add/include shoulders
unimproved roads for in future road re-paving
discontinuance or
projects
improvement

Preservation, Planning and Land Use.
Support for the development of a zoning ordinance was very strong as was support for a noise
ordinance. Support for curb side pick up of trash was positive though with some against the idea and a
fund for the purchase of additional land for public access.
Should the town...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Develop a zoning ordinance for the Provide curb side pick up of trash
town.
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Adopt a noise control ordinance

Create a fund for purchase of
additional lands for public access.
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Respondents generally agreed that a zoning ordinance should try to attract business, protect scenic
values and direct commercial development to concentrated areas. However most respondents thought a
zoning ordinance should not direct residential development into concentrated areas.
Should a zoning ordinance...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
disallow development in areas
identified as having particular
scenic value to the town.

attract business to Alexander

require residential development be
in concentrated areas

require commercial development
be in concentrated areas

Respondents were consistent when indicating that tax and other incentives should direct development
in the same manner as a zoning ordinance should.
Should the town offer tax and other incentives to...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
discourage development in areas
identified as having particular
scenic value to the town.

to attract business to Alexander

to encourage residential
to encourage commercial
development in concentrated areas development in concentrated areas
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Alexander Lakes
A great many questions were
dedicated to issues surrounding the
lakes in Alexander. Respondents
generally disfavor a mooring
permit system.

Should the town develop a mooring
permit system on Alexander Lakes?

Strongly
Disagree,
28, 24%

A similar set of questions were
asked about facilities and desired
intensity of development on each
of the four lakes in Alexander –
Pocomoonshine, Pleasant, Barrows
and Meddybemps.

Strongly
Agree, 6, 5%

Agree, 16,
13%

No Opinion,
35, 29%

Disagree,
34, 29%

As there already public access
facilities on Pocomoonshine
questions centered on how to
further develop these facilities. For the other three lakes the questions were based on IF public access
were obtained, THEN how much should any facilities be developed.
On Pocomoonshine Lake support was strongest for boat launch facilities, a picnic area and garbage
facilities, a public dock and a swimming area.
Should the town develop expanded facilities at Pocomoonshine Lake?
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
swimming area

public dock

picnic area/garbage bathroom facilities
facilities
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paved parking

unpaved parking

boat ramp
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Similar sentiments were expressed for Meddybemps Lake.
If public access is obtained should the town develop facilities at Meddybemps Lake...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
swimming area

public dock

picnic area/garbage bathroom facilities
facilities

paved parking

unpaved parking

boat ramp

On Pleasant Lake
If public access is obtained, should the town develop facilities at Pleasant Lake...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
swimming area

public dock

picnic area/garbage bathroom facilities
facilities
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paved parking

unpaved parking

boat ramp
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On Barrows
If public access is obtained, should the town develop facilities at Barrow Lake...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
swimming area

public dock

picnic area/garbage bathroom facilities
facilities

paved parking

unpaved parking

boat ramp

C. Facilities and Services
Respondents were generally satisfied with town services or had no opinion about them.
How satisfied/dissatisfied are you with the following town services?
Very Satisfied

Satisfied

No Opinion

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Fire Department and
Emergency Medical
Services

Town office services

Town office hours
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Public Works

School Library

Recreational facilities
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Respondents are also generally satisfied with community services or had no opinion.
How satsified/disatisfied are you with the following community services?
Very Satisfied

Satisfied

No Opinion

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Health Services

Law Enforcement
Services

Ambulance Services

Adult education

Community-wide
Events and
Celebrations

Religion

Respondents are also generally satisfied with other services and while some are dissatisfied with the
property tax level most are satisfied with them.
How satisfied/dissatisfied are you with the following services?
Very Satisfied

Satisfied

No Opinion

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Recycling
center/landfill/transfer
station

Summer road conditions

Winter road conditions
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Cemetery condition

Property tax level
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Regionalization of Services
Opinions on regionalization were generally positive with many expressing no opinion on governance
structures and annexation with neighboring towns, presumably because of lack of information.
Should the town...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
explore regional
governance structures to
reduce costs of civic
administration

cooperate with neighboring
towns on public works
expenditures

regionalize emergency
dispatch services with the
county (we presently use
Calais)

continue to support regional consider annexation of land
ambulance services
from unorganized territory in
the future?

Respondents generally favor school administration but are unclear about a regional school high school.
This may result from the perception that the Calais and Woodland High Schools already provide a
regional option for high school.
Opinions on regionalizing services...
Strongly Agree

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
Should there be a regional high school

Should school administration be regionalized
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Should school boards be regionalized
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SUMMARY
In early 2005 Alexander residents completed a survey to give their views on important aspects of the
town’s future. The participation rate was high for surveys of this type and included a great deal of
written input. The large proportion of self-employed and retired residents in the town is seen in the
make-up of the respondents.
A summary of results of the Public Opinion Survey indicated that citizens like the quiet, rural feel of
the community. Questions about desired types of housing and development reflected this general
opinion. Respondents strongly support single-family housing and restrictions on mobile homes. In
addition, there is relatively strong support for subsidized housing for the elderly but not for subsidized
housing in general. Home based businesses were especially supported as were providing an
opportunity for some retail and professional business uses. Development in outdoor recreation
opportunities was strongly favored and recreational and arts activities were favored. Casino and
gaming facilities were not favored nor were bottled water extraction or adult entertainment activities.
Consistent with this sentiment, respondents favor low scale tourism developments rather than large
operations like resorts. Industrial and waste management activities were not favored with junk and
salvage yards holding a slight advantage though still a negative overall.
Several survey questions sought to understand how much taxpayers are prepared to spend or invest in
their preservation priorities and in community services. The single highest priority to respondents was
scenic view protection. The next two highest priorities were cemetery improvement/expansion and
public access to Meddybemps Lake. Closely following these priorities were more recreational assets
including recreational facilities, hiking/walking trails, multi-use trails and public access to Pleasant
Lake and to add shoulders in future road re-paving projects.
On issues dealing with preservation, planning and land use support for the development of a zoning
ordinance was very strong as was support for a noise ordinance. Respondents generally agreed that a
zoning ordinance should try to attract business, protect scenic values and direct commercial
development to concentrated areas. However most respondents thought a zoning ordinance should not
direct residential development into concentrated areas. Respondents were consistent when indicating
that tax and other incentives should direct development in the same manner as would be achieved
through a zoning ordinance. Support for curb side pick up of trash was positive though with some
against the idea and a fund for the purchase of additional land for public access.
A great many questions were dedicated to issues surrounding the lakes in Alexander. A similar set of
questions were asked about facilities and desired intensity of development on each of the four lakes in
Alexander – Pocomoonshine, Pleasant, Barrows and Meddybemps. As there already public access
facilities on Pocomoonshine questions centered on how to further develop these facilities. For the other
three lakes the questions were based on IF public access were obtained, THEN how much should any
facilities be developed. On Pocomoonshine Lake support was strongest for boat launch facilities, a
picnic area and garbage facilities, a public dock and a swimming area.
Respondents were generally satisfied with town and regional/community services or had no opinion
about them. Some respondents are dissatisfied with the property tax level but most are satisfied with it.
Opinions on regionalization were generally positive with many expressing no opinion on governance
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structures and annexation with neighboring towns, presumably because of lack of information.
Respondents generally favor school administration but are unclear about a regional school high school.
This may result from the perception that the Calais and Woodland High Schools already provide a
regional option for high school.
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Town of Alexander November 29, 2004 - Community Visioning Session
Attendees:

John and Marie Dudley
John Foley
Foster Carlow, JR.
Wendy Maxwell and Charlie Dix
Charles White
Dave and Jan Sullivan
Carl, Rhonda and Cassie Oakes
Roger and Fran Holst
Laura Jean Knowles
Mildred Holst

Patsy Hill
Earl Hill
Gerald and Sharon Cooper
Jim Davis
Caredwen Foley
Brian L. Manza
David Sanford (454-8242)
Dedi Greenlaw
Tim Sanford
David McVicar
Elizabeth McVicar

How do you serve Alexander? (# of times repeated)
Grange
You showed up to visioning meeting
Boy-Girl Scout leader
Zoning Board of Appeals
Librarian
Historical Society
Planning Board (2)
Teacher and Parent Teacher Association
Taxpayer
Fire Department (3)
Local Business (3)
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Cemetery caretaker
School Board
Crawford-Pocomoonshine Lake Association
Comprehensive Plan Committee
ATV-snowmobile Club
Selectmen (2)
How long have you lived in Alexander?
Born here, family back at least a few generations
Born here
Lived here 25+ years
Lived here 10-25 years
Lived here 5-10 years
Lived here less than 5 years

6
8
15
8
1
2

Why do you live in Alexander?
Moved away and returned to raise children
Wife’s family goes back generations
Geographic location; good soil, good climate; near
enough to ocean
Plenty of space
Better than other places
Clean air
Lots of water
Welcoming community
Family
School, small, know everyone
Everyone knows everyone – people watch out for
you; neighbors

75+ miles of ATV trails open to the public
Lots of volunteers
Peace and quiet
Laid back place
Elbow room
Low land cost
Lots of wildlife
Nothing to worry about except driving into the
wildlife
Hunting and fishing
Winter and summer sports
Forest land
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Are you retired in Alexander?
If retired, do you still work/volunteer?
What skills do you use?

5
4
teaching, communication

What are Alexander’s special places? (# of votes for each special place)
School
15
Lakes
12
Views:
Pokey Road to Pokey Lake
1
To Breakneck from School and back
Cooper Road
9 (these votes were for all the views)
Looking at heath
Top of hill where Bela Cousins lived
From trails all over town
Randy’s Variety
7
Snowmobile Club
4
The whole town
4
Town office and Fire Department
3 (Town office) 2 (Fire Dept.)
Lords
Grange Hall
3
Logging road complex open to the public and well maintained 2
Breakneck Mountain
1
Campground
1
Grants Greenhouses
1
Abandoned Human Places (fields, farms, walls,
cellarholes, granite quarries)
1
Cemetery
1
Family plots
1
Whitney Originals
Downeast Outboard
Guiding Services
CanAm Welding Supplies
Newmans
ATV/snowmobile trail network on 44 different landowners
Paths in the woods
The History Dome
Small Group Break Out Discussions on Vision for Alexander:
Group 1- What is your vision for the future of

Group 2 - What is your vision for the future of

Alexander?

Alexander?






















Handicapped accessible (town office)
More families with children (school growth)
The trail system kept up and available
Senior citizen complex with assisted living
4th of July parades big again
Bus service for elderly to local towns
Daycare center
Industry
Cemetery expansion
Zoning (x-rated materials; trailer parks, bars,

Keep things the same
Don’t change
Make lakes cleaner
Great views – Route 9 Pokey Road and lake
Mist in fall toward lakes
Moonlight in winter reflected from snow
Across Pokey lake from landing
Without Grange Hall the town would not be the same
Blueberry barrens on Spearin Road toward
Meddybemps
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Group 1- What is your vision for the future of

Group 2 - What is your vision for the future of
Alexander?

Alexander?




dance halls etc.)
More public landings on all lakes




Group 3 - What is your vision for the future of
Alexander?
 A village – higher population, in clusters
 Central locations will become more
important
 Industrial locations more together, residential
locations isolated from them
 Stronger tax- base, strengthen school to
contribute to industry – but keep it out of the
way
 How to connect to 4-lane highway, if it
comes? An interchange…
 Cleaning out and restoring Pleasant Lake to
how it once was.
 Preserving the environment in Alexander

Pleasant Lake – present changes negative in the quality
of water in lake
Farms have disappeared; farm lands gone back to
woods
Want to keep the town ”natural” less build up

Group 4 - What is your vision for the future of
Alexander?
 Certainly getting larger such as from
Meddybemps Shores development
 ATV/snowmobile trail complex could be
expanded and even upgraded, but could be
abandoned if interest or snow wanes
 Campground should still be viable, but probably
not substantially expanded
 Newmans Trucking should get bigger
 Meddybemps Shores should increase roads and
thus houses (from shores to Berry Road)
 Fishing should still be a tourist draw
 Hunting may be a tourist draw but deer are in
decline

Special Places Small Group Discussions: Places Marked on Map of Town by Each Group
Group One
Randy’s: gossip, mall, cribbage, get together community, premeetings, advertising
Town Office: help, aid, information, EMTS, fire hall,
licenses, taxes, voting, clinics, light meetings
Grange: community service, companionship, parties, 4th of
July, lunches
Club House: Fun, community, good food, poker run, open to
the public, available parties, safety courses, ATV, snowmobile
Church: open to public, gatherings (wake), visiting, donations
to fire department
Lord’s: gas, plumbing, supplies, scenery, wells, landmark,
truck in the air, statues
School: community based, education, meetings, sports, scouts,
school clubs- (nature, drama, chess, art, music, band), library,
photography, amphitheatre, suppers, playground
Campground: Business, swimming, boating, fishing, fun, fun,
fun, dances, bingo, parties, holidays
Zella Cousins: view of lakes and Breakneck Mountain
Ray Bohanon: view of Barrows Lake and Pleasant Lake,
blueberry fields, forests
Bruce Bakers: heath scenery, Green Hill
Fowler Point: beautiful spot
Gooseneck: swimming, graduation spot, camping, walk trail
Trails: for snowmobile/ATV/hiking/cross county skiing, with
Great Views!!,
All over town! 75 miles
Pokey Landing: swimming, fishing, boat access
Sandy Beach: (Wagner owns) keep natural

Group Two
1. View of Pokey Lake and Mountain from South Princeton Road
2. View from Skyline Motel looking toward school
3, View from school
4. View of heath from corner of Greenhill Road and Cooper Road
5. View from Breakneck Mt looking in any direction
6. Boat landing at Pokey Lake looking across the lake
7. Randy’s Variety
8. Fire station and town office
9. Lawrence Lord’s
10. Pleasant Lake Campground
11. Grange Hall
12. Blueberry barrens on Spearin Road
13. Pleasant Lake
14. Pokey Lake
15. Barrows Lake
16. Meddybemps Lake
17. Snowmobile Club
18. Cemetery
19. Zela Cousins
20. History Dome
21. Newsman’s Transfer
22. Whitney’s Original
23. CAN-AM
24. Downeast Outboard
25. Grant’s Greenhouse
26. Bohonan Place
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Group One
Dam and Pleasant Lake: regulate water levels, fishing
History Dome: Preservation! time capsule
Town Pound: Historical Site!
Cemetery: family, history, learning tools for kids
ACHS: (Alexander Crawford Historical Society)
IDEA/THOUGHT/PEOPLE, keepers of our history, JOHN
DUDLEY
Down East Outboard: expanding

Group Two

Group Three
1. First burial site in Alexander
2. Alexander School: volunteers, a central place “where
community becomes a community”, Caredwen’s school
3. Snowmobile Club
4. Fire Station: townspeople get together to volunteer, help
people out in the town
5. Randy’s
6. The old Alexander School house (Hale) where the fire
station is. Roger’s first school
7. Foster’s school , the other old Alexander School house
8. Village Store-also a school-4 corners-1957 stopped being a
school
16. The site of the first settler in Alexander-the only fire tower
in Alexander. Taylor Hill is the old name. Night Hill is the
newest name.
9. Main River-goes through Upper Mud lake, Lower Mud
Lake
10. Down by Bruce Baker’s-“a national natural area.”
11. Fields, cutting down Christmas trees
12. The view-down behind Zela’s hill
13. Sixteenth Stream, the bridge where the snowmobile trail
crosses-walking down to fish
14. Looking down over the lake, down to the campground
15. The steams at Foley’s and the sledding hill behind, where
it’s rally beautiful
17. The landing on Pocomoonshine Lake. The water was
clearer until the dammed it up. It used to be a cool, clear water
lake.
18. The saw mill sites. There have been 3 mills there over the
years.

Group Four
1. Grange
2. Fire Hall
3. Lawrence Lord is a land mark. “Cheapest gas in town.” Hit or Miss
4. Randy’s Variety
5. School- “the favorite place with the lakes”
6. Downeast Outboard
7. Grant’s Greenhouse
8. Whitney’s Originals-wreaths made
9. Breakneck Mts. Snowmobile Club
10. Campground-“really like to see someone else own it”
11. Meddybemps Heath
12. Snowmobile Club-almost disbanded ATV club-couldn’t get any
officers
13. Breakneck Mtn. “Every kid in town has raked blueberries on it.”
14. History Dome monolithic dome- time capsule- sealed up with stuff
in it
15. Gooseneck Beach-second landing, could be a really nice little area.
I love it there. Kind of wavy. Owned by out-a-staters. Dad owned it
once.
16. Newman’s- good place for trucking- near the border. I hate it. Too
much traffic.
17. Meddybemps Shores. It’s gonna grow, I know it.
18. Cemetery
19. Pan Am Welding- That I can almost guarantee won’t be here in 20
years
20. Welding
21. Foster’s Garage- Good use of house- fill in the cellar, “Downeast
Ingenuity”
Pleasant Lake- officially a base lake. “A city in itself packed in here.”
22. Clayton Blake- bear trapping on Breakneck Mtn
23. Sand salt shed.
24. Sixteenth Steam- canoeing- beautiful wild life- snowmobiling
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN SURVEY FOR ALEXANDER, ME
Survey Number:

Two centuries have seen Alexander change from unpopulated forest to a farming community to a bedroom community. Change
happens! We can choose to plan our future. The Town of Alexander is preparing a Comprehensive Plan and we need your input.
Each adult in the town is encouraged to participate in the survey on an individual basis. Your answers will help us develop a plan
that gives consideration to what you want Alexander to be in the future. Please take a few minutes to complete the survey. Think
carefully about what you like about Alexander today. What is worthwhile to keep into the future? What should Alexander be in
2015? 2025?
PLEASE RESPOND BY APRIL 1st, 2005. Return your survey by a) bringing it to Town Meeting on March 28th, b) folding the
survey so the address printed on the back page is visible and mailing it, or c) depositing it in collection boxes at Randy’s Variety,
the Alexander School or the Town Office. As an extra incentive for participation all completed surveys will be added to a
drawing for $100 of fuel for your vehicle from Lords Service Station or $100 of fuel oil from V. L. Tammaro. Keep the
stub on the bottom of this survey with your number. The same number is printed on the top of the survey. Please respond as a
household or, if you have different opinions, copy the survey and send in both copies. LIMIT 2 surveys per household. Only
completed surveys will be included in the draw to be announced on April 26th.
For this survey is to be really useful, please “speak your mind” in answering these questions. Please be as accurate and as
thorough as possible. If you have any questions or if you need help in completing the survey, please feel free to contact any
member of the committee: John Dudley, John Foley, Roger Holst, Jim Davis, Charlie Dix, Laura Jean Knowles, Tim Sanford, Roland
Paegle, David Sullivan, David McVicar, Kelly & Brenda McDonough, Edward Burgess, Deanne Greenlaw, Charlie White, Foster
Carlow Jr., Patsy & Earl Hill, Audrey Frost, Joe Manza, and Robert Hazelwood. You may sign the form or leave the signature line

blank, protecting your identity, as you wish. If you would be willing to assist even more in this project, please contact a member
of Comprehensive Planning Committee. The plan is expected to be ready for submission to the State and for a public hearing
before the town in about 12 months.

A.

General - Please circle your response:

Circle one:
I am Male, Female
Circle one:
I am 18-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80-89, 90+
Circle one or more:
I am Self-Employed, Retired, Privately employed, work for the Government, Home maker, other
Circle one or more:
I work Part time, Full time, Under- employed, Seasonally, Retired, Seeking work, N/A
I live in Alexander: Year-Round, Seasonally, or other please describe:
year round
seasonally
How many years have you lived in Alexander:
Circle one:
My Alexander home is a Mobile Home, modular, site-built, log or Other
Circle one:
In Alexander I Own or Rent the house in which I live, not applicable
Circle one:
Source of drinking water: Drilled Well, Hand dug, Cistern, Lake, Spring, other
Circle one:
Do you filter/process your drinking water: Yes, No Please describe:
Circle one:
Do you use a water softener: Yes, No
Circle one:
How do you rate your water? Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor
Circle one:
Type of Sewer system: Leach Field, Chambered, Holding Tank, Open, other


Town of Alexander Comprehensive Plan Survey - Fuel Draw
Drawing for $100 of gas or diesel from Lords Service Station or $100 of fuel oil from V. L. Tammaro
KEEP THIS STUB until drawing date of April 26th, 2005. Survey responses are anonymous so we only
have a number to announce the winner. The winning number will be announced by press release in late
April and will be posted at the Alexander Town Office, Randy’s Variety and the Alexander School. Thank
you for your input!
Your Survey Number (needed to claim your $100 fuel prize)
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Housing, Development and Preservation

Housing Do you favor or oppose development of the following in Alexander – Please mark an “x” in the column:
Strongly Favor

Favor

No Opinion

Disfavor

Strongly
Disfavor

Single Family Homes
Multi-family homes
Subsidized housing in general
Subsidized housing for the elderly
Retirement housing (non-subsidized)
Assisted living facilities (non-subsidized)
“Affordable” house lots
“Affordable” rental properties
Mobile Home Parks
Restrictions on mobile homes

Development Do you favor or oppose development of the following in Alexander – Please mark an “x” in the
column
Strongly Favor
Outfitting/Guide services
Recreational Equipment Sales and Service
Recreational/Educational Facilities
Arts in the Community
Retail store(s)
Business/Professional Buildings/Uses
Home-based businesses
Nursing/Assisted living homes
Bed and Breakfasts
Motels/hotels
Resort
Restaurants
Seasonal campgrounds
Multi-Use Trails
Public parking area(s)
Casino or gaming facility
Sewage sludge spreading
Front End Process Residue (FEMA) eg. ash disposal
Confined Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO)
Hazardous materials handling eg. electronics
disassembly, medical waste
Tire/Junk/Salvage yards
Water Extraction for Bottled Drinking Water
Adult Entertainment
Park and Ride Facility
Other please describe:
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Public investments: Do you favor or disfavor town INVESTMENTS in the following: Mark with an X
Please ALSO put a * star beside your three highest priorities.
Strongly
Favor($)

Favor($)

No
Opinion($)

Disfavor($)

Strongly Disfavor($)

Scenic View Protection
Historical buildings
History Dome
Recreational facilities
Cemeteries improvement/expansion
Public access on Pleasant Lake
Public access on Barrow Lake
Public access on Meddybemps Lake
Road Maintenance/Improvements:
•
stormwater run-off from Town
Roads into Alexander Lakes
•
Discontinue Old County Road
•
Discontinue Crawford Rd. from
Blueberry Lane to Crawford Town
Line
•
Discontinue Arm Rd. from end of
hot top to end of existing town road
•
Study remaining unimproved roads
for discontinuance or improvement
•
Add/include shoulders in future
road re-paving projects
Please indicate conditions when the
town should consider takeover of
private roads:
•
To improve public safety
•
To induce development
•
To improve water quality
Hiking/walking trails
Multi-use trails

Preservation, Planning and Land Use. Should the town…? Please mark your opinion with an X.
Strongly
Agree
Develop a zoning ordinance for the town.
Include the following specific strategies in the Zoning
ordinance (see next 4 questions):
•
disallow development in areas identified as having
particular scenic value to the town.
•
attract business to Alexander
•
require residential development be in concentrated areas
•
require commercial development be in concentrated
areas
Provide curb side pick up of trash
Adopt a noise control ordinance
Create a fund for purchase of additional lands for public
access.
Offer tax and other incentives to (see next 4 questions):
•
discourage development in areas identified as having
particular scenic value to the town.
•
to attract business to Alexander
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Strongly
Agree

•

•

Agree

No
Opinion

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

to encourage residential development in concentrated
areas
to encourage commercial development in concentrated
areas

Alexander Lakes. Should the town…? Please mark your opinion with an X.
Strongly
Agree

Agree No Opinion Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Develop a mooring permit system on Alexander lakes
Develop expanded facilities at Pocomoonshine Lake including (see next questions):
•
swimming area
•
public dock
•
picnic area/garbage facilities
•
bathroom facilities
•
paved parking
•
unpaved parking
•
boat ramp
If public access is obtained - Develop facilities at Meddybemps Lake including (see
next questions):
•
swimming area
•
public dock
•
picnic area/garbage facilities
•
bathroom facilities
•
paved parking
•
unpaved parking
•
boat ramp
If public access is obtained - Develop facilities at Barrow Lake including (see next
questions):
•
swimming area
•
public dock
•
picnic area/garbage facilities
•
bathroom facilities
•
paved parking
•
unpaved parking
•
boat ramp
If public access is obtained - Develop facilities at Pleasant Lake including (see next
questions):
•
swimming area
•
public dock
•
picnic area/garbage facilities
•
bathroom facilities
•
paved parking
•
unpaved parking
•
boat ramp

Regionalism: Please indicate your level of agreement and comments on the following regional
issues/services:
Strongly
Agree

Should there be a regional high school
If so, where should it be located
If so, how soon should it be implemented/constructed
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Strongly
Agree

Agree No
Opinion

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Should school administration be regionalized
Should school boards be regionalized
Should the town:
• regionalize recreation programs with neighboring towns
• explore regional governance structures to reduce costs of civic administration
• cooperate with neighboring towns on public works expenditures
• regionalize emergency dispatch services with the county (we presently use Calais)
• continue to support regional ambulance services
• consider annexation of land from unorganized territory in the future?

C. Facilities and Services. Please indicate your level of satisfaction by marking an X in the column:
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

No
Opinion

Dissatisfied Very
Dissatisfied

Town Services:
• Fire Department and Emergency Medical Services
• Town office services
• Town office hours
• Public Works
• School Library
• Recreational facilities
Community and Regional Services and Facilities
• Health Services
• Law Enforcement Services
• Ambulance Services
• Adult education
• Community-wide Events and Celebrations
• Religion
Recycling center/landfill/transfer station
Summer road conditions
Winter road conditions
Cemetery condition
Property tax level

D. Opinion Poll (attach separate sheet if you wish to extend your comments)
1. What are the things about the town of Alexander that you like and would preserve?
2. What are the things about the town of Alexander that you would like to see changed?
3. Describe how you see the town of Alexander of the future.
4. The Growth Management Act requires that local Comprehensive Plans include a land use map that
designates areas of the town for growth and for rural development (there can be more than one growth
and/or rural area in the town). In your vision of the town’s future, where should they be located?
By April 1st, 2005 please return the completed survey questionnaire to the Town Office, Randy’s Variety or the Alexander
School, or simply fold it and mail it to the Comprehensive Planning Committee using the address on the opposite side of this
page. Thank you!
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Written Comments on Surveys
The full transcript of written comments provided by the 147 respondents in the last part of the survey are
reproduced here. As noted in Chapter L Town Survey Results summaries of the written comments are
provided with the charted data and throughout the document as the issues they address are raised.
Comments were provided in response to some specific questions on the survey and by respondents who
chose to underline their opinion:
I am:
•
Work part time and retired.
•
Attending WCCC after OSB closing in Baileyville.

I live in Alexander:
•
Own property
•
Calais
•
Ellsworth
•
Own a garage.
•
Land owner-live in Maine.
•
Couple of weeks.
•
Vacation.
•
Woodlot.
•
Own property.
•
At camp occasionally.
•
Seasonally, in process.
•
Total 3 to 4 weeks during spring, summer, fall.
•
Own land. Plan to build.
•
Do not live in Alexander.
•
I own property.
•
Vacation 2 weeks/year.
•
Own land-plan to move seasonally in 3 years.
•
Investment property.
•
Come for blueberries and hunting, etc.

My home in Alexander is a:
Cottage.
Manufactured 2 story cottage.
Rent to others.
I work.
•
Disabled vet.
•
Seasonally. For next 2 years.
How many years have you lived in Alexander?
•
Own land

Source of drinking water:
•
Bottled
•
Purchased.
•
Other: No well yet.
•
Lake to cottage. Bottled (drinking).
•
Haven’t drunk yet.
•
Meddybemps Lake.
•
From a neighbor’s well.
•
Bottled water.
•
Transported from off site.
•
Drilled well: Cannot drink water-heavy iron content and it
smells. Buy drinking water.
•
Purchase.
•
Store bought.
Do you use a water softener?
•
Not yet. Need to have water tested.
•
No, but maybe soon. Hard water.

Do you filter/process your drinking water?
•
Boil in recent years.
•
Filter.
•
Bottled.
•
Lake water for domestic not drinking.
•
Buy at store.
•
In fridge.
•
Bring with us.
•
Drink from safe well.
•
Carry from Baileyville.
•
R.O. at kitchen.
•
Partly.
•
Reverse osmosis for arsenic.
•
Iron filter.
•
Reverse osmosis.
Type of sewer system:
•
Outhouse.
•
None.
•
Haven’t built yet. No septic or well.
•
Septic system.
•
None.
•
Septic tank with leach field.
•
None
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Comment under Housing Development and Preservation:
•
No big developments. Letting people have junk salvage in
yards and in back of their homes.
Comment under Public Investments:
I don’t know enough about these issues but would like to
know more on specific issues so that I could answer.
Comment under Preservation, Planning and Land Use:
•

Alexander Lakes: Comment under all four lakes: If not too
expensive.
If public access is obtained—Develop facilities at
Meddybemps Lake including:
•
I have a conflict of interest on this one being the owner of
Gooseneck Beach area of ? miles from the landing to third
landing with property damage, erosion, letter, ?, etc.
•

Comment under Development section:
Other: Encourage agriculture, green houses, craft-based
businesses.
•
Other: Encourage agriculture.
Please indicate conditions when the town should
consider takeover of private roads:
•
Roads should be “brought up to standards” by private
party prior to county takeover of “private road”.
Develop expanded facilities at Pocomoonshine Lake
including:
Boat ramp:
•
Already in place (Princeton)
•

If public access is obtained-Develop facilities at Pleasant
Lake including:
•
Could hurt existing businesses.

Responses to regionalism section: Should there be a regional high school
If so, where should it be located
If so, how soon should it be implemented/constructed
•
Calais 2 years
•
Calais 2-5 years
•
ASAP
•
Baring
•
Alexander if possible
•
Central when possible
•
Central area “miles”
•
Baring 5 years
•
Calais
•
On owned town property when enough students are present.
•
Charlotte ASAP
•
Baring/Woodland; joint effort/towns & state
•
Calais, ASAP
•
Baring, not sure
•
Calais or Baileyville- as soon as possible
•
South Princeton Road: Flat Road going into Goose Neck.
•
Between Woodland and Calais
•
End of Rte 9 (Baring/Baileyville)
•
Baring or Calais 2020
•
Calais or Woodland
•
Calais, at once
•
Calais, NOW!
•
Calais, now. For Eastport to Topsfield, for all Washington County.
•
Alexander, when necessary.
•
Baileyville or Baring 5-10 years
•
Don’t care. ASAP
•
Centrally-Baring? Very soon
•
Meddybemps
•
Calais when Woodland/Eastport’s buildings need updating.
•
Baring 2020
•
Calais
•
Cooper Road 2-3 years
•
Never
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Comment under Facilities and Services:

•

•

•

Would be nice to have more churches in
town (more choices).
Very satisfied with Alexander ambulance
services! I’d love to pay less, bur we also
need to pay for service.
We have just purchased our home. We
plan on retiring with in the next two years.
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Responses to regionalism section: Should there be a regional high school
If so, where should it be located
If so, how soon should it be implemented/constructed
•
Not sure at this time. Within 10 years
•
Baileyville. Within 10 years.
•
Baring. Within 10 years.
•
Co-locate with current grammar school.
•
Cooper. Soon.

Comment under Facilities and Services:

Additional comments:
•
Thank you for this opportunity.
•
There are no questions about the school. What happens to it if the enrollment goes up? What happens to it if the enrollment
goes down? What happens to it if the state requires our students go to Calais or Wesley?
•
As a native resident, I do not mind signing this. Fern Garner
•
I think this survey will be very helpful in the future! Sincerely, Jerry Cochran.

D. Opinion Poll
Question 1: What are the things about the town of Alexander that you like and would preserve?
•
The people and community closeness. The lakes and forests.
•
Small, quiet town. Preserve trails, recreational areas.
•
Rural small town lifestyle, healthy natural environment, natural resources, open space, well managed working forest.
•
The rural condition of the lakes and woodlands.
•
That it’s not a city.
•
Trash removal, use of land fill included in taxes.
•
Small town living community.
•
Keep the town the way it is.
•
Scenic views, lakes
•
Just leave it alone.
•
All
•
Natural scenic beauty
•
Its natural beauty
•
Access to snowmobile/ATV trails. Limited mobile homes.
•
Scenic beauty. Sense of community.
•
Distance between neighbors, solitude, no trailer parks or junk yards.
•
Non-crowded town feeling with abundant woods and lake preservation for recreational use. Encourage recreational
diversity, for example, kayaking on smaller, less crowded lakes such as Barrow’s with limits on motorboat size.
•
I like the rural quality of Alexander. Preserve its small town feeling.
•
We love its peace and quiet.
•
Don’t let it get like a city.
•
Private-quiet
•
It’s smallness and no big government infrastructure.
•
Open space, clean air and water, friendly people.
•
It’s rural hometown atmosphere! Neighbors watching out for and CARING for each other.
•
The lakes and surrounding beauty of the area. Don’t creat an annoyance.
•
Peace and quiet.
•
Rural ness.
•
It’s quiet, rural atmosphere.
•
The school and the quiet atmosphere.
•
Preservation of quality of lakes and wood lands.
•
Historical landmarks and buildings.
•
I like the way things are. But remember I only vacation in Alexander. The important issues should be answered by the
residents.
•
We purchased our home because we were impressed with the area access to the trail system.
•
Low taxes, quietness, relaxed atmosphere.
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Natural beauty, recreational area, forest land , preservation of lakes
Protect the lakes-limit development in those areas
It is a rural area, but not too far from Calais (stores) and Baileyville (work)
Untouched wilderness.
The good living
Rural, peaceful, wonderful lakes.
Alexander appears to protect its lakes well which is the area that most influences me.
To see the town maintain ownership of all old town road, these to be designated for recreational use. But discontinue
responsibility of the old road. These roads should be for multi uses for general public.
Rural nature.
More business
Views. Preserve lakes.
The type of rural living we have. I think the quality of the lake should be studied and preserved. The water clarity has gotten
worse, I believe, since I was a child on the lake.
Quiet lakes, limited access; the heath; school activities; Carl’s store-community gathering.
The undeveloped character of the town, its views, its independence
Lakes
Small town feeling. I enjoy the ATV trails and would like to see them kept and improved.
Woods, undeveloped lake shore, blueberry fields.
Very personal, not like take a number and wait.
Quiet community
Leave it as it is.
Rural character. Lake quality.
Peace and quiet
School, lakes, scenery
The Grange Hall for buildings. Keep the town small not a lot of development. If we all want city, we will move back to one.
Community based-keep feeling of small town- we’re not a city-don’t pretend to be one.
Quiet and serene
Elbow room, community school, fire and ambulance services, rural character, lake and trail access, low crime/nastiness rate,
knowing many neighbors, close-knit community, town meeting government.
Quiet
Scenic areas, Randy’s Variety
Peace, tranquility, and quality of living, fresh air blowing trees, trickle of water in the brook
Local control of school and budget
Small friendly town that’s not to over crowded with good outdoor recreation and scenic views and people who look out and
help others.
The people, the beauty of the place, the small town character, the public-spiritedness of so many people, the elementary
school.
The small town nature of Alexander.
Having cable TV service.
Rural nature, scenic/natural features
The natural undeveloped feeling of the area.
Small town atmosphere, school, type of government.
Status Quo
Individuality, elementary school, people—good and not so good.
One or two little stores, volunteer fire dept, no police dept, and keep out the idiots that want to change our little town.
I would like to see the town support the preservation of historic buildings in the town, such as old barns, grange hall and old
houses.
Our school. I have always felt our small schools are the best, even if our town keeps on growing. I like local control.
Churches, schools.
The people--over that we have no control.
School. Small business. 1. Good road conditions in summer and winter. Crews do a good job. 2. Fire station and service. 3.
Community store and availability of gasoline (Lord’s) 4. Low crime rate.
Grange Hall. I like the fact it is not over run with stores and hope it never is.
The elementary school--it allows children to compete in all activities. The fire and rescue. The town hall.
Elementary school. Pristine lakes.
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We are very happy with the services provided by the town office. We are also happy with the staff there.☺
Have our own services (school, fire department)
Country setting.
The school.
Rural atmosphere.
The quiet, peaceful country life.
School department, quiet area, fair taxes, how people support those in need via benefit suppers, etc.
School department, quiet area, fair taxes, how people support those in need via benefit suppers, etc.
Ruralness/remoteness, undeveloped/unpopulated, beauty
Large undeveloped parcels of land (above 10 acres)
Try to keep it the way it is.
It’s a town of its own. Very quiet and pleasant. I would preserve what we can.

Question 2: What are the things about the town of Alexander that you would like to see changed?
More public boat ramps. Side road upkeep. Some type of code for upkeep of land/home.
•
More recreational opportunities and land set aside as conservation land with hiking/walking trails.. Definitely would like to
see much of the area conserved.
•
Fix the roads.
•
Nothing.
•
Commercial trucks rerouted. Ban from So. Princeton Road.
•
More grocery stores or convenience stores. Other services such as gasoline station. Maybe a motel and restaurant but not a
strip mall.
•
Nothing. Why try to make a town over into something she isn’t? Enjoy your town it is very county the way it should be.
•
Roads
•
Lower taxes
•
More community members involved in town government.
•
No dope dealers.
•
School consolidation. Property tax reduction.
•
Invite small business compatible with above. Encourage compatible recreation, eco tourism, resorts.
•
Road conditions and consolidation of school.
•
I would like to have the roads around the lakes plowed at least when the year round residents can’t push the banks back we
would like the wing plowed.
•
A reasonably priced trash removal. A plow truck that doesn’t wreck mailboxes one after the other.
•
Low interaction between year round and seasonal residents.
•
Find out more about getting our road maintained.
•
Keep property cleaned up, not dumps around their home.
•
Stop development—only small businesses. Lakes are ok now—limit buildings
•
More work on roads.
•
Tax rate.
•
“It ain’t broke”—why fix it?
•
Taxes brought down, more business, industry invited in.
•
Nothing.
•
Better roads.
•
Need employment so you need to find businesses who will support town and not cause harm.
•
Restrict hours and areas of use of ATV’s, snowmobiles and loud motor boats. Enforce laws prohibiting fireworks!!!!
•
The tax dollars from the residents on Meddybemps Shore Road and Chase Brook Drive should contribute to the plowing and
care of these roads.
•
Develop restricted businesses to lower tax rate.
•
.Lower taxes. 2. Lower speed limit on Rte. 9.
•
Nothing, but that is not a question for us vacationers. I don’t know enough to insert my opinion.
•
Not much, except some concentrated efforts to make the roads better as time goes on. This is already a great community,
hard to improve on it, just have to maintain what we have.
•
Encourage commercial development in concentrated areas, ease of shopping, i.e. groceries for people of Alexander.
•
Quaint, friendly, uncluttered, clean rural town
•
Not sure-as we’re only land owners at the present time.
•
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Elementary school consolidation. I would like to see school board and selectmen members who are representatives of the
interests of all town’s people as opposed to being concerned with personal interests and financial gains.
None
Like it the way it is.
Encourage development that will encourage out of staters to have second homes here (1)to increase tax revenue while not
increasing school enrollment and (2) protect as best we can when Domtar closes which is forecast for near future.
Yes. When we purchased our property on Barrows Lake over 30 years ago, we were told we had public access. The access
ramp was later purchased by private party and access was denied. Fortunately, we have access from a private owner or we
would be in real difficulty
None
↑ homes and businesses; ↓ taxes.
More public access to all lakes.
Become business friendly, hold line on taxes
I would like to see more people involved in the government of the town. I would like to see commercial and residential areas
separated.
More community involvement
Leave it alone.
Better/cleaner junkyards designation/enforcement on road and of road. Hazardous, decrepit homes razed.
Ditches kept clear in winter.
More incentives to live here. Jobs locally.
Lower taxes, lower school budget. Snowplow contract put out to bid like other towns, not just done in house.
Zoning for building
More art and community events.
Less tax
More business so don’t have to travel so far to work. Cheaper living costs.
Dog leash by law enforcement. Broadband internet service.
Zoning of commercial and residential areas for future development
More access to public and private land and lakes, tax breaks, a clean town.
I would like our children to be able to go to a better high school. I would like to see more opportunities for the arts in the
community-possibly during the summer.
Growth and development are not always good. I would like to see a smaller town with less development.
Logging trucks using South Princeton Road to get to Baileyville
Nothing—we love it the way it is. Preserve and take care of what’s already there.
The people who move in here from out of state and from the cities to stop trying to make Alexander a suburban area.
We need a broader tax base. Small industry would be nice.
More ways to enjoy natural settings → hiking, biking, etc. more community functions—dances, harvest festivals, etc.
Rapid growth, people who demand to have their road hot topped instead of enjoying the country life then wonder why our
taxes have increased.
I would like to see more activities for young people in our town. Something kids could participate in to keep their interest in
town. More social events so the kids wouldn’t have to go out of town for fun.
Traffic through town, especially big trucks.
Assisted living housing so residents don’t have to leave. Can grow old gracefully without leaving area.
More business.
1. Elementary school should be closed. 2. Tax “incentive” to homeowners who improve their property. 3. Russell Kinney
property (trailers) should be cleaned up.
Nothing.
I would like to have a rec department. Lake pollution—stricter regulation for people who are polluting by allowing waste
water into lake.
Need businesses to help with taxes.
One thing that should be changed is the amount of junk allowed in people’s yards, abandoned cars, trucks, equipment, etc.
Up to full time residents.
More businesses.
More for children to do.
More for children to do.
Increased funding for education.
Better teachers at the school. Tax relief for undeveloped tracts of land (more than 10 acres). Less boat traffic (w/motors)
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Try to keep it the way it is.
Discontinue log or chip trucks driving through South Princeton Rd. Road not big enough.

Question 3: describe how you see the town of Alexander of the future.
Slow, steady, “controlled” economic growth and development. Maintaining a balance of the ecosystem and development of
land. ”The” place to live.
•
Would like to see it remain about the same except maybe a little more commercial/shopping development.
•
Town will be more accessible. Avoid big industry, regional ash dumps, uncontrolled sprawl. Encourage smart growth while
maintaining present character of rural living.
•
A very similar condition as today with several new housing developments and a few businesses.
•
Growth, jobs, recreation.
•
Growing.
•
Continued small town living community.
•
I would like to see the town with people you could talk to and to be friendly; not having a “For Sale” sign on every other
house. Stop trying to be something you are not, we’re not Calais. Thank God.
•
More service oriented businesses with increased residential areas, and more emphasis on recreation uses.
•
Jewel in the rough. Possibility for growth.
•
Leave it alone.
•
??
•
I would like to see the natural beauty of the area preserved and made accessible for people to enjoy.
•
Let it grow at its own pace. Government is not equipped to develop or direct development. I encouraged some study and
analysis if town isn’t involved.
•
Continues as an “outdoor” community, not as a business center.
•
Remaining a quaint, quiet pleasant place to live.
•
Marked increase of recreational trails; increased community cohesion and support for a few selected projects, both
commercial and arts or humanities oriented ones. Increase of the number of small recreation or entertainment oriented
businesses.
•
Hopefully, as it is.
•
Hopefully, as it is now
•
Depends on town planners.
•
Cleaner lakes, improve roads.
•
Place for people to come for the space and large lots of land for housing.
•
Over populated.
•
A lovely village w/summer residence from all over and thriving businesses allowing some local folks to make a living.
•
Growth should be along Rte 9. Rural development everywhere else.
•
I expect there’ll be more homes built especially on the lake property.
•
Small growth township by 20%.
•
Try for more businesses.
•
Remaining close to being the same.
•
Growing.
•
I see it as the same as today, with better recreational opportunities, and keeping the taxes as low as possible, so people can
keep the homes they have owned for generations and to keep the kids from moving away.
•
A residential recreation community, quiet, preserved with limited selective, commercial development.
•
Keep it quaint, friendly, uncluttered, clean
•
Staying very similar to the way it is now-perhaps more housing going up with 20 years.
•
Relatively unchanged until forced by state and federal government.
•
More businesses
•
N/A
•
Nice? residential (including seasonal) area to support larger towns
•
Protecting the beautiful environment and natural resources.
•
Can’t
•
Small town atmosphere
•
Possibly more family housing and moderate business growth
•
The town should stay pretty much as it is, with more public access to all lakes.
•
Much as it is today, growth
•
There should be a way the town can capitalize on the trail system (ATV/sled)
•
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I see Alexander as a big strip development—like Eddington—I see more people and higher taxes.
As when I grew up here, everybody knew his neighbor.
More progressive.
Homegrown berries, vegetables=merchandized, improved water, sewerage systems. Traffic regulated to aid walkers.
I think you will see a lot of new homes.
Expanding with younger people.
Doing the same thing as the town of Cooper. To lower our taxes so the senior citizens can stay in their homes. The seniors
made this town what it is today.
Small close family oriented community
Quiet and serene I hope
Interpretation: (would like to see) more families, more recreation variety (esp. trails), town tourist sales district.
Not industrial
More business.
Hopefully, preserving what it is now.
More residential and commercial development
To have the small town atmosphere with some development with decent income to keep towns people from having to move
away but not to become too populated or overcrowded and public access to local lakes and scenic views.
I would like it to maintain its rural character and not be swallowed up by development.
I would like to see the town look similar to the way that it did in the late 1960’s.
Capitalize on the rural nature and scenic/natural features.
As a natural and pastoral area.
Not what you want for a rural community. The town is being misused now as a rural area.
Somewhat still the same but with some type of industry.
Unfortunately, more housing developments and busier roads. Hopefully, those who move here will be an improvement to
our community instead of a nuisance.
If people insist turning this town into a city, Alexander as it is, is doomed.
I would like to think of our town growing with more work opportunities for residents.
I can’t imagine. 50 or 60 years ago I couldn’t imagine a road (with mud holds, cars had to be hauled through) like today, or
no farms and all the new houses especially by lakes.
The bedroom for Calais/Baileyville. I believe most development will happen there.
The same, friendly, safe rural community that it is now. We are here because of this and would not like to see any major
changes.
Hopefully, pretty much the same.
Growing for a larger property tax level.
Same as above:{ Have our own services (school, fire department). Need businesses to help with taxes.}
Significant growth in housing and residency, little growth in new business.
Keep it the way it is.
Being a seasonal resident, I would not be able to offer an opinion.
Maintaining status quo or improving on it, maintaining status quo or improving on it
I love it the way it is.
Undeveloped areas for wildlife and mature forests, a good school and low taxes.
I don’t see much change, which is a good thing.

Question 4: the Growth Management Act requires that local Comprehensive Plans include a land use map that
designates areas of the town for growth and for rural development (there can be more than one growth and/or rural area
in the town). In your vision of the town’s future, where should they be located?
•
No opinion.
•
The town should not be involved with development. Leave it to the individual. If the town gives limited time tax breaks to
encourage development, ok.
•
The growth area should be directly off of Rte 9 concentrated in Variety store/Alexander School area.
•
Town office.
•
Leave people’s land alone.
•
Rte 9.
•
Definitely have multi growth and rural areas. Having a concentrated growth area leads to the terrible problems experienced
in many communities.
•
Forget it we are all rural. I like it very much. Stop trying to spend money you don’t have.
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Not sure?
Cooper Road and Route 9.
Growth should be along Rte 9 and the Cooper Road.
Route 9 will become a major highway. Maybe even limited access but growth area best north of Cooper Road or cemetery
towards Rte 1. Protect rural areas along Cooper Road but maybe allow limited housing, concentrated in certain areas.
By town office, school.
I haven’t lived here long enough to “know” the area well enough to answer this question.
On the Airline Road
along Davis Road from Rte 9 to Pleasant Lake Campground. b) Cooper Road from Rte 9, past town hall to base of
Breakneck Mtn.
Rte 9 only
Do not know.
Away from recreational areas.
Growth area—Rte 9 corridor. Rural area—the rest of town!
Route 9 developed into more business and “Cooper Road” developed into more housing.
No opinion.
Town Hall.
Off Rte 9 large area to establish business and new homes.
Because of traffic volume, business should be located close to Route 9. to encourage growth.
On the outskirts of Route 9.
Where the majority of the residents believe it/they should be.
Commercial growth around Route 9, and Pleasant Lake. Residential growth everywhere else, excluding public recreational
spots.
Perhaps a town center on Cooper Rd. near town office and along Rte 9 from Alexander town line by leaving Crawford.
Commercial development should be on Rte 9.
Limit growth. Bigger is not better and new development should pay “impact fees” for new demands on roads, fire
protection, police, schools, hospitals, etc.
Unsure of where they should be located
Randy
Near access to lakes and/or recreational areas on Pleasant Lake.
Growth in the town area (Rte 9)—preserve the open land. Lake front could be developed in zoned areas.
Randy
Along Rte 9
Growth along Rte 9; rural development along lakes.
Growth should take place one mile east and one mile west of the intersection of Rte 9 and the Cooper Road.
Along Rte 9 at the intersections of town roads.
Those who desire growth should have it in their back yards. All areas not now developed should be rural including blueberry
fields.
Arm Road, old dump road
Cooper Road, Rte 9, Davis Road
Think the only place left would be the Clinton Flood farm for development.
Growth along Rte 9/center of town; rural along lakes (especially Pocomoonshine Lake)
Industrial/commercial—Rte 9 and on the hill of Cooper Road.
Heavily unused areas.
Route 9. I believe the maximum improvement which would benefit all in the area should be located at Randy’s Variety,
pave it.
Growth along main roads (Cooper Rd and Rte 9). Rural areas elsewhere.
Spearin Road and Rte 9 between Alexander School and Crawford town line.
Areas for growth shouldn’t impinge on where people are now living. Perhaps they could be in more isolated areas.
Growth areas along Rte. 9. Rural area where they exist on the lakes and adjacent to the lakes.
Country and state is taking too much control. We as a people need to think for ourselves, not to be dictated to. You have
asked a question that only Growth Management and the Comprehensive Plan would control in reference to a future plan.
Good question.
State laws already require developers to locate an area with environmental issues considered mixed feelings on zoning. On
Baileyville/Baring side if necessary.
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Maybe in Calais. Turn Alexander back to a farm town instead of a bedroom town. People always try to change things and
it’s not always for our best.
Zoned so commercial development wasn’t on Rte 9 but convenient for development.
I do not think there should be assigned areas.
Along Rte 9.
Not sure. Possibly along main roads (Rte 9).
Business districts should be along Rte 9 between the school and the Open Bible Church, and along the Cooper Rd. from Rte
9 to Newman’s Trucking. Restrict any more development on Pleasant Lake.
Up to full time residents.
Rte 9.Rte 9
Along Rte 9 if necessary.
The town should keep as much land rural as possible.
Located on Route 9 where it is visible.
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Appendix C

State Policies

The State policies that are found in the Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act
(30-A MRSA §4311 et seq.) are reproduced in this Appendix. The Act requires that a
municipality will specify what approaches they will take to address them. The town of
Alexander has tailored these policies to the specific circumstances of Alexander as they are
raised in each of the major substantive areas (chapters) of this Comprehensive Plan. The town’s
policies can be found at the end of each chapter, in the body of the Capital Improvement Plan in
the Fiscal Capacity chapter, and in the Land Use Plan that is mapped and described in the Land
Use Chapter.
A. STATE POLICIES
1. to encourage orderly growth and development in appropriate areas of each community, while
protecting the State's rural character, making efficient use of public services, and preventing
development sprawl.
2. to plan for, finance, and develop an efficient system of public facilities and services to
accommodate anticipated growth and economic development;
3. to promote an economic climate that increases job opportunities and overall economic wellbeing;
4. to encourage and promote affordable, decent housing opportunities for all Maine citizens;
5. to protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State's water resources, including lakes,
aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers, and coastal areas;
6. to protect the State's other critical natural resources, including without limitation, wetlands,
wildlife and fisheries habitat, sand dunes, shorelands, scenic vistas, and unique natural areas;
7. to protect the State's marine resources industry, ports, and harbors from incompatible
development, and to promote access to the shore for commercial fishermen and the public;
8. to safeguard the State's agricultural and forest resources from development that threatens those
resources;
9. to preserve the State's historic and archeological resources and;
10. to promote and protect the availability of outdoor recreation opportunities for all Maine
citizens, including access to surface waters.
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